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Abstract 

 Autonomous vehicles are equipped with systems that can detect and track the objects in a 

vehicle’s vicinity and make appropriate driving decisions accordingly. Infrared (IR) cameras are 

not typically employed on these systems, but the new information that can be supplied by IR 

cameras can help improve the probability of detecting all objects in a vehicle’s surroundings. The 

purpose of this research is to investigate how IR imaging can be leveraged to improve existing 

autonomous driving detection systems. This research serves as a proof-of-concept demonstration.  

 In order to achieve detection using thermal images, raw data from seven different driving 

scenarios was captured and labelled using a calibrated camera. Calibrating the camera made it 

possible to estimate the distance to objects within the image frame. The labelled images (ground 

truth data) were then used to train several YOLOv2 neural networks to detect similar objects in 

other image frames. Deeper YOLOv2 networks trained on larger amounts of data were shown to 

perform better on both precision and recall metrics.  

 A novel method of estimating pixel error in detected object locations has also been 

proposed which can be applied to any detection algorithm that has corresponding ground truth 

data. The pixel errors were shown to be normally distributed with unique spreads about different 

ranges of y-pixels. Low correlations were seen in detection errors in the x-pixel direction. This 

methodology can be used to create a gate estimation for the detected pixel location of an object. 

 Detection using IR imaging has been shown to have promising results for applications 

where typical autonomous sensors can have difficulties. The work done in this thesis has shown 

that the additional information supplied by IR cameras has potential to improve existing 

autonomous sensory systems.  
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 

 Preliminary Remarks 

 The field of autonomous driving has made considerable strides in the past decade with the 

advent of cost-effective sensors and improved computing capabilities. In order for these systems 

to be adopted by the masses, they must consistently perform better than human drivers in all 

driving conditions. While existing vehicle sensors offer important information about a vehicle’s 

surroundings, there have been several documented cases in which these sensors did not analyze 

their environment properly, leading to collisions. According to probability, the more information 

available to a sensory system, the more accurately it will be able to yield measurements. In the 

case of autonomous driving, this means more information will allow the driving environment to 

be perceived properly, leading to more educated driving decisions. Infrared (IR) cameras, or 

thermal imaging cameras, are not currently used in autonomous driving sensory systems and it is 

believed that these sensors can offer additional information to existing autonomous driving sensory 

systems, leading to improved performance in detecting and classifying objects within the vehicle’s 

surroundings. Tracking algorithms for autonomous driving also require a sensor’s uncertainty, or 

gating, in order to yield meaningful results, so the uncertainty associated with the IR camera’s 

detections is also an important thing to consider. 
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 Research Objectives 

 In this thesis, the use of thermal imaging will be investigated in regards to object detection 

and classification in a vehicle-mounted setting. In order to make use of these detections for driving 

purposes, their location in the vehicle’s coordinate system must be estimated. The associated error 

with these detections is also a desired result as knowing measurement error is critical when 

analyzing the effectiveness of a sensor. The objectives of this research are as follows: 

 Select a thermal imaging camera that will be appropriate for real-time driving applications. 

Selection of this sensor also requires installing it onto a vehicle. 

 Collect raw thermal imaging videos for a variety of driving scenarios. 

 Create a framework for determining common objects for which thermal imaging will be 

useful for detection. Then use this framework to label the raw data collected in different 

driving scenarios. 

 Train at least one pre-trained neural networks on the manually labelled infrared imaging 

datasets using transfer learning. This algorithm will then be able to perform detection and 

classification on raw thermal imaging frames. 

 Compare the detection and classification results on untrained frames to a labelled test 

dataset in order to determine the performance of the algorithm. The results can be further 

explored by changing required algorithm parameters. 

 Develop or implement a method of determining the measurement error in the detected 

object locations when using an algorithm. Then use this measurement error to give 

probable error distributions for the true location of a given detection. This is critical to the 

gating requirements of tracking algorithms. 
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 Output detected object class and position in vehicle coordinates from the algorithm for the 

purposes of sensor fusion. 

 Thesis Outline 

This dissertation is structured as follows: 

 Chapter 1 is the current chapter, and provides a brief introduction to this thesis and its 

objectives. 

 Chapter 2 presents a literature review on the current state of advanced driver-assistance 

systems (ADAS), how infrared imaging can provide additional information to the existing 

suite of sensors, and how object detection and classification can be achieved by using 

infrared images. 

 Chapter 3 discusses the design criteria and selection of the chosen camera, the mounting 

of the camera, and methods and results of camera calibration for world coordinate system 

location estimation. 

 Chapter 4 describes the captured data and the classes of objects that were labelled for each 

driving scenario. 

 Chapter 5 explains the YOLOv2 convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture, how it 

works, and the results of altering different parameters on detection performance. 

 Chapter 6 presents a novel method of estimating the pixel error distribution of detections 

made on images and how to use the error distribution and calibrated camera matrix to 

estimate the 50% and 95% probable error of measurements made in the world coordinate 

system. These can then be used as gating inputs for tracking algorithms in the future. 
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 Chapter 7 provides an outline for possible areas of future work and a summary of the 

detection results from YOLOv2 using thermal imaging. 
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Chapter 2 

2. Review of Existing Autonomous Systems, Infrared Imaging, and 

Imaging Detection and Classification Algorithms 

 In order to understand how thermal imaging can be used to improve autonomous driving 

sensory systems, these systems must first be understood. This includes an in-depth understanding 

of what autonomous driving means and how each sensor is used in existing sensory systems. Only 

then can the benefit of implementing infrared (IR) cameras into these systems be fully appreciated. 

The best uses of thermal images in these subsystems is dependent on where IR cameras excel and 

where they have shortcomings. Finally, how to use thermal images to detect objects is critical to 

leveraging the raw output of IR cameras. All of these topics will be discussed in the following 

literature review, which will give a basis for the work completed in this thesis. 

 What Is Autonomous Driving? 

Autonomous driving is the act of a vehicle being able to drive from one location to another 

in any driving condition without the presence of a driver. These vehicles used to be a fictional 

concept proposed only in science fiction novels, but in the years between 2014 and 2020, it is 

expected that the market value of highly autonomous driving systems will increase from 4.38 

billion Euro to 17.3 billion Euro [1]. Morgan Stanley estimates that by mid 2030, fully autonomous 

vehicles will be a common occurrence on roadways [2]. This prediction is echoed by industry 

research firm HIS Markit [3] and McKinsey and Company [4]. Americans drive around 75 billion 

hours per year [2], making the prospect of fully autonomous driving a very lucrative business. One 
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of the benefits of autonomous vehicles is that, unlike human drivers, they do not tire or make 

mistakes. It is estimated that 90% of all accidents are due to human error [1, 5], meaning that if all 

vehicles were to be converted to fully autonomous tomorrow, it is conceivable that the majority of 

human-caused accidents could be prevented. According to Morgan Stanley, the potential yearly 

savings in the United States alone is 1.3 trillion dollars USD. These savings are realized in added 

productivity from vehicle occupants (507 billion USD), accident avoidance (488 billion USD), 

fuel savings (158 billion USD), and reduced traffic congestion (149 billion USD) [2]. A breakdown 

of these costs can be seen in Figure 2.1.1. Note that the 149 billion in savings for traffic congestion 

also includes 11 million in additional fuel savings. Worldwide, these savings are predicted to be 

5.6 trillion USD [2].  

 

Figure 2.1.1: Yearly savings in the US by implementing autonomous driving [2] 
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 What Does Autonomous Driving Mean? 

 Autonomous driving defines the ability of a vehicle to perceive and react to the objects in 

its vicinity while driving towards a final destination without any occupant interaction. The degree 

to which a vehicle is able to drive without driver assistance is defined by different levels of 

autonomy. As stated by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) – the 

primary administration in charge of traffic accident investigation in the United States – there are 

six levels of autonomy that are widely accepted in the industry as standards since 2016 [1] [6]. 

Prior to the NHTSA’s adoption of the Society of Automotive Engineers’ (SAE) in 2016, there 

were five levels in the NHTSA’s standards and six in the SAE’s [7] [6]. The meaning behind each 

level as described by the SAE is as follows [6]: 

Level 0: No Driving Automation 

 The driver is in complete control of the vehicle including surveying environment and 

making all driving decisions. 

Level 1: Driver Assistance 

 The vehicle can have automatic steering or acceleration and deceleration. The driver is 

responsible for monitoring the environment and resuming full control of the vehicle if required. 

Traditional cruise control is an example of driver assistance. 

Level 2: Partial Driving Automation 
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 The vehicle is capable of controlling both its speed and steering simultaneously. The driver 

is still required to maintain alertness and resume control of the vehicle if there is a problem. 

Adaptive cruise control with lane keeping assist is an example of this level of autonomy. 

Level 3: Conditional Driving Automation 

 The vehicle is capable of controlling all of its dynamic driving tasks during certain 

situations, including monitoring its surroundings. If the driving situation were to change to 

something the vehicle is incapable of reliably performing in, it notifies the driver and relinquishes 

control until the driver re-engages the autonomous system. 

Level 4: High Driving Automation 

 In optimal conditions, the vehicle is capable of performing all dynamic driving tasks with 

no reliance on the vehicle occupants to monitor the vehicle’s surroundings or take control of the 

vehicle.  

Level 5: Full Driving Automation 

 The driver has no control over the vehicle other than to set a final destination in all driving 

scenarios. 

The following figure gives a visual representation of the different levels of autonomous driving 

discussed above.  
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Figure 2.2.1: Levels of Autonomous Driving [8] 

Beyond these levels of autonomy, vehicles of the future will be able to communicate with 

each other (vehicle to vehicle) and the infrastructure surrounding them (vehicle to infrastructure) 

[9] [1] [2]. This communication will lead to an increase in available environmental information to 

the vehicle and allow vehicles to move together, further improving road safety.  

 How to Achieve Autonomous Driving 

 There are several steps required to achieve autonomous driving. These steps can be 

correlated to how people react and make decisions while they drive. When a person drives, they 

first must receive some visual or auditory stimulus. They then use this stimulus to perceive the 

current state of the environment around them. Once the environment is known, the driver can 

analyze the situation and make decisions on where to turn, whether to slow down, speed up, or 

take other control actions. In essence, these are the same steps required for autonomous driving 
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[10]. Figure 2.3.1 shows the five steps required for autonomous driving to succeed. Sensing is the 

act of getting raw information on the vehicle’s surroundings; perception is the process of 

determining what objects exist based on the sensors’ raw data; data fusion is the process of 

combining all information from each sensor; application pertains to using the combined object 

detection information to make an educated decision on the proper course of driving action; and 

actuation is the actual implementation of controlling the vehicle based on the application results. 

 

Figure 2.3.1: Required Actions to Achieve Autonomous Driving [11] 

 In order to have an in depth understanding of the vehicle’s environment, its surroundings 

must be known with high certainty. Perceiving the environment surrounding the vehicle is one of 

the most difficult tasks for autonomous driving. This step requires the ability to pull information 

out of raw sensor data. Perception of the environment involves object detection and tracking. 

Detection is the process of taking the raw sensor output and converting it into useable data. In the 

case of cameras, this can mean taking an image and extracting the positions of vehicles, 

pedestrians, cyclists, or other objects from the frame. Once objects have been detected, their 
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positions can then be tracked and their future positions can be potentially predicted. With this 

prediction, vehicle decisions and reactions can be executed to ensure safe driving [10]. 

 Current State of Autonomous Driving 

 The current state of autonomous driving is based on the sensors semi-autonomous vehicles 

use and how these sensors, or their algorithms, have failed in the past. A system cannot be 

improved without first knowing its components and their advantages and their shortfalls. 

2.4.1. The Sensors 

 In order for an autonomous driving vehicle to achieve safe and successful control, it must 

be well informed on the objects and road conditions in its vicinity. Once this information is known, 

the vehicle can make predictions on where moving objects may be heading and control its own 

path accordingly. Autonomous vehicles rely on information sent from a variety of sensors mounted 

around the vehicle to collect different environmental information. While the types and number of 

sensors mounted on different renditions of autonomous vehicles vary from manufacturer to 

manufacturer, there are five common sensors used across all systems. These sensors include: 

Global Positioning System (GPS), radar, LIDAR (light detection and ranging), ultrasonic, and 

charge coupled device (CCD) cameras. For example, Tesla uses eight surround CCD cameras, 

twelve ultrasonic sensors, and one forward-facing radar [12]. The positioning and sensor direction 

for Tesla’s vehicles can be seen in Figure 2.4.1. Other autonomous sensory systems have similar 

sensor coverage distributions. Stanford’s Junior uses a rotating LIDAR, five CCD cameras, a 

spherical camera, two forward stereovision cameras, six radars, two 2D LIDAR sensors, and an 

inertial GPS [13]. Uber uses a suite of sensors including one rotating LIDAR, ten radars, and seven 
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cameras [14]. All of these sensors have their own advantages and disadvantages in perceiving 

information in the vehicle’s vicinity. A brief summary of this follows. 

 

Figure 2.4.1: Tesla Environmental Sensors 

Charge Coupled Device (CCD) Cameras: 

 CCD cameras are essential to all autonomous systems. These are the only sensors that are 

able to perceive the world through visible light like a set of human eyes. This means that these are 

the only sensors that receive information from signs and traffic lights. They are the only sensor 

that can perceive colour information as well which could be critical to maintaining consistent track 

identifications when an object becomes occluded from all of the autonomous vehicle sensors, for 

example. A camera is a passive sensor, meaning it does not rely on sending and receiving signals 

to generate raw output [15]. Cameras do not offer much information to the sensory system when 
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visible light is lacking in cases such as night time driving and foggy driving [16]. While a 

monocular camera can be used to get a rough estimate of the distance to objects [17, 18] when 

extrinsic parameters like mounting angle and camera height are known, stereovision cameras are 

more accurate way of performing distance-to-object estimates when using visible light cameras 

[19]. A stereovision camera uses two cameras with a known separation distance to generate two 

similar, but different images. The shift in the pixels of the same object in the two images (called 

the disparity) can be used to estimate the distance to that object in the stereo-camera’s field of 

view(FOV) [20, 21, 15, 19]. 

Radar: 

 Radar gives information about the relative location and velocity of objects in front of the 

radar. This information can then be used to map the autonomous vehicle’s surroundings. Radar is 

an active sensor as it sends pulses of waves and measures their time of flight to create its 

measurements. The range of the radar is also relatively high as it can sense beyond 100 metres in 

front of itself [22]. Short range radar is also currently used for blind spot detection [2]. Radar works 

well in all weather conditions and performs the same no matter the time of day. One of the biggest 

issues with radar is that it has trouble distinguishing between stationary objects and false alarms 

leading to noisy measurements, and as a result, it is often necessary to parse out stationary objects 

in a pre-processing filtering process [23]. Radar also gives little-to-no information on small objects 

like small animals.  

LIDAR: 

 LIDAR is an active sensor that depends on sending and receiving light waves in order to 

offer accurate information on the distance to objects surrounding the vehicle, making it an active 
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sensor. A rotating LIDAR is capable of creating a point map of the vehicle’s surroundings similar 

to a topology map. The available range of LIDAR can be up to 200 metres for a high end sensor 

[24]. LIDAR’s performance is the same in all times of the day and night but its information 

becomes less reliable in adverse weather conditions like rain, snow, and fog.  

Ultrasonic Sensors: 

 Ultrasonic sensors measure the time it takes to send and receive a sound wave pulse in 

order to estimate distance to objects [25]. The range of ultrasonic sensors is relatively limited 

compared to radar and LIDAR – under 10 metres compared to 100+ meters, and as such are only 

useable for close-proximity maneuvers like automated parking and reversing [25, 1, 12]. For 

medium to high speed dynamic driving tasks, ultrasonic sensors are not very useful. 

Global Positioning System (GPS): 

 GPS is the only sensor that can give information on the vehicle’s position in the world. 

This sensor is critical to autonomous driving as it is used to map and plan vehicle routes to and 

from destinations [1]. 

2.4.2. Sensor Fusion 

 As all of the above sensors offer different types of information, their feedback can be used 

to improve the likelihood of proper detection of objects in the vehicle’s vicinity. This combination 

of varying information is known as sensor fusion and is critical to autonomous driving. Ideally, 

100% of the objects surrounding a vehicle can be detected and classified. Once the object is known 

to the vehicle, predictions of how that object may impact the vehicle’s driving path can be made 

and safe driving maneuvers can be executed.  
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2.4.3. Recent History of Autonomous Crashes 

 In the first half of 2018, there have been at least five notable accidents involving vehicles 

operating in autonomous modes. Of these vehicles, four involved Tesla vehicles – three Model S’ 

and one Model X SUV – and one involved an Uber-modified Volvo XC90 SUV [23, 26, 27, 28, 

29, 30].  

Why did these accidents occur? 

 In the case of the Tesla vehicles, the crashes involved Tesla’s “Autopilot” feature while 

driving at high speeds. In each of these crashes, the object the vehicle collided with was stationary. 

Two of the collisions occurred when the vehicle struck firetrucks, one when the vehicle struck a 

police car, and one when the vehicle hit a concrete barrier. Tesla does not utilize a LIDAR like 

most other autonomous vehicles and relies solely on its forward-facing radar for detecting the 

distance to objects of interest in front of the car. As radar delivers coarse and noisy measurements, 

stationary objects are often parsed out of relevant information as they are considered to be false 

positive, or non-existent, objects [23, 26]. This form of filtering leads to an autonomous system 

that is incapable of detecting stationary objects on the road ahead, leading to high speed collisions. 

In this sense, the Tesla advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) is a level two system. It cannot 

be classified as a level three system as it does not know its own limits and requires manual override 

from the driver if this type of situation happens while driving.  

 Uber’s accident occurred in Tempe, Arizona during the nighttime. It involved a pedestrian 

holding a bike while crossing the street at an unlit section of road [30]. This accident resulted in 

the death of the pedestrian, marking the first recorded pedestrian death caused by a vehicle 
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operating in autonomous mode. Prior to the crash, there was a clear line of sight to the pedestrian 

as they crossed the road. Due to the poor visibility condition, Uber’s CCD cameras were unable to 

detect the person as they crossed, but the LIDAR and radar sensors of the Uber should have been 

able to detect the pedestrian and prevent the head-on collision [31, 32]. According to a report by 

the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), the Uber’s sensors were able to 

detect the pedestrian approximately six seconds prior to impact, but only identified the pedestrian 

as an “unknown object” and then as a bicycle with unknown path trajectory. 1.3 seconds prior to 

the accident, the system indicated that an emergency braking procedure was necessary but 

automated emergency braking had been disabled to prevent erratic driving while testing the 

autonomous Uber system [33]. It stands to reason that if the pedestrian could have been properly 

classified earlier, an emergency braking procedure would not have been necessary and collision 

with the victim could have been avoided, or at least the impact could have been lessened.  

 How Infrared (IR) Imaging Can Improve Autonomous Driving Safety 

 With the recent accidents, there is a clear indication that autonomous sensory systems need 

improvements. This could be in the form of more robust algorithms, an increase in the number of 

existing sensors in the subsystems, or implementation of a new sensor which provides alternate 

information to supplement the information the existing subsystems already have. The following 

section will explore how IR cameras, also known as thermal imaging cameras, can provide new 

information to existing autonomous systems to improve their detection performance. 
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2.5.1. What is Infrared? 

 Infrared (IR) is one of the seven types of electromagnetic radiation. In order from longest 

wavelength to shortest wavelength, the seven types of electromagnetic radiation are: radio waves, 

microwaves, infrared, visible light, ultraviolet, x-rays, and gamma rays. A pictorial representation 

of these waves can be seen in Figure 2.5.1. According to Planck’s Law, infrared radiation is emitted 

from all objects that have a temperature greater than absolute zero and can be felt as heat [34, 35]. 

It is one of three ways heat can be transferred between objects, the other two being conduction and 

convection [36]. Unlike conduction and convection though, radiation does not rely on a transfer 

medium to transfer heat. It can travel and transfer heat through a vacuum, unlike convection and 

conduction. While radiation (0.1 to 100 μm) also includes all of the visible light spectrum (0.4 to 

0.76 μm) and some of the ultraviolet spectrum(0.01 to 0.4 μm), the radiation emitted by warm 

bodies at room temperature fall into the infrared spectrum [36]. These emitted infrared 

wavelengths can then be detected and converted into useful information similar to the way 

human’s eyes detect and perceive visible light. This is the working principle of an infrared camera.  

 

Figure 2.5.1: Different Types of Electromagnetic Radiation [37] 
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 The amount of thermal radiation emitted by bodies at room temperature is dependent on 

their temperatures. The hotter an object is, the shorter the wavelengths it will emit and the more 

energy these wavelengths will carry. The amount of radiation energy emitted by a blackbody at a 

certain temperature is given by the Stefan-Boltzmann Law: 

𝐸(𝑇) =  𝜎𝑇4     (W/m2) [36] 

 Where 𝜎 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant which equals 5.670367 × 10−8 W/(m2*K4)) and 

T is the temperature in Kelvin. An object is defined as a blackbody if it is a perfect emitter and 

absorber of radiation [36]. This means that the object does not reflect any incoming radiation and 

emits all of its own energy uniformly. Radiation can be absorbed (α), transmitted (ρ), or reflected 

(τ). According to the total radiation law 1 = α + ρ + τ where α, ρ, and τ are all between 0 and 1 

[37]. For a blackbody, α = 1, ρ = 0, and τ = 0.  

 Emissivity of a surface is a measure of how closely a surface can be approximated to a 

blackbody. It has a range of 0 to 1, with 1 meaning the surface is a blackbody and 0 meaning it 

absorbs no radiation [36]. Emissivity is impacted by a surface’s colour, roughness, moisture 

content, degree of compaction, wavelength, and the viewing angle to the surface [35]. Polished 

metal tends to have very low emissivities (copper, gold, silver ~ 0.03) while opaque, black surfaces 

tend to have high emissivities (black paint = 0.98) [36]. The emissivity of a surface has a high 

impact on how that surface will appear in an image captured by thermal imaging as it can cause 

objects that have identical temperatures to emit different amounts of radiation.  

 There are many other factors that affect infrared radiation but one of the most relevant ones 

in the application of thermal imaging cameras is the loss of wave energy as the wave travels 
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through the atmosphere. The loss of energy makes objects in the frame appear colder as their 

distance increases [37]. This attenuation is largely due to the presence of carbon dioxide and water 

vapour in the atmosphere [38]. Being able to correctly measure the atmospheric attenuation allows 

for the correct temperature of an object to be estimated if the distance is known to that object. 

Different IR wavelengths transmit better through the atmosphere than others do. Midwave 

(MWIR) (3 – 5 μm) and longwave (LWIR) (8-12 μm) transmit well through the atmosphere in 

comparison to other infrared wavelengths [37, 39]. As a result, infrared cameras typically measure 

infrared radiation in either of these two wavelength windows. 

2.5.2. Types of IR Cameras 

 There are two types of IR cameras: cooled and uncooled [40, 41, 42]. Both of these 

cameras’ image appearance is based on the temperature gradient of the objects within the image 

frame. If the temperature gradient between two objects is higher, then their contrast in the image 

will be greater [43]. Cooled infrared cameras are called cooled because they operate with a cryo-

cooler. This cooler requires moving parts with high mechanical tolerances. By cooling the camera, 

the thermally-induced noise in the image can be significantly reduced and very small temperature 

differences can be detected (high sensitivity) in both the MWIR and LWIR spectrums [43]. Due 

to the moving parts and high tolerances, cooled cameras are more expensive and have a shorter 

operating lifetime than uncooled cameras. The frame rate of cooled IR cameras can exceed 62000 

frames per second (fps), which is necessary in very high speed applications. In comparison, the 

human eye cannot see faster than 200 fps, while the brain will only process about 13 fps for visual 

tracking [44]. Uncooled cameras use an imaging sensor called a microbolometer, which does not 

require cooling to operate. Changes in temperature of the bolometer imaging chip can be translated 
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into an electrical signal which gives the thermal image output [43]. Uncooled cameras utilize the 

LWIR spectrum and have minimal moving parts. The lower tolerances and fewer moving parts 

lead to an inexpensive camera compared to a cooled IR camera. Without cooling though, 

microbolometers have a much slower response time, leading to a frame rate up to approximately 

60 fps [43]. Very high frame rates are unnecessary for autonomous driving as the processing of 

sensory inputs and physical manipulation of the car will end up as the limiting factor. Saving a few 

milliseconds by using a camera with a higher frame rate is not a useful allocation of resources 

when trying to improve performance, meaning the relatively inexpensive uncooled IR camera is a 

more viable option. 

2.5.3. What is the advantage of IR over existing sensors? 

 Unlike regular cameras, IR cameras are not dependent on visible light. This means that 

they can be used during the nighttime and the daytime. Half of pedestrian-related accidents happen 

in the nighttime, despite traffic being significantly less during these hours [45], showing that 

nighttime detection is critical to preventing dangerous pedestrian collisions. Cameras are capable 

of performing the majority of detection and classification tasks during hours with high visibility, 

but during the nighttime, some information becomes unavailable to regular cameras and IR 

imaging can supplement this as the temperature gradients between objects and their surroundings 

tends to increase during colder nighttime hours. Further advantages of thermal imaging over CCD 

cameras is the minimal impact of things like blooming (from headlights and other light sources) 

and shadows (as long as the shadow does not linger) have on the resulting image. The infrared’s 

longer wavelength also makes it less susceptible to scattering than visible light [34, 42]. The longer 

wavelengths allow IR radiation to pass through fog and dust particles better than visible light, 
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making IR cameras useful during adverse weather conditions as well. In a direct comparison 

between a stereo-vision camera and a midwave IR (MWIR) camera in a fog-oil smoke scenario, 

the MWIR camera could detect a vehicle from 40 metres out whereas the stereo-camera could only 

detect objects up to 15 metres away [42]. Comparisons between visible light images and thermal 

images also showed the advantage of IR in fog and smoky conditions [42]. When comparing 

distance measurements from LIDAR and a stereo-vison IR camera in smoke, LIDAR was unable 

to see past 12mm while infrared’s performance was largely unaffected, having similar results for 

all measurements tested up to 3.15 metres away [46]. Another advantage of thermal cameras is 

that they are a passive sensor [42]. This means that the raw output does not depend on time-of-

flight methods like radar, LIDAR, and ultrasonic sensors and is therefore not susceptible to 

interference from other similar devices. Mercedes-Benz does, however, attempt to improve the 

image quality of their vehicle-mounted IR camera by using two IR headlamps to help “illuminate” 

the environment in front of the vehicle (an active system), making it easier to detect objects, also 

making its system no longer passive [47]. These types of active night vision systems have a shorter 

range than the passive systems as well [48]. In the nighttime, when LIDAR and radar are the 

primary detection and classification sensors, their performances can be improved using IR cameras 

as IR has higher resolution, making it a better candidate for performing relatively accurate 

detection and classification. In these cases, IR cameras act as a supplement for CCD cameras.  

2.5.4. What is wrong with IR? 

 The current state of the market for infrared cameras is one of low supply and demand. 

Because of this, accurate thermal imaging cameras with reasonable resolutions (at least 640x512) 

and frame rates (30 Hz = 30 fps) for autonomous driving are very expensive. For example, a FLIR 
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A65 camera with a resolution of 640x512 and a frame rate of 30 Hz costs approximately 10,500 

CAD while a FLIR A35 with a resolution of 320x256 and a frame rate of 60Hz costs approximately 

7000 CAD1. IR cameras would likely follow the pricing trends of LIDAR if the automotive 

industry were to begin incorporating thermal cameras into existing autonomous systems. The 

economies of scale and recent innovations seen in the LIDAR industry have driven the cost of 

LIDAR from 75,000 USD for a 64-laser LIDAR in 2007 [49] to 10% of that cost in 2018 [50].  

 Infrared images typically have a lack of texture, or low image detail [42]. This limited 

information can make it difficult to analyze the objects within an infrared image as there are not 

as many distinguishing features seen on objects. There is also no way to know the emissivities of 

the objects within the frame either, meaning that the uncertainties in the temperature readings 

acquired by the camera can be high [39]. Because of this, it may be necessary to focus on the 

contour of objects to perform classification, and not their internal temperatures or internal 

temperature gradients. 

 When no objects with significant temperature differences are present in an image, IR 

cameras can return information that may not be useful. This can happen if the camera is pointed at 

an environment covered in snow for example (all objects would have the same temperature and 

emissivity in this case). Usually objects in the camera’s FOV will have different emissivities 

though, meaning they will appear different in the image regardless of the objects having similar 

temperatures. 

                                                 

1 Costs are from a quote from a FLIR camera salesman. 
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 Objects also tend to appear differently in a thermal image depending on the environment 

in which they are captured. Living things like animals and pedestrians tend to maintain constant 

body temperatures between seasons, but their surrounding environment may be hotter (daytime in 

warm, sunny weather) or colder (winter time and nighttime) than them. Image appearance and 

associated algorithms are dependent on the weather and time of day conditions. According to a 

study completed by H.B. Graves while completing a census on white-tailed deer, the imagery from 

the night and early morning is superior to those captured during the daytime [51]. Graves also 

found that deer hair is closer to the background temperature in the winter when deer’s hair is 

longer, although living things typically have a sharp contrast in a forest environment. Another 

study compared completing a census of deer with thermal imaging against the traditional 

“spotlight” method (using a spotlight and counting by sight) and found that thermal imaging was 

able to detect the number of white-tailed deer with a higher probability but it struggled with 

identifying the gender of the deer and the number of deer in a given cluster [52]. In autonomous 

driving, this type of information would have little impact on the predictive model of a detected 

object though, as characteristics of men, woman, and children pedestrians can be viewed as the 

same.  

 Pedestrian clothing and accessories can also pose problems as they cause the temperature 

of a person to be non-uniform. In the winter, jackets can have similar temperatures to their 

backgrounds while head, hands, and legs appear hot [53, 54]. This leads to different appearances 

between pedestrians that may look the same otherwise to the naked eye. These types of 

appearances need to be considered in the detection algorithm to ensure all pedestrians are detected 

no matter what they are wearing or holding. 
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 How to Perform Detection and Classification 

 In order to use the thermal images acquired from the IR camera, objects of interest must be 

located within each acquired frame. Knowing the type of object being detected can also be useful 

information. Without being able to detect objects in the image frame, these images are essentially 

useless as they cannot provide any information on the vehicle’s surroundings.  

2.6.1. Detection and Performance Basics 

 In order to evaluate an object detecting algorithm, it is first necessary to know some key 

terms and performance metrics in object detection and classification. The following section gives 

a brief overview of some of these terms and performance metrics.  

False alarm (false positive): A false alarm, or false positive detection, occurs when a detection is 

made on an object that does not exist. This can occur if there is excessive noise in the image plane 

and poses an issue of tracking a nonexistent object. In practical scenarios this could cause problems 

if the system that uses the detected object reacts to this false detection. If there are too many false 

alarms in a given frame, this can cause detrimental performance to ADAS in both computing power 

(more objects must be analyzed) and driving behaviour as the system may slow down or maneuver 

about nonexistent objects. 

Missed detection (false negative): A missed detection occurs when an object within the camera’s 

image plane is not detected. An example of this could be if a vehicle shown in an image is not 

detected as an object, and therefore it is not perceived to be in the camera’s environment. A 

common cause of a missed detections is the presence of a partially occluded object for which an 

algorithm does not recognize the object. This type of detection error is more detrimental to safe 
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driving systems as they result in an imperfect optimistic representation of the objects in a vehicle’s 

vicinity.  

Misclassification: This type of error occurs when a detected object is classified as something that 

it is not. An example of this could be a pedestrian being classified as a cyclist. Misclassifying an 

object could lead to applying improper motion models to that object but, in general, does not lead 

to poor system performance.  

Performance metrics: 

Mean Average Precision (mAP): mAP is a performance metric used to evaluate the effectiveness 

of an algorithm that detects objects. In order to understand mAP, precision, recall, and intersection 

over union (IoU) must first be understood. 

 Recall: recall is the ability to find all targets in a given frame. An ideal recall value is one. 

Mathematically, recall is [55, 56]: 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
 

 Precision: precision is the measure of how accurate those targets are classified. An ideal 

precision value is one. Mathematically, precision is [55, 56]: 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
 

 Intersection over union (IoU): Intersection over union is the degree to which the predicted 

bounding box overlaps the ground truth (the true object’s) bounding box, or how well the bounding 

box localizes the object. The higher the IoU, the better the predicted bounding box matches the 
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data. Intersection means the combined area of both the predicted and ground truth bounding box 

that is overlapping, so if neither bounding box is overlapping, then the total intersection is zero. 

The union equals the size of area of each bounding box combined. A graphical depiction of the 

intersection and union can be seen in Figure 2.6.1. In typical performance evaluations, if IoU is 

greater than 0.5, then the predicted bounding box is deemed to have properly localized the ground 

truth [56]. Mathematically, the IoU is: 

𝐼𝑜𝑈 =
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑏𝑜𝑥 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛
 

 

Figure 2.6.1: Intersection (left) and union (right) [57] 

 Average precision (AP): the average precision is the average precision over different levels 

of recall for each class. As recall increases, precision decreases and recall values can be altered to 

yield different precisions [55, 56]. This is what the average precision is computed on. 

So mAP is the average of each class’ AP, hence mean Average Precision. This measure of 

performance is widely used in localization competitions to evaluate which algorithm yields the 

best results. As of 2014, the top performing image detection algorithm could achieve a mAP of 

43.9% on over 1000 different object classes [56].  

F-𝛽 Score: An F-𝛽 score is another method of considering both the precision and recall 

simultaneously. This score can be used to determine what algorithms perform better if both recall 
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and precision need to be quickly considered. F-𝛽 scores range from zero to one and a higher F-𝛽 

score means the algorithm performs better based on the weightings given to recall and precision . 

The weightings given to recall and precision are based on 𝛽 [58]. If both are to be weighted equally, 

𝛽 should equal one. In short, the value of 𝛽 depends on how much more important recall is over 

precision. For example, if 𝛽 equals two, then recall is considered two times more important than 

precision [59]. For autonomous driving, recall is more important than precision as recognizing an 

object’s presence properly is more important than knowing what exactly that object is. The F-𝛽 

formula from [58] is shown below. 

𝐹 − 𝛽 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = (1 + 𝛽2) ∗
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝛽2 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 

2.6.2. Detection Level Tracking Basics 

 Once an object has been detected and classified, predictions can be made on the location, 

velocity, and acceleration of those objects, also known as “targets”. The class of the object can be 

used to improve the prediction of where it will be next as there are known physical limitations for 

different types of objects. For example, it is known that a car cannot leave the surface of the road, 

or that a person cannot run faster than a car. Based on the surrounding targets’ velocity and 

acceleration, the vehicle can then use its control systems to ensure safe driving responses. Without 

being able to detect objects, autonomous driving would be impossible as there would be no 

feedback from the external environment, which would be the equivalent to a person driving a car 

when they are deaf and blind.  
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 Typically, detections are given in the form of a rectangular bounding box, its centroid, and 

its class. These inputs can then be used to give detections consistent IDs and estimate where the 

object will be next using a Kalman filter or some other predictive model [60]. When an object is 

no longer being detected, its ID will no longer be necessary and be discarded. Any new detection 

that enters the frame will be assigned a new target ID. 

 In order to track detections in a frame, a track must be initialized if the detection does not 

already have a track assignment, this is known as track initialization. The track carries information 

about the detected object. This can include things like its bounding box, its centroid, and its age. 

These values can then be updated with each new frame, using new information. When these targets 

are initialized, their initial state and covariance in the world coordinate system (WCS) must also 

be estimated. A good way to simply do this is to consider the type of object being tracked and use 

its physical properties as a guideline for its fastest potential motion. The fastest potential motion 

then determines what the initial covariance should be (the faster the object can move, the higher 

its covariance should be). Using prior knowledge, a suitable dynamic model with appropriate 

initial conditions can be applied to each tracked object. The simplest dynamic model for an object 

in a 2-D image plane is a linear model called the constant velocity (CV) model, which includes the 

position and speed in both the x and y directions (this means there are four unique states for one 

detection). Different types of models include the interacting multiple model (IMM),the extended 

Kalman filter (EKF) [60], and the smooth variable structure filter (SVSF) [61]. 

A Note on Data Association:  
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 Data association ensures that objects maintain consistent IDs from frame to frame. Data 

association is critical to maintaining consistent track IDs and, therefore, accurate predictions and 

tracking. Without data association, there is no way to tell how an object’s state may be changing. 

There are many uncertainties associated with data association but the ones that pose the largest 

issues originate from where the detections come from. It is difficult for a program to differentiate 

between an object (true detection), a false detection, or one detection for a clutter of objects without 

input from some other detection system. It is also impossible for a program to register a missed 

detection unless it has some sort of information on what it should be observing. The focus of this 

thesis is on frame-by-frame detection and not data association. Assuming objects are consistently 

classified from frame-to-frame or sensor fusion is used, data association should not be a major 

issue for tracking objects moving forward.  

2.6.3. Methods of Detecting and Classifying 

 Once receiving the raw image from the IR camera, the frame needs to be analyzed to 

determine what relevant objects are in the camera’s FOV. There are several ways to do this, some 

in which the detection and classification are done separately and others where the tasks are 

performed simultaneously [62, 63]. The major focus of detection using an IR camera in literature 

is the detection and classification of pedestrians. This is because IR is apt at detecting temperature 

gradients which are often present with pedestrians. Other living things and vehicles also exhibit 

different temperatures from their surroundings, but pedestrians tend to be the most common living 

thing of concern for a travelling vehicle and larger objects like vehicles are detected and classified 

relatively well with LIDAR and radar.  
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 Algorithms for detecting and classifying objects using a CCD camera often utilize an 

object’s texture and colour [64]. As mentioned before, infrared imaging lacks most of the texture 

qualities of CCD images and all of the colour these images have. This means that object detection 

will likely need to focus on the shape of the objects. Common ways of doing this is to use contour 

and feature-based approaches. Several different contour-based approaches have been reported 

(including [64, 65, 66, 67, 68]) while others ( [54, 53, 45, 69, 70, 71]) rely on feature-based 

identification. Further to these low-level feature detectors, increased computing abilities and large 

datasets are making detectors that utilize mid-level features more common through the training of 

neural networks (NN), which have been shown to be more robust with higher accuracy than 

traditional detection algorithms. 

Contour-based approaches 

 Contour-based, or shape-based, approaches are based around finding the edges (or outlines) 

of objects within an image and using these to detect, classify, and localize them based on a library 

of object models. The idea behind contour-based approaches is that all objects have distinct 

contours that allow for unique classification. Shape-based detection can be limited as a shape is 

only apparent after all object boundary contours have been grouped. Object edges are not always 

easy to distinguish and shape changes can occur due to scale, rotation, deformations, and intra-

class variations [66]. Chamfer-based contour detection was one of the early algorithms to leverage 

object shapes for detection and classification but it struggles with variation in object shapes [64, 

68]. Chamfer matching’s inability to deal with shape variations means that a potentially large 

number of object templates are necessary to retrieve accurate detection and classification results 

[72]. In order to reduce this deficiency, the model shapes can be segmented to allow for more 
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variability in object shape and improve detection in cluttered images. Yu et al. accomplish this by 

subdividing an object’s shape template into several parts that encapsulate the key features of an 

object. For example, a giraffe template is split into four key features: the head, lower back, front 

leg profile, and front-hind leg profile as seen Figure 2.6.2 [68]. Halawani and Li introduce the idea 

of a One Pixel Segment (OPS) [64] where the object template is broken into single pixel segments 

which can move freely to match objects of a certain class that have different scales or slightly 

different shapes as long as a user-defined displacement condition is met. This method does not 

require any preprocessing to the image and uses a computationally inexpensive Canny edge 

detection algorithm to yield a binary edge image [64]. Once potential objects have been identified, 

they are confirmed based on a score of matching contours. Akula et al. developed an adaptive 

contour-based method for a stationary camera using background subtraction [67]. The method uses 

statistical information from object-free frames to create a background image that can then be used 

for background subtraction in order to create contours and detect moving targets like people and 

vehicles [67]. This method could be applicable for a camera that is not in motion but yields 

unusable results when the camera begins to move, as is the case in detection for objects 

surrounding a moving vehicle. Wei et al. use a template-based approach to deal with a cluttered 

background [66]. They deal with the cluttered background issue using image preprocessing to 

remove edges of short lengths, then isolated and correlating edges within close proximity to each 

other. The processed image is then converted into a graph and object detection and classification 

is verified using candidate hypotheses from the image-generated graph. The bulk of the 

computation time (94%) in the algorithm introduced by Wei et al. occurs in the graph-based search 

portion, which suggests that object detection is a much more computationally expensive task when 
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using template matching [66]. Another shape-based object recognition method introduced by Wei 

et al. is performing recognition using Evidence Accumulation Interference [65]. This algorithm 

creates a structural representation of shapes using a Bayesian Network to create a codebook. This 

codebook is created using k-means hierarchical clustering which contains all relevant contours of 

the possible objects being detected. Evidence Accumulation Interference finds regions of interest 

in the image by searching the image using a sliding window and finding enough contour fragments 

corresponding to a certain class to support the hypothesis that an object from that class may exist 

in the image [65]. Once the fragments have been isolated, they are used in conjunction with the 

trained codebook to find the similarity of the potential detection to the known template. If the 

similarity is high enough, a detection of the classified object is made [65]. While contour-based 

detections generally have high detection rates (>80% [65, 66, 68, 64]), this is on a small set of 

classes. Results were based on the ETHZ dataset which contains five classes including apple logos, 

bottles, giraffes, mugs, and swans [73]. The small number of object classes does not translate well 

to a real-world situation like driving, which includes many more classes. Furthermore, contour-

based template matching requires distinct templates to be used to match objects, of which an 

exhaustive library is impossible to construct.  
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Figure 2.6.2: Key giraffe features as defined by Yu et al. [68] 

Feature-based approaches 

 Feature-based detection relies on the overall appearance of an object. Some feature-based 

detection algorithms create a binary image of the image background (in black) and blobs (in white) 

which represent objects within the frame. These blobs can then be used to evaluate what the object 

is. Feature-based detection can also include an object’s colour or texture, or temperature in the 

case of thermal imaging. Bertozzi et al. performed detection of pedestrians using a single frame 

IR image and localization of warm, symmetrical objects. People would then be distinguished from 

other objects based on their aspect ratio and confirmed based on how well they match with a known 

model of a pedestrian [54]. One of the biggest issues with this method is that it relies on a fixed 

aspect ratio, so a pedestrian that is sitting down is likely to not be detected or classified, and a 

correlation between the pedestrian and a fixed set of pedestrian models, which can lead to 

confirmation problems when the pedestrian is not a proportional size or shape compared to the 

pedestrians in the model library. Xu et al. followed a similar approach, using a fixed aspect ratio 

and object location to detect pedestrians. The algorithm also can detect pedestrians that are only 
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radiating heat from their head and hands (occurs when clothes are worn) [53]. Once the image 

regions where a pedestrian could have been detected are identified, a support vector machine 

(SVM) is used to distinguish between pedestrians and non-pedestrians. Fernandez et al. created an 

algorithm that could create binary images from an IR camera output in two different ways. Their 

camera was mounted on a robot and when the robot was stationary, it used background subtraction 

to find objects, when it was moving, it used Lucas-Kanade optical flow [71]. Fernandez et al. also 

used preprocessing on their images based on a thermal threshold, using the assumption that any 

object of interest had a higher temperature than the background of the image. Then, a decision to 

consider a blob human or non-human is made based on the blob size and the relation of the pixel 

locations of the thermal threshold and frame differencing methods used (background subtraction 

and optical flow) [71]. Baek et al. suggest increasing the information used from infrared images 

from the traditional histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) and local binary pattern (LBP) 

approaches [45]. The concept behind HOG is that an object’s shape and appearance can be 

characterized by the intensity of gradients and edge directions, even without knowledge of their 

positions. This is accomplished by dividing the frame into cells and accumulating a 1-D histogram 

of gradient directions over the pixels contained in each cell [74]. Local binary pattern detects 

microstructures (lines, edges, spots, etc) whose underlying distribution is estimated by a histogram 

which can also be used for locating objects of interest [75]. Baek’s approach, called TPIHOG, uses 

the cell location and intensity values, as well as a pooling of image pixels to reduce computational 

load. The detection is completed using a sliding window, achieving real-time performance when 

detecting pedestrians. Classification for TPIHOG is performed using an additive kernel support 

vector machine (AKSVM) [45].  
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 Other approaches that use more information than a single infrared camera offers include 

Bertozzi et al.’s stereovision-based approach [70] and Lenac et al.’s use of inertial measurement 

unit (IMU) information [69]. Bertozzi uses a high thermal value threshold to preprocess both the 

left and right images followed by a lower threshold near the image hotspots in order to get 

contiguous object shapes. Column-wise and row-wise histograms are then used to understand the 

image intensity. These would then be used to create bounding boxes around images that could be 

pedestrians. Bounding boxes of very small sizes are removed as noise. When bounding boxes in 

the left and right image do not correlate, the smaller bounding box would be extended until an 

acceptable correlation between the two had been met [70]. Noisy measurements are further filtered 

out based on the size and aspect ratios and the remaining boxes are searched for a head-shaped 

object in order to confirm the pedestrian detection [70]. Lenac et al.’s use of a vehicle’s inertial 

measurement unit (IMU) is an example of an approach that uses basic sensor fusion. In this 

approach, there is no limit on the temperature or shape of objects being detected. The algorithm 

uses a frame differencing method in which the prior frame is warped to match the current frame 

based on feedback from the IMU on how the vehicle has changed locations. By doing this, simple 

background subtraction and object detection can be completed. Detections that are too small are 

filtered out based on size and density, and RANSAC (outlier detection [76]) algorithm based on 

optical flow is used for final filtering. Lenac’s algorithm is only capable of detecting moving 

objects and performs no classification [69]. 

Neural Networks 

 The above algorithms all detect low-level features in an image. Aside from these untrained 

methods (discussed above) and SVM trained methods, there is a fast growing field for 
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classification and detection. This is the field that involves the use of trained neural networks, which 

are capable of learning mid-level features. ImageNet is a large scale visual recognition challenge 

that began in 2010. The competition uses a benchmark in object category classification and 

detection of 1,461,406 images from over 1000 classes [56]. In its initial year, image classification 

was the only requirement of the competition. Image classification is the task of identifying the 

object in an image containing one object. For this portion, a team using SIFT and LBP with a SVM 

won. SIFT stands for Scale Invariant Feature Transform and transforms image data into scale-

invariant coordinates relative to local features [77]. Single object localization and object detection 

(detection and localization of all objects in the frame) were later added to the tasks involved in the 

competition. In 2012, large-scale deep neural networks entered the competition and have been the 

leading algorithms for classification and localization since (as of 2015) [56]. The 2012 deep 

convolutional neural network (DCNN) was trained on RGB values with 60 million parameters and 

650,000 neurons achieving a test error rate of 15.3% compared to 26.2% achieved by the second 

best entry in the image classification task [78]. By 2014, all competition category winners used 

some form of a neural network. In 2014, GoogLeNet, another CNN approach, achieved an error 

rate of 6.7% on the same large dataset [56]. The performance of object detection is based on the 

mean average precision (mAP) score. mAP is based on the precision, recall, and intersection over 

union (IoU) of an algorithm. From 2013 to 2014, there was an increase in mAP from 22.6% to 

43.9%, stemming from an increase in algorithmic innovation and more training data [56]. The 

ImageNet competition is open to all types of algorithms but there has been a clear and distinct 

trend towards deep convolutional neural networks, which indicates where effort for detection and 

classification should be placed. 
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 The current state of object classification and localization based on the 2014 results of the 

ImageNet competition is that small objects are the hardest ones to localize [56]. This is not seen 

to be a major hindrance though as small objects are often of little concern for autonomous driving. 

Low texture images also often lead to poorer object detection and classification [56] which could 

lead to issues in performance when using infrared images.  

What is a Neural Network? 

 A neural network (NN) can provide a non-linear function relating a set of input variables 

to output variables [79]. These “networks” can be viewed as a function which takes an input (one 

or more numbers) and outputs a desired result or prediction through a process called forward 

propagation [80]. For example, it is possible to feed an image of a cat of specified size into a NN 

and have the NN return if the image contains a cat or not (in the form of a 1 or 0) [80]. Another 

application of a NN could be to input the characteristics of a house and have the NN output the 

price that house should sell for [80]. These two examples correspond to inputs of unstructured and 

structured data inputs respectively. Where structured data is a value with meaning, such as price, 

and unstructured data has no discrete meaning, like an audio clip or the pixels of an image [80]. A 

neural network accomplishes predictions with these types of data through a set of “layers,” each 

containing nodes with functional weights – also called parameters – which dictate how much each 

layer input impacts the final result. All NNs contain three distinct sets of layers, regardless of the 

type of network: an input layer – which takes base values which will be used to produce an output; 

hidden layers – which contain the different impacts each input value has on the output; and an 

output layer – which yields the desired final result [79]. A depiction of a NN can be seen in Figure 

2.6.3, where d is the number of inputs, M is the number of hidden units, and c is the number of 
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outputs. The bias terms 𝑥0 and 𝑧0 seen here are included in each layer in order to improve the fit 

of the data [79, 80].  

 

Figure 2.6.3: Depiction of a NN with an input, hidden, and output layer [79] 

 There can be any number of hidden layers in a network. The more hidden layers contained 

in a NN, the “deeper” that network is, and theoretically, the better the network will be able to fit 

the data [80]. Each layer’s connection to the next layer has a weight that contributes to that layer’s 

output which is subsequently used as the input to the next layer until the output layer is reached. 

Each node seen in Figure 2.6.3 represents a neuron, which is multiplied by the connection weight 

and bias to yield the value of the next neuron [80]. In a basic NN, all layers are fully connected. 

This means that each neuron in one layer is connected, or impacts, each neuron in the next layer 

[80]. Figure 2.6.4 shows an example of a fully connected (FC) NN with five hidden layers. Each 

connection is represented by a solid black line. 
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Figure 2.6.4: Example of a FC NN with five hidden layers (29 total neurons, 111 connections) [81] 

 From [79] and [81], in order to determine the value of each neuron, the following operation 

is computed at each node, �̂�: 

𝑧 = (∑ 𝑥𝑖 ∗ 𝑤𝑖)

𝑑

𝑖=1

+ 𝑏 

�̂� =  𝑎𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑔(𝑧) 
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Figure 2.6.5: Calculation of a single neuron in a NN [81] 

Where 𝑔(𝑧) is the activation function for a given layer. A non-linear activation function is typically 

used to convert the linear sum of 𝑧 to a non-linear value, which allows the network to perform 

better than standard logistic regression [80].  

 In order to train NNs, the output from forward propagation of a set of inputs are compared 

to a set of known outputs the inputs should have yielded. Based on the error between the two 

values, back propagation is then used to adjust the weights of the network in order to produce less 

error on future forward propagations. This is done by calculating the gradient of the error with 

respect to the weights and subtracting that value from the weight to reduce the error on subsequent 

forward propagations [81]. This is an iterative process which takes time depending on the overall 

size of the NN [80]. Back propagation will not be discussed further as it will not be investigated 

for this thesis work. 
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Convolutional Neural Networks 

 A convolutional neural network is a form of neural network that takes advantage of 

sparsely connected layers rather than fully connected layers. Sparse connections mean that each 

layer’s output value only depends on a small number of input features, rather than every node from 

the previous layer [80]. By doing this, the total number of neurons in the network can be reduced, 

leading to reduced overfitting and computational requirements while training a network [78]. The 

key driving force behind this reduction in neurons is the inclusion of convolution layers in the 

neural network.  

 A convolution layer takes an input layer and performs a convolution operation on that layer 

based on a filter, also known as a kernel, to reduce the size of that layer. For example, an 8x8 input 

convolved with a 3x3 filter would yield a 6x6 output, thus reducing the size of the input neurons 

from 64 inputs to 36 outputs, a reduction of the matrix by almost 50%. A general form for an nxn 

input convolved with an fxf filter yields an (n-f+1)x(n-f+1) output. Filters can be used for edge 

detection, for example. Examples of a horizontal edge detector filter and a vertical edge detection 

filter are shown in Figure 2.6.6. In practice, the values contained in these filters are learned as 

parameters via back propagation so that the filter can learn low level features more robustly than 

hard-coded filter values would be capable of. For simplicity in explanation, the contents of the 

inputs and outputs will be referred to as pixels as these are essentially what they are in the context 

of a CNN used for an image input.  
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Figure 2.6.6: Horizontal (left) and vertical (right) edge detectors [80] 

 

Figure 2.6.7: Example of a single convolution for a 5x5 pixel image with a 3x3 filter [82] 

 Having the input neurons reduce in size after every convolution is not always beneficial. 

By convolving an image, the outer pixels – especially the corner pixels – tend to have less 

weighting on the input than the inner pixels. Constant input reduction can lead to an over-reduction 

in the number of features and typically, more features equate to better network performance. To 

remedy this issue, a padding operation can be used. Padding adds an additional border to the input. 

For example, if an 8x8 image is used with a padding of one, the new input becomes a 10x10 image 

(an additional pixel on all sides of the image). Padding typically have values of zero. The output 

size of an nxn image with an fxf filter and p padding equates to (n+2p-f+1)x(n+2p-f+1). Padding 

should never be made large enough to cause the output size to be greater than the input size as this 

would increase the number of parameters with useless information.  
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 The convolution operation discussed above assumes that a convolution is applied to every 

possible location in the input image. This means that the filter “slides” one pixel each time a partial 

convolution operation is performed. The amount the filter slides is known as the stride. By default, 

stride usually has a value of one, but a larger stride can be used if each pixel should have a lower 

weighting. Using a larger stride leads to an increased reduction in the output image. The general 

form for an nxn input padded with a value of p, convolved with an fxf filter, and a stride of s gives 

an output of ((n+2p-f)/s+1)x((n+2p-f)/s+1). When the output does not have integer values, 

convention is to round the output size down to the nearest integral.   

 The above convolution discussion is for an image with only one colour channel (a greyscale 

image). The same concepts can be extrapolated to an image with three channels. To adapt the 

relations, an nxnx3 image muse be convolved with a filter with the same number of channels, 

fxfx3. The resulting output gives an image of size (n-f+1)x(n-f+1)x1. The values of each filter 

layer can be different.  

 Using multiple filters on each input will yield multiple outputs which can then be combined 

to form an output layer with multiple channels. For example, if an nxnx3 image is convolved with 

five fxfx3 filters, the output will be an (n-f+1)x(n-f+1)x(5) output. Where five is the number of 

filters.  

 The total number of weights that must be trained in each layer is dependent on the filter 

size and the number of filters used for each convolution. Because of this, a network trained on an 

image with a size of 640x512 pixels for example can also be used on an input image with a size of 

320x256 pixels. This is also because convolutions can take advantage sharing feature detections 
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across an image rather than finding the same feature with new parameters for every single area of 

the image. This property makes CNNs invariant to translations of objects within an image. 

 A pooling layer is used to reduce the size of the input and increase robustness in feature 

detection. Typically, a max pooling layer is used when in CNN architectures. Max pooling looks 

at different areas of the input layer and returns the maximum value contained in each of those 

areas. A pooling layer does not learn any parameters. Max pooling inputs are similar to those of 

the convolution inputs as it uses a stride and filter size parameter. The output size of a max pooling 

layer from an nxnx#channels input, a stride of s, and a filter sizes of f is ((n-f)/s+1)x((n-

f)/s+1)x#channels. Max pooling is performed on each input channel independently when multiple 

channels are present in the output. 

 

Figure 2.6.8: Example of a max pooling operation [82] 

 Typically, the final couple layers of a CNN will be fully connected (FC). This is done by 

flattening the previous convolutional layer to an (n*n*f)x1 vector and treating the last few layers 

as a regular NN. For example, if the final convolutional layer yields an output of 15x15x64, 

flattening this layer will result in a layer of size 14,400x1, meaning the layer has 14,400 neurons. 
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Creating FC layers allows the network to learn higher level object features for each desired output. 

The final FC layer usually connects to a softmax layer. A softmax layer takes the final FC layer 

and uses the vector to make a prediction on the desired outcome. 

 

Figure 2.6.9: Graphical representation of a basic CNN [82] 

 Figure 2.6.9 shows a basic CNN and how it is used to classify the object in the input image. 

A three-channel image of a car is first input into the network and convolved to have more channels 

based on the number of convolutional filters used (for example from 256x256x3 pixels to 

256x256x10 pixels). The ReLU term seen in Figure 2.6.9 means “rectified linear unit” and is 

essentially responsible for introducing non-linearity to the CNN in order to improve training 

performance [82]. This convolution layer is followed by a pooling layer which could take the 

256x256x10 pixel layer to a 128x128x10 pixel layer. This continues until the convolutional layer 

is flattened to a column vector, which is followed by at least one fully connected layer and a 

softmax layer which makes a prediction on the type of object contained in the input image.  
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Top performing algorithms 

 Neural network architectures and algorithms can widely vary, but some generally used 

ones include R-CNN (Region-based Convolutional Neural Network), Fast R-CNN, Faster R-CNN, 

Deep Multibox, OverFeat, MultiGrasp, GoogLeNet, LeNet-5, AlexNet, and VGG (Visual 

Geometry Group) [80, 56, 78, 62]. All of these neural networks contain different layers (in varying 

amounts) including convolutional, pooling, and fully connected (FC) layers. All networks have a 

final layer called a softmax layer, which returns the probability of detected objects being certain 

classifications. See Table 2.6-1 for a comparison between the architectures of three classic CNNs. 

Table 2.6-1: Comparison of Classic CNNs [80] 

Network Number of 

Parameters 

Number of Layers Activation Function 

LeNet-5 60,000 5 sigmoid and tanh 

AlexNet 60 million 12 ReLU 

VGG-16 138 million 16 ReLU 

 

 In AlexNet, the CNN proposed by Krizhevsky et al., the CNN is improved by utilizing a 

Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function (increases learning rate), training the network on 

multiple GPUs (allows for faster training via increased computing power), performing local 

normalization in the input (decreases error rate), and using overlapping pooling (reduces 

overfitting) [78]. Krizhevsky goes on to explain that overfitting can be further decreased by 

augmenting the training data through translations, reflections, and altering of their RGB intensities, 

as well as introducing dropout. Dropout is the action of ignoring neurons with probabilities less 

than 0.5 so they are not used in forward passes or back propagations. Dropout causes neurons to 

learn more robust features, but comes at a cost of approximately doubling the number of epochs 
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required for neuron parameter convergence [78]. Training the AlexNet network took five to six 

days [78]. 

 Simyonan and Zissserman performed a study to evaluate how the depth, or number of 

layers, of a CNN affect its performance. They implemented smaller convolutions (3x3 vs. 7x7 for 

AlexNet) in order to increase the depth of the network with more convolutional layers, without 

losing significant input information. The actual training of the network was done similar to 

Krizhevsky, by optimising the multinomial logistic regression objective using mini-batch gradient 

descent with momentum [83]. A mini-batch is a small subset of images from the total training 

images used for training an algorithm in “steps”, rather than training the algorithm on all images 

simultaneously (an epoch is the term used once the network has been trained on all images once). 

This improves training speed by reducing the computational power necessary to train the network. 

Momentum is a method of increasing or decreasing the training rate of specific nodes based on 

past information and also decreases training times [84]. Simyonan investigated six different 

networks, ranging from eleven weight layers to nineteen weight layers, coming to a conclusion 

that deeper networks lead to higher classification accuracy. The trade-off between deeper networks 

and shallower networks with less accurate performances is mainly the amount of time taken to 

train the neural networks as larger networks have a much larger number of parameters requiring 

training. Each network trained in [83] took between two and three weeks to train (the 16 layer 

network contained 138 million parameters). In order to extend this network and make it useful for 

object localization, Simyonan and Zimmerman used their pre-trained classification network and 

removed the last FC layer, replacing it with a 1000x4 vector, with each row representing bounding 

boxes of different classes [83]. 
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 A newer algorithm which outperforms the computational speed of the state-of-the-art 

algorithms (frame rate of 18 fps) is called the You Only Look Once (YOLO) algorithm. YOLO 

frames object detection as a regression problem, utilizing a single CNN to predict bounding boxes 

and class probabilities from a full image. R-CNN in comparison first generates bounding boxes 

with a NN, and then classifies the object within the bounding box, hence why it is called Regional-

based with CNN [62, 85]. YOLO can run at 45 fps and provide both multiple object localization 

and classification [62]. This allows for processing on streaming video with a 25ms delay. Another 

advantage of YOLO is that it is trained using an entire image, not just specific images of objects, 

making the training more generalizable to different situations than R-CNN and deformable part 

models (DPM). The algorithm works by separating an image into an SxS grid, then if an object’s 

center falls into one of the grid cells, that grid cell is responsible for identifying the object’s class. 

The output of the algorithm is an SxSx(Bx5xC) tensor, where S is the grid dimension, B is the 

number of bounding boxes – each containing the box’s x and y coordinates, width, height, and 

confidence interval (probability that an object is contained within the box) – and C is the class of 

the object. The main limitation of YOLO is its high localization errors (poor bounding boxes). In 

general, the algorithm has a low number of false positives, due to the minimal number of detections 

possible in each frame (2 per grid box), and performs much faster than industry standards. YOLO 

was later revised to become YOLO 9000 which addresses YOLO’s localization problem while 

further increasing its speed [63]. It is called YOLO 9000 because it can detect more than 9000 

different object classes. The improvements were made by: implementing batch normalization 

(removes dropout without overfitting the data); using higher resolution classifiers to pre-train the 

data (full 448x448 images from ImageNet); performing convolution with anchor boxes which 
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decreases mAP slightly (69.5 to 69.2) but increases recall significantly (81% to 88%); using 

dimension clusters to improve prior information; and using multiscale training to enable training 

to be performed using images of different sizes [63]. YOLO 9000 was released simultaneously 

with YOLOv2, which utilizes the same algorithm but a different classifier architecture as YOLO 

9000 uses WordNet, allowing similar objects to be classified together – for example a Yorkshire 

terrier and a Norfolk terrier are both types of dogs. YOLOv2 addresses the localization issues of 

YOLO and improves the overall computational speed [63]. As the YOLO branch of algorithms 

are the best performing detection algorithms in terms of real-time applications, they will be the 

used to perform detection using thermal imaging. A further explanation of how YOLO works will 

be included in Chapter 5. 

Transfer Learning and Neural Networks 

 One of the keys to training a neural network is having enough data in the training set to 

ensure all neuron parameters can be adequately fit to the data set. If there is not enough data, the 

neural network can become overfit to the data, leading to poor algorithm performances [86]. Most 

of the above mentioned networks were trained on the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition 

Challenge (ILSVRC) labelled data set, which is comprised of approximately 1.2 million images2 

[56]. In the case of thermal imaging, this type of large-scale labelled data is not available. One way 

to address this limitation is to use neural network training concepts called fine-tuning or transfer 

                                                 

2 The ImageNet dataset is a crowd-sourced dataset of labelled images with approximately 1000 classes. Each class 

has between 732-1300 images in the training set. It includes an additional 50 thousand and 100 thousand validation 

and test images, respectively, as well. 
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learning [80, 86, 85]. Transfer learning and fine-tuning are useful in training networks that do not 

have a large amount of training data, specifically when the target data set (the data set the NN is 

intended to learn) is significantly smaller than the base data set (the data set the NN was originally 

trained on). It has been shown that networks trained on images tend to learn similar features in the 

initial layers of a neural network, even if the images come from different and unique datasets. Later 

layers in a neural network are more specific to the particular data set being trained [86]. The idea 

behind transfer learning is to take advantage of the “generic” layers by duplicating them when 

training a network with a small target data set. By doing this, only the later layers of a neural 

network need to be trained while the deeper layers of a network can remain either “frozen” – the 

weights do not change – or can be fine-tuned – the weights are only slightly varied [86, 87]. 

However, when the target training data set is small, fine-tuning can lead to overfitting in the NN 

[87]. Yosinski et al. performed a study into how many layers of a neural network reflect the 

“generic” features of an image and when performance of networks learned via transfer learning 

starts to degrade. For their study they used a network with eight layers and experimented with 

transfer learning by keeping layers one through seven frozen or fine-tuned, while retraining the 

remaining layers. The performance of the algorithms remained relatively the same for when the 

first three layers were transferred, before seeing incrementally increasing degradations of the 

performance from layers four to seven [86]. Another advantage of transfer learning and fine-tuning 

is that they can lead to faster training for networks, as less parameters need to be largely altered.  

 Hoo-Chang et al. performed a study of how different CNN architectures and different 

transfer learning methods affected the results of detecting diseases in lungs and lymph nodes 

(separate NN applications performed on separately trained NNs). These types of niche applications 
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typically have very small data sets, making them prime applications to take advantage of transfer 

learning. The interstitial lung disease (ILD) images represented the smallest dataset they were 

working with – containing 905 images from 120 patients with six different disease labels [87]. The 

major CNN architectures that were investigated (from smallest to largest) were CifarNet (150,000 

parameters), AlexNet (60M parameters), and GoogLeNet (160M parameters). Each of these 

networks was trained separately from scratch using the small datasets and using transfer learning 

from the ImageNet-trained models. The networks trained from scratch exhibited significant 

overfitting. In general, pre-trained networks prevented overfitting on the small datasets and 

transfer learning was shown to be consistently beneficial for the ILD dataset. Transfer learning 

applied without fine-tuning deeper layers yielded sub-optimal results, showing that by fine-tuning 

a network, better results can be extrapolated from small datasets. The largest network, GoogLeNet, 

also performed better than all other networks tested, with the size of the network being heavily 

correlated to its performance [87]. In order to determine the training requirements for each 

network, Hoo-Chang et al. also compared the training time and memory required across five 

different CNN architectures on ILD image classification with up to ninety epochs. This can be 

seen in Table 2.6-2. 

Table 2.6-2: Training time and Memory Requirements of the five CNN architectures on ILD Patch-Based 

Classification up to 90 epochs [87] 

 CifarNet AlexNet Overfeat VGG-16 GoogLeNet 

Time 7m16s 1h2m 1h26m 20h24m 2h49m 

Memory (GB) 2.25 3.45 4.22 9.26 5.37 
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 Transfer learning or fine-tuning appears to be a promising avenue for training a network 

on thermal imaging data. The lack of data available for IR images represents limitations for training 

a network from scratch, and it has been shown that fine-tuning pre-trained weights is better than 

randomly initializing parameters, even from a distant task. Thermal images vary from typical CCD 

images as they are represented in grayscale meaning they do not contain colours (RGB pixel 

values) and the objects within the image are dependent on their heat and reflected heat, not on the 

reflection of visible light. This could lead to issues in using pre-made CNN models as IR input 

images are a different dimension than visible images (227x227x1 for grayscale and 227x227x3 for 

RGB for example, the x1 and x3 representing the number of colour channels). Hoo-Chang et al. 

were able to address this grayscale issue when using grayscale images of interstitial lung disease 

CT images by converting the single channel images into a three channel image by splicing the 

images using three CT window ranges [87]. That being said, fine-tuning or transfer learning should 

offer a beneficial starting point for training and prevent the overfitting that is usually present with 

training on small data sets. Based on the availability of labelled data for thermal images and the 

current state-of-the-art detection and classification algorithms, using an existing neural network 

architecture with fine-tuning or transfer learning appears to be an inevitability when extrapolating 

these methods into the infrared spectrum. As of 2018, to the author’s knowledge, no fine-tuned or 

transfer learning algorithms have been used for thermal imaging applications. 

Human performance on large scale image classification 

 Russakovsky et al. performed an experiment to see how state-of-the-art image 

classification measured up to manual classification by people. They used a human labeller to 

annotate 1500 images randomly taken from the ILSVRC 2012-2014. The results showed that the 
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human’s classifications were superior to the top performing algorithm of 2014 (GoogLeNet) by 

1.6%. The person took one minute to annotate each image and had an optimistic classification 

error of 2.4% versus the optimistic error of GoogLeNet of 4.9%. The optimistic error when the 

error is assumed to be the same on the testing data as the error on the training data. Both human 

and GoogLeNet struggled to classify objects when the number of classes present in the image 

exceeded five. Errors specific to GoogLeNet include classifying: small/thin objects (21% of total 

errors, 0% of human errors); filtered images (ex. Instagram filters) (13% of total errors, 1% of 

human errors); and abstract representations (6% of total errors, 0% of human errors). The majority 

of the remaining errors for GoogLeNet stem from extreme closeups, rotated images, text-described 

objects, and heavy occlusions. Humans are more susceptible to classification errors when they lack 

knowledge on the objects being classified. This includes fine grained classification errors (ex. 

species of dogs and birds) (37% of human error, 7% for GoogLeNet), and class unawareness (24% 

of human error, 0% for GoogLeNet) – this was decreased as the annotator became more familiar 

with the classes [56]. While the results show the human is more effective at classifying objects 

properly, the effort and time required for manual classification is far higher than for the automatic 

classification completed by GoogLeNet. The results also show that if GoogLeNet were trained 

with more data, it could become better at classifying filtered and abstract images. In the three years 

following Russakovski’s publication, the innovations and performances of detection and 

classification algorithms have also likely improved, approaching or exceeding human 

performance. 
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Chapter 3 

3. Instrumentation and Calibration 

 In order to use thermal imaging to perform detection, there must first be an infrared (IR) 

camera installed on the ego vehicle. The pixel location of the detected objects can then be used to 

predict the objects’ locations in vehicle coordinate system. In order to achieve these goals, first a 

camera must be purchased, installed onto the vehicle, and calibrated. This chapter will outline the 

selection criteria for the IR camera, final camera selection, camera mounting method, and the 

calibration procedure required for the camera. 

 Design Criteria for Selection of an Infrared Camera 

 Using any sensor for real-time surveying in autonomous driving imposes certain design 

constraints. Depending on the application of the sensor, different design constraints may apply. In 

this research, the intention is to use the IR camera mainly to detect pedestrians and other warm-

bodied objects such as wildlife. In the case of this application, six major considerations were made 

when selecting a sensor. These considerations include the speed, range, field of view (FOV), 

resolution, detectable thermal range, and cost of the camera as follows. 

3.1.1. Sensor Speed 

 For mass autonomous mobility, the vehicles must be able to perform better than a human 

driver. To do this, the vehicle must perceive and react to the environment faster than a person can 

perceive and react to stimuli. The average human reaction time to visual stimulus is approximately 

0.2 seconds [88]. This means that the IR sensor’s combined frame rate, or frequency, and 
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processing time must be faster than 5 frames per second (fps), or 5 Hz. A self-imposed restriction 

on the sensor frequency in the McMaster MARC Autonomous Driving team is 10 Hz, so any viable 

option for infrared camera selection must have a frame rate of ten frames per second or higher. A 

frequency of 10Hz leaves 0.1s after frame acquisition to process each frame and make control 

decisions. 

3.1.2. Sensor Range 

 The intended use of the IR sensor in this research is to detect pedestrians and wildlife in 

the distance in order to prevent collisions. The range of the sensor will be dependent on the 

autonomous reaction time and the braking distance of the vehicle. If we assume that the velocity 

of the pedestrian or animal is negligible to a vehicle travelling at 100km/hr, then the vehicle’s 

braking distance is approximately 55m for a mid-sized, lightly loaded automobile [89]. Based on 

the self-imposed reactionary restriction of 0.2s, the control systems of the camera-mounted vehicle 

will be engaged 0.2s after the object has entered the camera’s FOV. This means that the minimum 

distance the camera must be able to detect a target of interest is approximately 61m.  

3.1.3. Field of View 

 In pedestrian and wildlife detection, it is rare that an object of interest will be present on 

the road. Because of this, a wider FOV is beneficial to detecting peripheral objects that could pose 

danger to situational stakeholders. Below shows a figure of how the horizontal FOV of a camera 

affects the distance at which objects can be detected to the sides of the camera on a three lane road. 

Higher FOV comes at a trade-off to detectable range for objects in the image assuming the 

resolution of the camera remains unchanged. For example, if we assume the minimum detectable 
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pedestrian is of pixel size 4x10 (60 cm wide x 150 cm tall), then using a camera with a resolution 

of 640x512 and a 25° lens will make this pedestrian detectable at a range of about 220m [90]. 

Using the same camera with a 45° lens, the same pedestrian is only detectable at a range of 

approximately 120m [91]. 

 

Figure 3.1.1: Impact of horizontal camera FOV on lane detection. All units in [m]. 

3.1.4. Resolution 

 Resolution is the amount of pixels present in a given image. Having a higher resolution 

provides an increase in detail in each frame, leading to an increased ability to detect objects. Due 

to this increase in detail, introducing higher resolution cameras also allows for a longer detection 
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range or a wider FOV. Downsides to increased image resolution are the financial and 

computational costs. A FLIR A35 camera with a relatively low resolution (to CCD camera 

standards) of 320x256 costs approximately a quarter of the cost of a standard car (or $7000 CAD 

(in 2019)). A similar FLIR A65 camera with a resolution of 640x512 costs approximately 30% 

more. Computationally, higher pixel content means higher processing requirements as there are 

more pixels that must be processed.  

3.1.5. Detectable Thermal Range 

 In order to ensure proper detection of desired targets, the camera must be able to distinguish 

between the temperatures of the target objects and their backgrounds in all weather conditions. 

Conservatively, warm-blooded living things should never have an internal temperature less than 

30°C. However, pedestrians and animals adapt to colder weather, wearing coats and growing 

thicker fur and hair, making their external temperatures considerable less than their internal 

temperatures. In order to be able to detect these types of objects in all weather conditions, an 

assumption that these objects will not be lower than 0°C in the winter and hotter than 40°C in the 

summer has been made. This means the chosen camera must have a minimum detectable range 

between -10°C and 50°C.  

3.1.6. Cost 

 As mentioned in Chapter 2, the cost of thermal imaging is relatively expensive to imaging 

devices that leverage visible light. A lower costing camera is more viable to mass implementation, 

but with economies of scale, the cost of a low-demanded sensor like IR cameras can be drastically 
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lowered if the demand increases. As this thesis is meant to show the viability of thermal imaging 

in existing ADAS systems, utilizing a low-cost sensor is not a priority.  

 Camera Selection 

 Based on the camera requirements outlined above, a search of existing cameras was 

completed. Cameras from FLIR, Infrared Cameras Inc, Seek Thermal, Fluke, and Adasky were 

investigated. Appendix A.1 shows a table outlining basic camera specifics for each model 

investigated. As discussed in Chapter 2, the selection of an uncooled camera over a cooled camera 

is viable. This was supported by the camera search results and the design criteria. Based on the 

results of the preliminary search, selection was narrowed down to two different cameras, the FLIR 

A65 and the FLIR A35. Both of these cameras met all of the aforementioned criteria and can be 

linked if stereovision applications are desired in the future. The next decision was to choose the 

correct lens to order and analyze the trade-off between purchasing the FLIR A35 or spending an 

additional 30% to get quadruple the resolution with the FLIR A65. A table comparing these two 

cameras with different lenses can be found in Appendix A.2. Based on the outcome of the table, 

the decision to purchase a FLIR A65 FOV 45 (640x512 pixels resolution / 30Hz) was made. The 

additional resolution made it possible to get a 45° lens which is capable of detecting a full lane 

3.6m in front of the camera and three lanes at 10.9m as seen in Figure 3.1.1. The full height of a 

1.75m tall vehicle is also detectable 2.3m in front of the camera. This camera is also able to detect 

a person of 4x10 pixels and 60x150cm at a distance of approximately 120m [91], well within the 

sensor range requirements of 58m outlined in Chapter 3.1.2. The camera communicates via GigE 
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Vision3 and is compatible with MATLAB, making it relatively easy to manipulate and program 

given the versatility MATLAB allows for.  

 

Figure 3.2.1: Purchased FLIR A65 camera [92] 

 Potential Locations for Camera on Vehicle 

 There are several locations where typical CCD cameras are mounted to vehicles for 

observing different scenes. Police officers use dashboard cameras to record driving and traffic 

stops, Acura and Tesla place their forward-facing cameras inside the vehicle near the rear mirror 

[93, 12], and Uber has all of its self-driving sensors mounted on the roof of the vehicle in an 

independent unit [94]. There are several vehicles on the market right now with thermal imaging 

driver assistance systems. These are often marketed as “night vision systems,” and alert the driver 

of warm-bodied pedestrians in front of the vehicle. Audi, BMW, Cadillac (passive systems) and 

                                                 

3 GigE Vision is a communication standard for cameras to transmit their raw output via an Ethernet cable. 
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Mercedes-Benz (active system) are all vehicle brands that offer these assistive systems on their 

vehicles [95, 47, 96].  

 Ideally, the camera can be mounted in a location away from adverse weather conditions 

and in a stable thermal environment. The only place on a vehicle where this occurs is in the driving 

cabin. Unfortunately, vehicle windshields do not permit much infrared radiation to permeate 

through, making the inside of the vehicle an impossible place to mount the IR camera without 

windshield modification. See Figure 3.3.1 for a comparison of a hand in front of and behind a 

vehicle’s side window. No hand can be seen through the window due to the window blocking its 

IR radiation. In existing on-the-market solutions, the camera is mounted behind the grill except for 

the Mercedes-Benz, where it is located behind the windshield by the rear-view mirror. It is 

unknown if Mercedes uses a different window material in front of the camera or if the active IR 

headlamps it uses creates a different wavelength of IR that can permeate through the window. 

 

Figure 3.3.1: Left: hand in front of vehicle side window; Right: hand behind vehicle side window. Note: person in 

right image is due to reflected radiation on window. 
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 While mounting in the grill is an out-of-the-way solution, based on the size of the camera 

and the ability to cleanly modify the vehicle, the FLIR A65 cannot be mounted behind the grill of 

the ego vehicle, a 2013 Ford CMAX. The Ford CMAX is equipped with a rotating LIDAR which 

is mounted on the roof of the vehicle via a roof-rack. This roof-rack represents an optimal location 

to mount the camera on as it is elevated, meaning vehicles in front of the test vehicle will cause 

less occlusions in the camera FOV, and it does not require any damaging modifications to be 

completed on the CMAX.  

 Creating the Camera Mount 

 Two constraints dictated how the camera mount must be designed: 

1. Mounting the camera must be repeatable in the event the camera/mount is removed from the 

vehicle 

2. The camera must be contained in a case such that rain, snow, and any other potentially 

damaging force will not impact the camera 

With these constraints in mind, a plastic casing and mount was designed to hold the camera. The 

design of this camera mount are outlined in the following sections. 

3.4.1. IR Permissive Lens Protection 

 In order to ensure the lens of the camera could be protected while still receiving the 

majority of the environmental thermal information, several different infrared permissive materials 

were investigated. All of these materials were plastic based. To roughly check the amount of 

thermal radiation each material permeated, a rough test comparing the temperature of a human 

subject occluded and not occluded by the material was completed. This test involved holding the 
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tested material about 30cm in front of the subject’s face and comparing the temperature of the 

uncovered face just next to the material and the temperature of their face behind the material. 

Measurements were taken as close as possible to each other to ensure skin temperature would be 

the same temperature. An example image from the test procedure can be seen below. 

 

Figure 3.4.1: Sp1: spot temperature of uncovered skin; Sp2: spot temperature of covered skin 

The results of the material comparison can be seen in the table below. 

Table 3.4-1: Comparison of IR permeability for different plastics 

Material Uncovered 

temperature (°C) 

Covered 

temperature (°C) 

% difference in 

temperature 

McMaster-Carr Plastic Bag 34.5 29.6 14.2 

Edmund Optics IR Window [97] 30.8 27.6 10.4 

Clear Tupperware Lid 33.5 25.3 24.5 

Acrylic Plastic Sheet 34.6 24.0 30.6 

Blue Transparent Digikey Bag 32.5 28.2 13.2 

 

As expected, upon an analysis of all tested plastics, the Edmund Optics Translucent, IR Material 

Window was shown to permit the most IR to pass through it, yielding a temperature difference of 

about 10% between actual (uncovered) and measured (covered). This material is also more rigid 
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than the plastic bags tested (which displayed similar permeability), meaning it is more structurally 

sound, ergo a better building material. The Edmund Optics material will be used to protect the lens 

of the camera on the mount. A comparison of the output image with and without the translucent 

IR window in front of the lens is shown in Figure 3.4.2. It can be seen that the overall image 

appearance is similar, but the range of temperatures detected (seen in the right side of each image) 

with the IR window in place is lower than without as expected. The reduced temperature range 

leads to decreased image texture, which could lead to poorer detection and classification 

performances, but the potential decreased performance is seen as minimal compared to the cost of 

having to replace a damaged camera. 

 

Figure 3.4.2: Comparison of picture taken with uncovered camera (left) and camera covered with Edmund Optics 

IR Window (right) taken of person approximately 5m in front of camera from roof-rack mounted camera seen in 

Figure 3.4.4. 
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3.4.2. Design of Mount 

 Two primary methods were considered for the construction of the mount: 3D printing and 

machining. Based on considerations of timing and versatility of design, 3D printing using a fused 

deposition modeling (FDM) printer with ABS M30 material was selected for production of the 

mount. By using a 3D printer, the case could have much more complex designs (like hexagonal 

pockets) and production time could be automated rather than spending significant periods of time 

manually machining parts. 

 In order to ensure the camera can be mounted in a repeatable orientation on the vehicle’s 

roof-rack, the camera mount has to be rigid, or at least have distinct rigid settings (I.E. discrete 

mounting angles rather than continuous ones). This means that a hinge-based design is infeasible. 

The camera needs to be angled down toward the road from the roof rack in order to capture the 

objects close to the vehicle. This means that some of the hood will be included in the image, which 

can later be masked out in the algorithm to decrease the number of pixels that need to be processed. 

In order to determine the optimal tilted angle for the camera, different images were captured at 

different camera angles. Upon comparison of these images, it was determined that the camera 

being mounted at an angle of 5° relative to the flat part of the roof rack would give a good view of 

the road in front of the vehicle while not cutting off the horizon.  

 The camera mount was designed in two parts, a mount where the camera would be attached, 

providing the structural support for the camera, and a cover that would protect the camera from 

the elements while driving. Both of these parts are held on the roof rack via two T-bolts, which 

enable the mount to slide in the roof rack’s T-slots to the desired location. In order to ensure 
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repeatable placement of the mount, the roof-rack was scored in places where the mount lines up 

when fastened. Figure 3.4.3, Figure 3.4.4, Figure 3.4.5, and Figure 3.4.6 show the implementation 

of the camera, LIDAR, and radar on the Ford CMAX.  

 

Figure 3.4.3: Structural mount for IR camera 
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Figure 3.4.4: Front of camera cover; IR window can be seen on case and LIDAR can be seen in background 

 

Figure 3.4.5:Rear of camera cover; shrink wrapped Ethernet cable shown  
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Figure 3.4.6: Ford CMAX complete with radar (below grill), LIDAR, and IR camera 

 In order to fasten the back of the cover and the IR window, 4-40 screws are fastened to hex 

nuts that sit within the casing in hexagonal pockets. By using these hex cut-outs, assembly is made 

easier as the hex nuts do not have to be held in place to prevent them from rotating. Shrink wrap 

is used at the rear of the case to ensure water will not run along the Ethernet cable and onto the 

camera. There is a small opening at the bottom rear of the case to allow for some ventilation as 

well.  

 Calibration 

3.5.1. Why Calibrate? 

 The goal of camera calibration is to map objects in a 2D image to the 3D world coordinate 

system. By doing this, three dimensional information of the environment can be conveyed by a 
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camera. In order to complete this mapping though, a set of camera parameters known as intrinsic 

and extrinsic parameters must be determined. The intrinsic parameters are internal to the camera 

and dictate how the 3D camera coordinates translate to pixel coordinates [98]. These parameters 

are derived from the ideal pinhole camera model, where the world projects onto the image plane 

through a single “pinhole” as seen in Figure 3.5.1.  

 

Figure 3.5.1: Pinhole camera projection [98] 

The intrinsic matrix, K, is a 3x3 matrix in the following form: 

𝐾 =  [
𝑓𝑥 𝑠 𝑥0

0 𝑓𝑦 𝑦0

0 0 1

]  (1) 

Where fx and fy are the focal lengths of the camera, x0 and y0 are the principal point offset, and s 

is the axis skew [99]. The derivation of these parameters will be discussed in Chapter 3.5.4. 

 The extrinsic parameters of a camera are dependent on the location and orientation of a 

camera in the world space. The extrinsic matrix is composed of two parts: a 3x3 rotation matrix 

and a 3x1 translation vector. The rotation matrix is dependent on the roll, pitch, and yaw of the 

camera as depicted in Figure 3.5.2. The vehicle, or world, coordinate system that this is related to 
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is based on the front of the ego, or sensor-mounted, vehicle where the x-y plane is parallel to the 

road and the z axis is perpendicular to the road. The translation vector depends on the camera’s 

center-point in the world coordinate system (WCS) and is simply how much the camera must 

translate to move to the camera center-point to the origin of the WCS. The world coordinate system 

can be seen in Figure 3.5.3. The two axis pixel coordinate system is displayed in Figure 3.5.3.  

 

Figure 3.5.2: Depiction of world coordinate system centred on the camera [100] 

 

Figure 3.5.3: Vehicle/world coordinate system 

 Once the extrinsic and intrinsic matrices have been determined, converting a point in the 

image plane to the world coordinate system can be done by using the following matrix 

multiplication: 

[

𝑝𝑥

𝑝𝑦

1
] = 𝐾[𝑅 𝑡] [

𝑋
𝑌
𝑍
1

]   (2) 
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Where px and py are pixel coordinates, K is the intrinsic matrix, R is the rotation matric, t is the 

translation vector, and X, Y, and Z are the positions in the WCS [99]. 

3.5.2. Potential Issues with Improper Calibration 

 If a camera is not calibrated properly, the information it feeds into an ADAS can lead to 

faulty controls while driving. An example of this occurred when a 2016 Acura MDX equipped 

with lane-assist began drifting into oncoming traffic lanes after a windshield replacement [93]. 

The camera used for lane-assist is mounted on the rear view mirror on the windshield, so when the 

windshield was replaced, the camera was replaced in a slightly different position. Because of the 

new camera orientation, each pixel in the camera corresponded to a new world location, meaning 

the lanes were no longer accurately located for the lane-assist algorithm. By ensuring cameras are 

properly calibrated, knowledge of the world coordinate system can be conveyed from a 2D image. 

Without calibration, this would not be possible. 

3.5.3. How to Estimate Range Using a Monocular Camera 

 Once the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are known, an object’s relative location in the 

image frame can be estimated using a monocular camera. A key assumption made when using a 

monocular camera to estimate the distance to a detected object is that the road ahead of the vehicle 

is parallel to the vehicle and the detected object is resting on the road. Without this assumption, 

there would be three unknowns in the WCS (x, y, and z) and only two known values from the pixel 

coordinates, making the solution impossible. This assumption does introduce some significant 

errors in object depth prediction though as objects far from the vehicle may be perceived to be 

significantly closer or further away if the road is not parallel to the ego vehicle or if the camera’s 
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pitch is wavering (which can happen when going over a bump or hitting a pothole). For example, 

say an object in the middle of a camera’s FOV is known to be 40m ahead of the vehicle when the 

camera’s pitch is 2.15 degrees and the camera is 1.5m above the ground. If the camera’s pitch were 

to change to 1.15 or 3.15 degrees, the object’s distance would be predicted to be 75m and 24.5m 

away respectively. These types of changes in pitch are quite large but show how much error is 

possible with monocular camera depth prediction. Another way to explain the error that can be 

associated with pitch vibrations is to compare relative pixel error. In the existing camera setup, the 

pixel that corresponds to an object 39.6m away in the center of the world coordinate system is 

[300, 140]. If this same object is instead detected one pixel further away, the distance to that object 

is predicted to be 40.8m and 38.4m respectively, or an error of approximately 3%. As the object 

gets further away the relative pixel error only gets worse, for example at a predicted distance of 

100m, one pixel lower gives a distance of 92.4m and one pixel further gives a predicted distance 

of 107.5m, or an error of 7.5%. How these distances are calculated is described in the following 

sections. 

3.5.4. Methods of Intrinsic Calibration 

 Different methods have been proposed for calibrating thermal imaging cameras which all 

involve creating some sort of temperature gradient on a plane within the camera’s field of view. 

This often comes in the form of using a calibration tool with known dimensions. Common shapes 

are used for corner and centre detection algorithms, which are critical for determining what pixel 

represents its corresponding space in reality. With knowledge of the calibration tool’s pattern and 

dimensions, lens distortion can be removed from camera frames and predictions can be made about 

an object’s location relative to the camera. Also as IR cameras require temperature gradients, or 
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perceived temperature gradients, to display useful information, the calibration tool must have to 

either have different temperatures or different emissivities and reflectances, which can cause a 

perceived temperature gradient by the thermal imaging camera.  

 Multiplane camera calibration is the act of taking several images of the same object, 

extracting features of interest from them (corner detection, for example), and using the known 

distances between these features to predict a camera’s intrinsic parameters. By imaging the same 

object at different camera orientations, effects of the lens distortion of the camera at each pixel can 

be estimated by a 3x3 matrix [101]. 

 The traditional method of multiplane camera calibration, proposed by Zhang, uses a black 

and white checkerboard [101]. This method encounters some complications when directly 

translating its use to an infrared camera as the checkerboard squares tend to have the same 

temperature unless the board is altered. Prakash et al. proposed using a heat lamp to heat a 

traditional checkerboard [102]. By heating the checkerboard, the different coloured black and 

white squares can be seen distinctly in the infrared image as the black squares absorb more IR 

radiation, and thus become hotter than the white squares. In the thermal image, the black squares 

appear as white and vise versa as lighter pixels represent hotter surfaces. Similarly, the 

checkerboard can be heated by the sunlight. A depiction of a heated checkerboard is shown in 

Figure 3.5.4. MATLAB has a built in toolbox for multiplane checkerboard calibration that uses a 

10x7 black and white checkerboard pattern. 
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Figure 3.5.4: Sunlight-heated 10x7 checkerboard 

Yu et al. proposed using nine circular thermostatic heaters to create a temperature gradient in a 

cross-type pattern in which features can be extracted using a least-squares ellipse fitting method 

[103]. Figure 3.5.5 shows this pattern. Using this method, Yu was able to get an error of less than 

one pixel from a distance of about 10m. 
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Figure 3.5.5: Calibration pattern and device proposed by Yu et al. 

 Ursine developed a calibration methodology for non-controlled environments which would 

work for both CCD and IR cameras by creating a checkerboard composed of two materials with 

different emissivities and distinct colours, copper and spray ink [104].  

Selected Intrinsic Calibration Method 

 Upon investigating different calibration methods and their inherent advantages and 

disadvantages, it was decided to calibrate the camera’s intrinsic parameters using MATLAB’s 

Camera Calibrator App in the Computer Vision System toolbox [105]. This application uses 

multiple pictures of a 10x7 black and white checkerboard to estimate the camera’s focal length, 

skew, and principal point and then re-project points corresponding to the checkerboard corners on 

each image to analyze the pixel error of the re-projected checkerboard corners with the algorithm-
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found corners. As the image supplied by the A65 camera is not severely distorted, using 

MATLAB’s end-to-end calibration toolbox, which only uses the conventional distortion model 

and not the rational function (RF) model [106], is viable for our calibration. This method was 

selected as it is widely used in practice and requires minimal additional instrumentation to 

complete. The checkerboard was printed on 11”x17” cardstock and taped to a flat, solid piece of 

wood. Cardstock was used over regular paper as it is less susceptible to crinkles and bends in the 

checkerboard pattern. Ideally, the checkerboard would be a completely rigid tool, perhaps painted 

directly onto the solid piece of wood. 

 To create a temperature gradient between the squares, pictures were taken of the 

checkerboard in several different scenarios. The printed ink on the checkerboard (black squares) 

has different IR properties (emissivity and absorption) than the plain white paper (white squares) 

which leads to a perceived temperature gradient between black and white squares even prior to 

heating or cooling the board. The temperature gradient between the untreated squares was not 

sufficient to get accurate corner detection though. In light of this, the board was heated with a heat 

gun that is used for shrink wrapping, which blows hot air. This caused the board to be heated by 

convection, leading to minimal initial temperature different between opposing coloured squares. 

As the board cooled though, the squares appeared to cool at different rates. Despite this, the 

temperature gradient between white and black squares was only perceived to be about 0.4°C which 

was not enough to establish a clear distinction in the squares for corner detection. Once cooled, 

the same board was heated with an incandescent light bulb. While the light bulb was on, there was 

a clear distinction between the white and black squares of about 1.5°C but after the light was turned 

off for three minutes, the temperature gradient between the squares was approximately 0.5°C, 
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which is not enough to perform corner detection. After 10 minutes of the light being off, the 

temperature difference between squares was about 0.3°C, suggesting that this perceived 

temperature difference was solely from the different IR properties of the black ink. While heating 

with the incandescent lightbulb gave promising initial results, localized heating from the bulb also 

lead to ill images for multiplane calibration as the distribution of heat delivered by the light bulb 

is not homogenous about the checkerboard. In order to proceed with incandescent heating, the heat 

from the bulbs would need to be better distributed across the entire checkerboard and the lights 

would need to remain on while taking pictures of the board.  

 The board was then heated uniformly using sunlight. As soon as the sunlight emitted onto 

the board, distinct differences could be seen between the white and black checkerboard squares, 

even when the board is hit by sunlight through a window. In direct sunlight, the perceived 

temperature difference between the white and black squares was approximately 3.5°C, which 

could be processed relatively easily by changing the image scale using FLIR Tools software [107]. 

After taking pictures of the checkerboard from a variety of camera orientations, these images could 

then be fed into MATLAB’s Camera Calibrator App to yield an estimate of the intrinsic parameters 

of the camera.  

Intrinsic Calibration Results 

 40 images were captured on June 8, 2018 in the sun to calibrate the camera. The 

checkerboard had checker square sizes of 34.5mm and the weather that day was 23°C, partly 

cloudy, humidity of 50%, and a visibility of 24km. All images were first fed into the camera 

calibration algorithm without preprocessing. The result of doing this lead to 26 images being 

accepted, 14 rejected, and a pixel error of 0.16 pixels with the best 14 images. After preprocessing 
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the images by scaling the temperature range of the images, only 6 of the 40 images were rejected, 

leading to an initial pixel error of 0.21. Upon removing 20 images, the pixel error was able to be 

reduced to 0.15, a marginal improvement from the unprocessed image calibration. The estimated 

intrinsic parameters of the camera are as follows: 

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑐 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥, 𝐾 = [
774.2366 0 330.0221

0 776.3619 263.8856
0 0 1

]   (3) 

K1,1 and K2,2 represent the focal length in pixels and K3,1 and K3,2 represent the camera’s optical 

centre in pixel coordinates. To get an idea of how accurate this matrix is, comparisons between the 

estimated focal length and given focal length of the FLIR A65 have been made. According to 

[108], the focal length in pixels of the FLIR A65 is: 

𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝐹𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ =
(𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠) ∗ 0.5

tan (𝐹𝑂𝑉 ∗ 0.5 ∗
𝜋

180)
 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝐹𝑂𝑉 = 45.41°   (4) 

𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝐹𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 764.80 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠   (5) 

So there is an error of ~1.5% between the MATLAB maximum estimated focal length of 776.4 

and the converted FLIR focal length, showing the calibration is likely fairly accurate.  

3.5.5. Extrinsic Calibration 

 The intrinsic parameters of the camera are only one half of predicting a detected object’s 

location in the world coordinate system. The other half of calibration involves the camera’s 

extrinsic, or positioning, parameters. Two different ways of doing this were investigated. One in 

which the camera’s position was manually measured and one where an image was captured and 

pixel locations were directly related to the world coordinate system (WCS).  
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Manual Measuring Extrinsic Parameters 

 When manually measuring the camera’s position in the world coordinate system, six 

measurements are required, the camera’s height, position in the x and y axes, and the camera’s 

roll, pitch, and yaw, as seen in Figure 3.5.2. These measurements were coarsely made using a 

measuring tape while estimating the centre of the camera’s lens. The accuracy of the camera’s 

position in the x and y planes is not critical if they are off by a small amount, it will only cause a 

slight shift in the prediction of an object’s position. Accurate height is more important as it affects 

the algorithm’s perceived line of sight for the camera.  

 Proper angle measurements are essential to getting accurate object location estimates. This 

is because of the effect slight variations in angle can have on the predicted location of an object as 

discussed in Chapter 3.5.3. For the roll and yaw of the camera, an assumption was made that both 

are zero degrees. This assumption is reasonable as the camera is mounted perpendicular to the roof 

rack’s slots and sits flush on the roof rack. The most difficult measurement to get was the pitch of 

the camera. In order to get this measurement, a sine bar was used in conjunction with a level. A 

sine bar is a device used for measuring a precise angle [109] and a level is used to tell if something 

is parallel to the ground. The measurement set-up is shown in Figure 3.5.6 below. With knowledge 

of the wedges’ angles, camera mount angles, and the level’s state, an accurate measurement of the 

camera’s total pitch in the world coordinate system can be made. The angles of the wedges used 

were 5° and 20°, the relevant angles of the camera mounting assembly are 5.5° for the outer case 

and 5° for the mount the camera is fastened to, the length of the sine bar was 5”, and it is known 

that the angle of the level to the ground is 0° when the level reads flat. Using this information with 
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trigonometry, the roof rack’s angle could be calculated to be 3.6°, leading to a total camera pitch 

of 3.6° + 5° = 8.6°. 

 

Figure 3.5.6: Sine bar measurement set-up for measuring pitch of camera 

By this method, the location (in metres) and orientation of the camera in the WCS were determined 

to be (in metres): 

𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐶 = [−2.24 0.15 1.67]𝑇   (1) 

𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙 = 0°; 𝑃𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ = 8.6°; 𝑌𝑎𝑤 = 0°   (2) 

 In order to convert the WCS, seen in Figure 3.5.3, to the camera coordinate system, the 

rotation and translation matrices relating the two coordinate systems must be determined. A 

camera’s default coordinate system is shown in Figure 3.5.7. Its corresponding pixel coordinate 

system is shown in  

5° Wedge 

20° Wedge 
Sine bar 

Level 

5.5° Casing 
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Figure 3.5.7: Camera coordinate system [110] 

 

Figure 3.5.8: Pixel coordinate system 

 To complete this, the rotation and translation matrices performed on the WCS to convert it 

to the camera coordinate system must be converted to be relative to the camera coordinate system. 

This can be done using the following relations [111]: 

𝑅 = 𝑅𝐶
𝑇    (3)          𝑡 =  −𝑅𝐶  (4) 

Where R is the orientation of the world axis in camera coordinates, RC is the rotation matrix 

describing the camera’s orientation with respect to the WCS, t is the position of the WCS origin 
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in camera coordinates, and C is the location of the camera in the WCS. RC is computed by 

performing a rotation of -90° about the WCS x-axis, followed by rotating 90° about the new WCS 

y-axis, and finally 8.6° about the new x-axis. These three rotations convert the WCS to the camera 

coordinate system as seen in Figure 3.5.9.  

 

Figure 3.5.9: Converting the WCS to the camera coordinate system 

The resulting rotation and translation matrices are as follows: 

𝑅𝐶 = [
0 −0.1493 0.9888

−1 0 0
0 −0.9888 −0.1493

]   (5) 

𝑡 = [0.152 1.3177 2.4592]𝑇
   (6) 

Finally from [111], 

𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑐 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 1 = [𝑅 | 𝑡] = [
0

−0.1493
0.9888

−1
0
0

0
−0.9888
−.0.1493

0.152
1.3177
2.4592

]    (7) 
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Direct Relation of Pixel and World Locations 

 For the latter extrinsic calibration option, several objects were placed in front of the 

camera-mounted vehicle and their location in the WCS was measured from the origin of the 

coordinate system (the front-middle of the vehicle). Images of how this looked in both the IR and 

visible spectrum can be seen in Figure 3.5.10 and Figure 3.5.11 respectively. Note that the images 

appear with disparity between pixels because of the location and intrinsic parameters of the IR and 

CCD cameras. The eleven labelled points – which are located at Z=0 as required for the parallel 

road assumption that was made – in Figure 3.5.10 correspond to the following x and y world 

positions: 

Table 3.5-1: Correlation between pixel and world coordinates 

Point World Location 

(mm) [x y] 

Pixel Location Point World Location 

(mm) [x, y] 

Pixel Location 

1 [3734, -559] [409, 359] 7 [2337, -1206] [548, 419] 

2 [3734, 629] [262, 360] 8 [2096, -1206] [561, 435] 

3 [4909, 1467] [127, 326] 9 [2096, -1562] [618, 434] 

4 [4477, 1467] [116,337] 10 [4928, -775] [422, 324] 

5 [4909, 1943] [74, 326] 11 [4928, -1867] [535, 324] 

6 [4477, 1943] [64, 338]    
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Figure 3.5.10: World coordinate and pixel pairs 

 

Figure 3.5.11: Objects with known distances in front of vehicle 

Using MATLAB’s built in extrinsics function [112], the camera’s translation and rotation matrices 

can be calculated using the camera’s intrinsic parameters and image-world coordinate pairs. By 
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this method, the location (in metres) and orientation of the camera in the WCS were calculated to 

be as follows: 

𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐶 = [−2.0522 0.6036 1.7307]  (8) 

𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  𝑅𝐶 = [
−0.1562 −0.9857 0.0639
−0.1705 −0.0368 −0.9847
0.9729 −0.1647 −0.1623

]   (9) 

𝑅𝐶  𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙 = −3.843°; 𝑃𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ = 17.551°; 𝑌𝑎𝑤 = −10.518°  

And R and t are as follows: 

𝑅 = 𝑅𝐶
𝑇   (10) 

𝑡 = [0.168 1.3766 2.3769]𝑇   (11) 

𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑐 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 2 = [𝑅|𝑡]   (12) 

While the location of the camera is comparable to the manually measured values, based on the 

physical properties of the camera mounted on the vehicle, the calculated orientation clearly 

contains inaccurate values as there are large discrepancies between the known roll, pitch, and yaw 

and the calculated ones. Figure 3.5.12 shows a schematic of where the camera is calculated to exist 

on the vehicle in relation to the labelled points using the latter extrinsic calibration method. 
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Figure 3.5.12: Camera (in red) position in relation to WCS-pixel point pairs (teal) 

Sources of Error 

 There are unavoidable measurement errors in both of the extrinsic calibration methods 

discussed above. In the first method, these errors stem from measurement inaccuracies when 

predicting the centre of the camera and performing the measurement to the origin of the WCS. 

These measurements are assumed to have an error of +/- 25.4mm. The error in measuring the angle 

of the pitch is assumed to be relatively low (less than 0.1°). 

 In the second method, the position of the camera was not explicitly measured, but its 

predicted position was dependent on measurements to objects in front of the vehicle and 

predictions on which pixel these measurements corresponded to. The problem with this is that 

there are more sources of error in this method than when explicitly measuring the camera’s 

position. Using the WCS-pixel pairs, the algorithm calculated the camera’s location in the WCS 
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to be [-2.05, 0.60, 1.73]m, which is off by over 30cm from the measured location of the camera. 

A large discrepancy between the known and calculated roll, pitch, and yaw is also present. This 

shows that the extrinsic calibration using this method is not very accurate. In order to improve the 

WCS-pixel pair method, more pairs of points need to be included in order to reduce the net error. 

As the number of measurements increases, the error will decrease. Furthermore, the world points 

used need to span the entire FOV of the camera to ensure each area of the FOV is considered when 

calculating the extrinsic matrix. Because of the low number of WCS-pixel pairs and high error in 

the calculated camera’s location (using MATLAB’s extrinsics function), the extrinsic properties 

of the camera from the manually measured camera position and orientation (Extrinsic Matrix 1) 

will be used in predicting object locations. 

3.5.6. Combined Calibration 

 Once the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the camera have been determined, it is 

relatively simple to convert pixel coordinates to world coordinates if it is assumed the object in the 

world is on the road (Z = 0). This can be done by performing a plane projective transformation as 

outlined by Hartley and Zisserman [99].  

𝑝 = 𝑃𝑊 = 𝑃 (

𝑋
𝑌
𝑍
1

) = [

𝑃1,1

𝑃2,1

𝑃3,1

𝑃1,2

𝑃2,2

𝑃3,2

𝑃1,4

𝑃2,4

𝑃3,4

] (
𝑋
𝑌
1

)    (1) 

𝑃 = 𝐾[𝑅 | 𝑡]    (2) 

𝐵𝑢𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑍 = 0, 𝑃 = 𝐾 [

𝑅1,1

𝑅2,1

𝑅3,1

𝑅1,2

𝑅2,2

𝑅3,2

𝑡1,1

𝑡2,1

𝑡3,1

]   (3) 
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From K in Equation (3) in Chapter 3.5.4, and R and t in Equation (7) in Chapter 3.5.5, 

∴ 𝑃 = [
326.3252 −774.2366 929.283
145.0505 0 1672.0

0.9888 0 2.4592
]   (4) 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑝 = 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠

𝑃 = 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑐 (𝐾) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑐 ([𝑅|𝑡])
𝑊 = 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑙𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠

𝑅 = 𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥
𝑡 = 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

 

Since P is a square matrix, it is now invertible. This means that pixel coordinates can be used to 

estimate an object’s position in the WCS as long as the object is assumed to be resting on the z-

plane. This can only be used if the detected object is located on the road in front of the vehicle. 

𝑊 =  𝑃−1𝑝   (5) 

[
𝑋
𝑌
1

] = [
0 −0.0019 1.2896

−0.0013 1.16𝑒−4 0.4092
0 7.626𝑒−4 −0.1119

] [

𝑝𝑥

𝑝𝑦

1
]   (6) 

The above equation must be normalized to yield estimates of the position of an object in a frame.  

3.5.7. Error in Calibration 

 Using Equation (6) from Chapter 3.5.6, the world coordinate locations in Table 3.5-1 were 

predicted based on their corresponding pixel locations. The results are shown in Table 3.5-2 along 

with absolute and relative errors. 

Table 3.5-2: Relative and absolute errors from distance estimation using monocular camera distance estimation 

Measured 

X 

Measured 

Y 

Estimated 

X 

Estimated 

Y 

Relative 

X 

Relative 

Y 

Absolute 

total 

Relative 

total 
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location 

(m) 

location 

(m) 

location 

(m) 

location 

(m) 

location 

error 

location 

error 

location 

error (mm) 

location 

error 

3.734 -0.559 3.76 -0.48 -0.70% 14.13% -14.90 -0.39% 

3.734 0.629 3.73 0.69 0.11% -9.70% -6.68 -0.18% 

4.909 1.467 4.91 2.07 -0.02% -41.10% -205.00 -4.00% 

4.477 1.467 4.48 2.06 -0.07% -40.42% -219.70 -4.66% 

4.909 1.943 4.91 2.57 -0.02% -32.27% -262.39 -4.97% 

4.477 1.943 4.44 2.51 0.83% -29.18% -219.91 -4.51% 

2.337 -1.206 2.38 -1.2 -1.84% 0.50% -35.58 -1.35% 

2.096 -1.206 2.11 -1.205 -0.67% 0.08% -11.65 -0.48% 

2.096 -1.562 2.13 -1.55 -1.62% 0.77% -20.26 -0.78% 

4.928 -0.775 4.99 -0.73 -1.26% 5.81% -54.55 -1.09% 

4.928 -1.867 4.99 -1.81 -1.26% 3.05% -38.32 -0.73% 

 

 As seen above, the monocular camera estimation struggles to locate objects in the Y-WCS 

direction for pixels in the image’s upper left. The impact of this on the overall location estimation 

error is not significant though. This is because the maximum absolute error in the Y direction is 

approximately 0.6m. It is important to note that the overall location estimation error will likely 

increase as an object is located further from the vehicle, but there is no labelled data to verify how 

much this error is at this time. Objects close to the vehicle should have approximately a 5% error 

at most in location estimate using the derived calibration matrix though. This is based on the 

assumption that an object is on the ground. More information on the true WCS location 

corresponding to each pixel would allow for a more extensive error evaluation in the future. 

 Bringing It All Together 

 Using the selected camera and its calibrated matrix, it is now possible to use detections 

made on the IR image frame and estimate their positions in the WCS in front of the vehicle. This 

is a critical aspect for being able to understand what object objects are near the vehicle and where 
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they are. Essentially, by calibrating the camera, meaningful information can now be extrapolated 

from image detections for aiding in driving decision-making.  

 An example of detected object location estimation is shown in Figure 3.6.1. Note that the 

image on the left shows the original frame and detections from the camera and the image on the 

right shows the location of the detections in the WCS through a bird’s eye perspective of the scene. 

The right side also shows the camera’s approximate horizontal FOV and approximate lane widths 

that could be adjacent to the ego vehicle’s lane.  

 

Figure 3.6.1: Example object distance estimation based on detected pixel location 
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Chapter 4 

4. Object Classes for Detection 

 In order to label objects in a thermal image, the types of objects that thermal imaging is 

able to detect consistently must be considered. Once these types of objects have been determined, 

then object classes (a term meaning the type of object) can be created and labelled within the 

images accordingly. All objects within the images are labelled with a rectangular bounding box 

and a class assignment. This is the information that a detection algorithm will require in order to 

“train itself” to recognize and detect these objects in new image frames. In order to create these 

labelled images, raw image data had to be collected from various driving scenarios in such a way 

that the data would be representative of real-world driving scenarios. The following chapter 

discusses labelling considerations for classes and a summary of the data which was labelled during 

this research. 

 Labelling Data 

 According to Russakovsky et al., it takes between seven and forty-two seconds to label a 

single object, depending on the accuracy of labelling required [113]. The faster data is labelled, 

the larger the trade-off in accurately labelled data. The traditional means of considering an object 

correctly detected occurs when the intersection over union (IoU) is above 0.5, but it is often 

difficult to train a person to be able to distinguish between a bounding box with an IoU of 0.3 and 

0.5 [113]. This can lead to issues in properly labelling data. Neural networks assume that the 

ground truth bounding box is perfect (i.e. if the bounding box is replicated, the true IoU of the 

object would be 1.0) when training the network, and therefore changes its weights based on the 
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assumption that subjectively labelled bounding boxes are labelled perfectly even though they 

rarely are. Examples of different IoU scores are shown in Figure 4.1.1. 

 

Figure 4.1.1: Sample IoU scores [114] 

 Poor understandings of IoUs creates a large issue in manually labelled data, as human error 

and labeller-bias will greatly impact the effectiveness of the network. Ideally, a labelled set of data 

would be created by a large amount of people spending time carefully drawing bounding boxes 

around objects of interest and verifying these boxes at the pixel-level, rather than an overall image 

inspection. This is obviously infeasible in many applications – and in practice, in general – as the 

required manpower to do this would be astronomical. Due to the lack of publically available 

relevant and labelled infrared videos or images, footage from driving tests generated as part of this 

research were manually labelled and separated into three categories: training, validation, and 

testing data. (70,15,15 split respectively [115]). This dataset can be found in the ITEC conference 

paper: Leveraging Thermal Imaging for Autonomous Driving [116]. 

 As infrared (IR) cameras output the temperature gradient in their FOV, there are a limited 

number of objects that can be identified within a frame. Prior to labelling the videos, considerations 

were made on what objects to create labelled classes for. Objects that were considered include: 

different types of vehicles (such as cars, SUVs, pickup trucks, tractor trailers, busses, trams, and 
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boats); pedestrians and other forms of people (pedestrians with and without coats, sitting/crouching 

pedestrians, groups of people, cyclists, wheelchairs, scooters, and skateboards); animals (such as 

dogs, cats, raccoons, deer, moose, squirrels, turtles, snakes, elk, and rabbits); and other heat-

radiating objects (sewers, power boxes, and lights).  

 One key limiting factor in deciding what objects to classify is the availability of relevant 

data. Due to the limited availability of training data for many objects, detecting certain objects is 

not viable. This is the case for large wild animals such as moose and elk. Ideally all infrared data 

would originate from the existing FLIR A65 camera mounted on the vehicle in its current 

orientation as well. This is because training data should be as close to the intended application as 

possible to minimize variances in object appearance. Collecting all training data from the existing 

camera location ensures consistent object appearances (and training data) across all images.  

 Object Classes Explained 

 The objects that are will be labelled in the training data are as follows: pedestrians with 

non-uniform temperatures (PDC), uniform-temperature pedestrians (PDU), pedestrians in unusual 

positions (PDS), groups or crowds of pedestrians (CRO), cyclists (BIK), passenger vehicles 

(CAR), long-haired dogs (DGL), and short-haired dogs (DGS). The following section explains 

why these different classes have been selected and why other potential ones have been omitted. 

4.2.1. Pedestrians and Pedestrian-like Objects 

 Pedestrians can appear in an infinite number of orientations. In order to create consistent 

labels for pedestrians in different orientations, considerations of their appearance and shape must 
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be considered. The more consistent a labelled object’s appearance and shape, the better a detection 

algorithm will be at detecting that object. 

Uniform and Non-Uniform Temperature Pedestrians 

 Pedestrians need to be separated into different subcategories as neural network training 

requires consistent appearances in a class to yield object detections with high certainty. This is the 

reason for many vision systems missing a pedestrian that is laying down on the ground. A 

pedestrian wearing a coat can have a very similar outline as a pedestrian that does not have a coat 

on (or a coated-pedestrian that just left a warm building) but their temperature gradients can be 

substantially different as a coat tends to make a pedestrian’s core appear substantially colder than 

their head, hands, and legs. Figure 4.2.1 shows an example of the different appearances a 

pedestrian can have based on coat temperatures. For this reason, regular pedestrians have been 

labelled as PDU, meaning a pedestrian with a relatively uniform temperature, or PDC, meaning a 

pedestrian that is wearing a coat or has a cold core. Distinction between the two classes is made 

by the labeller qualitatively at the time of labelling.  

 

Figure 4.2.1: Comparison of classes between PDC (left) and PDU (right) 
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Pedestrians in Unusual Positions 

 Pedestrians that are of interest to a vehicle are often in the standing position seen above but 

they can also take other forms. Pedestrians could be sitting, crouching, leaning, squatting, lying 

down, among hundreds of other positions. The number of these positions are impossible to 

quantify, making detection and proper classification of these positions difficult to achieve. Because 

of this, pedestrians that are not standing will be classified as PDS, meaning a sitting (or some other 

“unusual” orientation) pedestrian. Examples of the PDS class objects are shown below. 

 

Figure 4.2.2: Examples of pedestrians in unusual positions 

Unfortunately, due to the infinite poses a person can take and the limited amount of unusual 

position data in various areas of the image frame in the videos, the usefulness of training this class 
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will likely be limited. Unless a person is on the road in one of these unusual positions, detecting 

these people is not critical to making proper driving decisions. 

Pedestrians in Groups 

 When a group of pedestrians is standing a distance in front of the ego vehicle, it can be 

impossible to distinguish between the pedestrians in the group using thermal imaging. This is 

because pedestrians can have very similar thermal signatures, causing their peripheral edges to 

meld with adjacent and overlapping pedestrians. Another thing that we must consider is that, for 

the most part, we only care about the location of the group of pedestrians, and not their individual 

characteristics. For this reason, a class, CRO, has been created to detect groups of pedestrians in 

which each individual cannot easily be distinguished by the human eye. Ideally, each pedestrian 

would be a distinct detection as this would aid in better tracking performances, but pedestrians are 

typically relatively slow compared to a vehicle so this is not seen to be much of a hindrance in 

tracking performance. The improved quality in detection is thought to be greater than the minimal 

decreased accuracy in tracking. See Figure 4.2.3 for examples of different labelled groups of 

pedestrians (outlined in a blue box).  
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Figure 4.2.3: Examples of CRO class objects (blue boxes) 

Cyclists 

 Cyclists are one of the most important classes of people to detect properly. Cyclists exhibit 

different velocity states than pedestrians as they can travel significantly faster and cannot 

maneuver as quickly. Cyclists are also supposed to ride on the road, by law, meaning the ego 

vehicle and cyclist occupy and share the same driving areas. When passing a bicyclist, a vehicle 

is required to give the cycler space to ensure their safety. A missed detection of a cyclist on the 

road ahead of a vehicle can lead to fatal consequences, making these detections a high priority for 
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safe driving. The class in which cyclists are labelled is called BIK, an example of different labelled 

cyclists can be seen below (green boxes). 

 

Figure 4.2.4: Examples of BIK class 

Other Forms of Pedestrians 

 Other forms that pedestrians can take, like skateboarders or wheelchairs appear similar to 

existing classes (regular pedestrians and sitting pedestrians) and differentiating between these 

forms of pedestrians is irrelevant to successful detection. Because of the inconsequential difference 

of these potential classes, they are consolidated into their corresponding similar classes. 
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4.2.2. Vehicles 

 Vehicles are the most commonly occurring object on a road, and therefore are critical to 

detect. All types of vehicles must be detected to achieve safe driving, but these can appear quite 

differently depending on the type of vehicle, the weather and time-of-day conditions, and length 

of time the vehicle has been operating. The following section briefly discusses how thermal 

imaging should be used, if at all, to detect vehicles. 

Passenger/Small Vehicles 

Cars and SUVs can have very similar appearances in an image frame so they have been 

consolidated into a single class, called CAR. While there are similar amounts of data for cars and 

SUVs in the driving data compared to pedestrians, there are several issues that arise from 

classifying vehicles. There are many things that impact the temperature and temperature gradient 

of vehicles. These include but are not limited to: the length of time they have been on (affects 

temperature of the engine/appearance of the grill, how much braking they do (affects the 

temperature of the brake rotors), where they are stored (for example in the sun versus shade or in 

a parking garage versus outside in the winter), if their windows are open or closed, the type of 

weather, and the type of vehicle (electric versus gas). Figure 4.2.5 shows how vehicles can appear 

differently in different weather conditions. The weather conditions for this data is as follows: a) 

21°C – mainly sunny; temp scale of 23.3°C to 37.0°C; b) -1°C – snowy; temp scale of -3.7°C to 

0.6°C; c) 15°C – overcast/misty; temp scale of 17.7°C to 20.9°C. Vehicles can also be completely 

missed by thermal imaging under certain circumstances as seen in Figure 4.2.6 – taken during a 

snowy drive at -1°C. 
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Figure 4.2.5: Example of vehicle appearances in different weather conditions 

 

Figure 4.2.6: Example of thermal imaging missing presence of vehicle 

Other Vehicles 

There is minimal data available for tractor trailers, pickup trucks, boats (being towed), busses, and 

other specialized objects that could appear on the road in the collected driving data. A sparse 

amount of frames (193) included busses which were labelled with a BUS class but the others have 

not been labelled or assigned a class in the training data as learning these classes would not yield 

useful results. 
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Should thermal imaging be used to classify vehicles? 

 Because of the temperature variations vehicles have, it is difficult to normalize their 

appearance in the image, which makes them hard to identify with the same class. Another reason 

classifying vehicles with infrared imaging does not make practical sense is that existing 

autonomous sensory systems (LIDAR, radar, and ultrasonic) can detect these types of large objects 

with high certainty and low probabilities of missed detections. Thermal imaging would add little 

to no information to these systems via sensor fusion in terms of classifying and localizing vehicles. 

Thermal imaging could actually be detrimental to these systems if it has consistent missed and 

false detections of vehicles. Due to these reasons, thermal imaging should not be used to detect 

vehicles. 

4.2.3. Animals 

 Aside from the aforementioned limited training data on some animals, there are a few other 

considerations to make when deciding to detect animals. Animals have varying levels of fur and 

hair, which insulates them from their environment. While this is a useful evolutionary adaptation, 

it can cause warm-blooded animals to appear colder to thermal imaging as they do not radiate 

much of their body heat. Because of this, animals can be harder to locate within thermal images. 

An example of a long-haired (left) versus short-haired (right) dog is shown in Figure 4.2.7 which 

demonstrates the challenges of detecting animals with longer hair or fur.  
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Figure 4.2.7: Long-haired versus short-haired dogs in thermal imaging 

Small Mammals 

Some animals – like rabbits, raccoons, and squirrels – are relatively small in comparison to a 

vehicle. Due to the animal’s small size and the low resolution associated with thermal imaging, 

these animals can be difficult to detect with thermal imaging. In general, a collision with small 

animals will not pose much of a danger to the safety of the vehicle and its occupants and are 

therefore of low importance for detection. Because of these facts, it has been deemed that detecting 

these mammals is less critical. 

Reptiles 

Reptiles are cold-blooded and rely on their environment to moderate their body heat. Thermal 

imaging data was not captured for these types of animals but an assumption can be made that due 

to their reliance on the environment to moderate body heat, they may not appear very prominently 

on thermal imaging. Smaller reptiles, like snakes, do not pose much, if any, harm to a vehicle and 

its occupants and are not important for detection. Larger reptiles like alligators and snapping turtles 
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could pose issues to driving safety but due to a lack of available thermal data and the rarity of these 

situations, these types of animals will also not be included in the detection algorithm. 

Dogs 

In order to verify the viability of thermal imaging detecting mammals other than humans, data has 

been collected on two different dog breeds. A golden retriever with long hair and a Doberman with 

short hair. A thermal comparison of these dogs can be seen in Figure 4.2.7. Based on the difference 

in these thermal appearances, two different classes for dogs will be used corresponding to the 

length of a dog’s hair: DGL (long) and DGS (short). The appearance of these dogs in the visible 

light spectrum is shown in Figure 4.2.8. Collecting data on only these two types of dogs in one 

weather condition respectively is not ideal but an assumption has been made that their overall 

appearance is similar enough to other long and short-haired dog breeds that detections of other dog 

breeds will be possible using this training data. If this assumption is false, data will need to be 

collected on other dog breeds. An assumption that large and small dogs do not need alternative 

classes has also been made as the thermal appearance of a dog is relatively scalable. 
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Figure 4.2.8: Golden Retriever(left) and Doberman (right) 

4.2.4. Other Objects 

 Some roadside objects exhibit relatively high temperatures but have no impact on how a 

vehicle should drive. Notable objects with heat signatures include lights bulbs, sewer grates, and 

electrical transformers. Example images of these objects can be seen in (a), (b), and (c) of Figure 

4.2.9, respectively. These objects should generally have no impact on driving performance, making 

them irrelevant to detect as the additional information provided by these would not improve the 

ability of the vehicle to maneuver safely.  
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Figure 4.2.9: Light bulbs, sewer grate, and transformer heat signatures 

 Summary of Collected and Labelled Data 

 From 19 videos, 7875 frames were labelled with 21574 total objects. All of the videos were 

labelled using MATLAB’s Ground Truth Labeler application [117]. This application offers 

several algorithms to expedite the labelling process by adding some degree of automation but still 

requires the user to pay close attention to detail. Some algorithms the Ground Truth Labeler 

application offers only apply to vision images, like the Aggregate Channel Features (ACF) Vehicle 

Detector, making it irrelevant to labelling IR images. The main algorithm that was implemented 

during the labelling process was the Point Tracker algorithm, which allows tracking of a single 

rectangular bounding box over sequential frames using a Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi feature tracker to 

track locally similar features within the bounding box from frame-to-frame [117]. After running 

this algorithm over several frames, each frame had to be inspected and each bounding box that did 

not enclose its desired object well had to be adjusted. The breakdown of objects labelled are 

outlined in the table below. A legend of what each classification means is shown below. 

Legend:  
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PDU = pedestrian of uniform temperature 

PDC = pedestrian of non-uniform temperature 

CRO = group of pedestrians in distance. Arbitrarily determined while labelling 

PDS = pedestrian in an unusual position 

BIK = a cyclist 

DGL = long-haired dog 

DGS = short-haired dog 

CAR = all passenger vehicles 

BUS = city busses4 

                                                 

4 While CAR and BUS were labelled, they will not be used for training. Labelling was done for completeness in frame 

information in case it is to be used in future work. 
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Table 4.3-1: Summary of collected and labelled data for various driving scenarios 

Image Folder Path 

Scaled Image 

Temperature 

Range 

Total 

Number 

of 

Images 

Image Names (*.jpg) Focus of Data Set Number of Objects in Data Set 

PDU PDC CRO 
PD

S 

BI

K 
DGL DGS CAR BUS 

Nighttime_Aug21_

Overcast_21C 
23.5°C to 29.0°C 442 

Nighttime_Aug21_Ove

rcast_21C_753 to 

Nighttime_Aug21_Ove

rcast_21C_1194 

Captured mainly on 

James St in 

Hamilton 

834 101 52 0 0 0 49 289 0 

Nighttime_Aug21_

Overcast_21C 
21.0°C to 29.0°C 752 

Nighttime_Aug21_Ove

rcast_21C_1 to 

Nighttime_Aug21_Ove

rcast_21C_752 

Captured mainly on 

Hess St in Hamilton 
1045 0 455 170 

38

0 
0 0 802 89 

Daytime_Oct1_Mis

ty_15C 
5.0°C to 10.8°C 229 

Daytime_Oct1_Misty_

15C_1 to 

Daytime_Oct1_Misty_

15C_229 

Captured on 

McMaster Campus 

during class change 

so many pedestrians 

labelled 

460 678 159 0 58 0 0 390 37 

Daytime_Oct1_Mis

ty_15C 
9.0°C to 13.0°C 471 

Daytime_Oct1_Misty_

15C_230 to 

Daytime_Oct1_Misty_

15C_700 

Captured on 

McMaster Campus 
343 643 340 0 0 0 0 904 22 

Daytime_Oct3_Ove

rcast_14C 
16.4°C to 24.0°C 824 

Daytime_Oct3_Overca

st_14C_1 to 

Daytime_Oct3_Overca

st_14C_824 

Golden Retriever 

labelled data (Long-

haired dog) 

544 0 0 0 0 809 0 281 0 

Daytime_Oct3_Ove

rcast_14C 
16.4°C to 24.0°C 822 

Daytime_Oct3_Overca

st_14C_1042 to 

Daytime_Oct3_Overca

st_14C_1863 

Golden Retriever 

labelled data (Long-

haired dog) 

696 344 0 426 0 772 0 0 0 

Daytime_Oct3_Ove

rcast_14C 
16.4°C to 24.0°C 217 

Daytime_Oct3_Overca

st_14C_825 to 

Daytime_Oct3_Overca

st_14C_1041 

Golden Retriever 

labelled data (Long-

haired dog) 

218 201 0 0 0 0 211 217 0 
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Daytime_Oct30_So

meClouds_3C 
4.0°C to 21.9°C 436 

Daytime_Oct30_Some

Clouds_3C_1 to 

Daytime_Oct30_Some

Clouds_3C_436 

Images 1-233: Biker 

with helmet and 

coat;  

Images 234 to 436: 

No helmet or coat  

52 0 0 0 
43

2 
0 0 18 45 

Daytime_Oct30_So

meClouds_3C 
4.0°C to 8.0°C 27 

Daytime_Oct30_Some

Clouds_3C_437 to 

Daytime_Oct30_Some

Clouds_3C_463 

Biker with a hood 

on 
0 0 0 0 27 0 0 0 0 

Daytime_Oct30_So

meClouds_3C 
0.0°C to 21.0°C 460 

Daytime_Oct30_Some

Clouds_3C_464 to 

Daytime_Oct30_Some

Clouds_3C_923 

Images 464-831: 

Biker with helmet 

and coat;  

Images 831 to 923: 

No helmet with a 

coat 

219 0 0 0 
42

6 
0 0 0 0 

Daytime_Oct31_Ov

ercast_13C 
10.0°C to 24.0°C 686 

Daytime_Oct31_Overc

ast_13C_1 to 

Daytime_Oct31_Overc

ast_13C_686 

Mainly sitting biker 

but also closer 

range. No helmet. 

Biker just wearing a 

sweater 

0 0 0 0 
68

6 
0 0 138 0 

Daytime_Nov7_Par

tlyCloudy_8C 
3.0°C to 15.9°C 634 

Daytime_Nov7_Partly

Cloudy_8C_1 to 

Daytime_Nov7_Partly

Cloudy_8C_634 

Doberman labelled 

data (short-haired 

dog) 

0 615 0 19 0 0 621 0 0 

Daytime_Nov7_Par

tlyCloudy_8C 
3.0°C to 15.9°C 319 

Daytime_Nov7_Partly

Cloudy_8C_635 to 

Daytime_Nov7_Partly

Cloudy_8C_953 

Doberman labelled 

data (short-haired 

dog) 

0 319 0 0 0 0 319 0 0 

Daytime_Nov7_Par

tlyCloudy_8C 
3.0°C to 18.0°C 263 

Daytime_Nov7_Partly

Cloudy_8C_954 to 

Daytime_Nov7_Partly

Cloudy_8C_1216 

Doberman labelled 

data (short-haired 

dog) 

0 263 0 0 0 0 262 47 0 
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Daytime_Nov7_Par

tlyCloudy_8C 
3.0°C to 17.1°C 668 Daytime_Nov7_Partly

Cloudy_8C_1217 to 

Daytime_Nov7_Partly

Cloudy_8C_1884 

Doberman labelled 

data (short-haired 

dog) Images 1217-

1603: vehicle 

moving 

Images 1603-1884: 

stationary vehicle 

81 538 0 5 0 0 666 0 0 

Nighttime_Nov15_

Snowy_-1C 

Automatic based 

on NUC of FLIR 

Camera 

182 

Nighttime_Nov15_Sno

wy_-1C_444 to 

Nighttime_Nov15_Sno

wy_-1C_625 

Winter driving at 

night while 

snowing. 1-3 cms of 

snow on the ground. 

Poor visibility 

242 190 44 0 0 0 0 137 0 

Nighttime_Nov15_

Snowy_-1C 
-4.7°C to  0.7°C 153 

Nighttime_Nov15_Sno

wy_-1C_291 to 

Nighttime_Nov15_Sno

wy_-1C_443 

Winter driving at 

night while 

snowing. 1-3 cms of 

snow on the ground. 

Poor visibility 

216 414 107 0 0 0 0 201 0 

Nighttime_Nov15_

Snowy_-1C 
-5.7°C to -0.6°C  101 

Nighttime_Nov15_Sno

wy_-1C_190 to 

Nighttime_Nov15_Sno

wy_-1C_290 

Winter driving at 

night while 

snowing. 1-3 cms of 

snow on the ground. 

Poor visibility 

63 255 2 0 0 0 0 52 0 

Nighttime_Nov15_

Snowy_-1C 
-8.8°C to -0.3°C 189 

Nighttime_Nov15_Sno

wy_-1C_1 to 

Nighttime_Nov15_Sno

wy_-1C_189 

Winter driving at 

night while 

snowing. 1-3 cms of 

snow on the ground. 

Poor visibility 

225 269 69 0 55 0 0 216 0 

 Total images: 7875  
Total objects in 

each class 5238 4830 1228 620 

20

64 1581 2128 3692 193 
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4.3.1. Notes on Labelled Data 

 While PDS has 620 frames labelled, many of these frames are very similar in terms of 

pedestrian orientation and location, particularly in the October 3rd video. This means that a trained 

network is likely to be heavily biased to pedestrians in these orientations, leading to poor detection 

and localization performance. The solution for this is, again, to acquire more data of pedestrians 

at different locations in unusual orientations within the camera’s FOV. 

 Final Remarks on Labelled Data 

 Manually labelling data is a very labour-intensive task which involves a high attention to 

detail within the image. While there are several methods used to expedite this labelling, all frames 

need to be reviewed before the labelled bounding boxes they contain can be used for training 

purposes. Higher accuracy in object bounding boxes requires more time per object, and the human 

error associated with drawing bounding boxes leads to further discrepancies for object bounding 

boxes. These discrepancies will naturally be carried over to impact the performance of an 

algorithm trained on these labelled images. In an ideal scenario, the bounding boxes would be 

labelled and reviewed by many people in order to remove labeller bias. The objects labelled in the 

driving scenarios listed in Table 4.3-1 are by no means an exhaustive set of labelled objects for all 

driving situations, but they should be ample to prove out the viability of using IR for detecting 

objects of interest to a vehicle. Acquiring more data for other classes of interest and other driving 

scenarios is an area for future work. 
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Chapter 5 

5. Training and Performance of YOLOv2 

 In order to analyse the viability of using thermal imaging for object detection via 

convolutional neural networks (CNN) and world coordinate localization, the training data 

discussed in Chapter 4 must be used to train a CNN and its performance must be analyzed. The 

YOLOv2 algorithm has been selected as the training algorithm as it performs object detection in 

the real-time speeds required for driving applications [63]. It also shows comparable performance 

metrics to other state-of-the-art detection algorithms and code for training it is adaptable and 

available online [118, 119]. Since the beginning of this thesis, a newer version of YOLOv2 has 

been released, called YOLOv3. YOLOv3 further improves YOLOv2’s localization errors with 

similar speed but significantly increases the number of layers in the network. YOLOv2 uses 19 

layers while YOLOv3 contains 53 layers [63, 120]. Due to timing issues and an absence of access 

to high-end GPUs, it is not feasible to repeat training for YOLOv3. The performance evaluation 

shown for YOLOv2 can be extrapolated to other detection algorithms in the future. 

 How YOLOv2 Performs Detection 

 YOLO is short for “You Only Look Once.” This means that YOLO uses one neural 

network on an entire image to make both the object location and class predictions [62]. Most other 

CNN detection algorithms utilize a two-step approach, where one CNN is tasked with locating the 

object, and the next CNN takes the area that object is located in and estimates the class of it [56]. 

This two-step approach is inherently computationally slower [62]. The way YOLO navigates 

around the need for separate localization-classification approaches is to combine the tasks together, 
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with the final layer of the network returning object bounding box predictions with confidence 

scores and class likelihood. 

 To complete this task, the input image is first resized to have square dimensions (eg. 

640x512 becomes 416x416 pixels) and divided into a series of grid cells by the end of the CNN 

as seen in Figure 5.1.1. Each individual grid cell is represented by an output of the YOLOv2 

network and is responsible for detecting any object whose bounding box midpoint would fall into 

that grid cell. For example, the detected biker’s bounding box midpoint seen in Figure 5.1.2 falls 

within the grid cell fourth from the top and third from the left side, meaning that grid cell will be 

responsible for detecting the biker.  

 

Figure 5.1.1: Image with grid cells [119] 
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Figure 5.1.2: Example detection of a single object made in an image grid cell [121] 

 The number of detections per grid cell is dependent on the number of “anchor boxes” used 

within the algorithm. An anchor box is a prior prediction on the shape of the objects being detected 

[63]. For example, pedestrians are tall and skinny so the prior anchor box prediction for them 

would be a box with a tall and skinny aspect ratio. An example of five different anchor boxes that 

could be contained in a single grid cell is shown below in Figure 5.1.3. 

 

Figure 5.1.3: Anchor boxes for a single YOLOv2 grid cell [121] 
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Each anchor box should have a different aspect ratio or size in order to capture the different shapes 

objects within the dataset can have. The shape of the anchor boxes should be dependent on the 

objects the algorithm is being trained to detect. During training, the anchor boxes act as a starting 

point for learning object bounding box sizes. The default anchor box sizes were not manipulated 

when training YOLOv2 as the objects being detected in the IR images have similar shapes as those 

in the initial datasets. 

 After running the image through the algorithm, each grid cell will return the predicted size 

and location of a number of objects equal to the number of pre-defined anchor boxes. For example, 

if each grid cell has five anchor boxes, each cell will predict the bounding box for five objects 

contained in that grid cell – even if no object exists in the grid cell. The way YOLO determines 

whether to “detect” the object a bounding box is assigned to is based on a confidence score – also 

called the objectness by Redmon [62]. The confidence score is based on the learned likelihood that 

an object exists in that bounding box. The confidence score ranges from zero to one, with zero 

meaning no object exists in the bounding box, and one meaning an object definitely exists in the 

bounding box. Based on a confidence score threshold specified by the user, a detection is 

confirmed or not.  

 Finally, the class of the object is estimated based on a class likelihood score. A score 

between zero and one is assigned to each object that the algorithm is trained to detect. The higher 

the score, the more likely that class is the class contained in the bounding box. The highest scoring 

class is the object class assigned to the bounding box.  
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 Bringing all of the above together, the output for a single prediction in a single grid cell is 

its bounding box coordinates (four values), its confidence score (one value), and its class 

probability (the number of values is equal to the number of classes being trained). A depiction of 

the algorithm output and workflow is shown in Figure 5.1.4 and Figure 5.1.5 respectively. 

 

Figure 5.1.4: Sample YOLOv2 output breakdown for 20 classes [121] 

 

Figure 5.1.5: Results of running YOLOv2 algorithm [119]; left: image segmented into grid cells; middle: all 

bounding boxes shown; right: bounding boxes with a confidence score above a specified threshold kept 
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 Network Architecture 

 Transfer learning and fine-tuning is the process of taking a network with weights that have 

already been trained on a set of data and reusing those weights to maintain or initialize neuron 

weights when training the same network on a new set of data. By doing this, overfitting a network 

trained using a dataset with low amounts of data can be prevented and the network can be trained 

faster [86, 87]. In order to take advantage of transfer learning or fine-tuning, the architecture of a 

previously trained network must remain identical to the network that will be trained on the new 

data. For this reason, the greyscale IR images have been saved as three-channel RGB images and 

the only layer of the pre-trained network that will be altered –and initialized from scratch – is the 

final convolution layer which returns the object bounding box, confidence score, and class 

likelihood results. The size of the final convolution layer is dependent on the number of classes 

that the network is trained to detect.  

 The readily available YOLOv2 algorithm offers two different base architectures that have 

been pre-trained on the COCO dataset5 [122]. These are referred to as the full YOLOv2 and tiny 

YOLOv2 networks. The main difference between these networks is the number of layers contained 

in each. The full YOLOv2 network contains twenty-three convolutional layers while the tiny 

YOLOv2 network contains nine convolutional layers. The full network layer breakdowns for full 

and tiny YOLOv2 can be found in Table 5.2-1 and Table 5.2-2, respectively. The number of 

neurons listed can be thought of as the number of “pixels” contained in each layer. The number of 

                                                 

5 The COCO dataset contains 91 object classes with 2.5 million bounding box-labelled objects in 328,000 images 

[139].  
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weights/parameters are the number of learned parameters at each layer. These are the values that 

are altered during training to reduce the total loss function. The number of parameters for each 

layer is equal to: 

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠

= (𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 ∗ 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 ∗ 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 + 1)

∗ 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 

Where the one is the bias term [80]. The “pass-through” layers seen in the full YOLOv2’s network 

architecture are YOLOv2’s method of localizing small objects. Essentially what a pass-through 

layer does is take the output from an earlier layer in the NN and bring it to a later layer without 

performing more convolutions on it. This is because convolutions cause resolution reduction, so 

implementing a pass-through layer allows the network to keep information on smaller objects and 

learn to detect them better [121, 63].  

 The total number of grid cells each network divides the image into can also be seen in the 

final layers of the full and tiny YOLO algorithms. The (19,19) term seen in the activation shape of 

convolutional layer 23 in Table 5.2-1 represents the image being subdivided into 19x19 grid cells. 

The (13,13) term seen in the activation shape of convolutional layer nine in Table 5.2-2 represent 

the image being subdivided into 13x13 grid cells for tiny YOLOv2. 

Table 5.2-1: Layers of full YOLOv2 network 

Layer Filter size, 

number of 

filters, padding, 

stride 

Activation 

Shape 

Number of neurons Number of weights/ 

parameters 

Input  (608,608,3) 1108992  
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Conv1  3x3, 32, 1, 1 (608,608,32) 11829248 896 

Maxp1 2x2, 32, 0, 2 (304,304,32) 2957312 0 

Conv2 3x3, 64, 1, 1 (304,304,64) 5914624 18496 

Maxp2 2x2, 64, 0, 2 (152,152,64) 1478656 0 

Conv3 3x3, 128, 1, 1 (152,152,128) 2957312 73856 

Conv4 1x1, 64, 1, 1 (152,152,64) 1478656 8256 

Conv5 3x3, 128, 1, 1 (152,152,128) 2957312 73856 

Maxp3 2x2, 128, 0, 2 (76,76,128) 739328 0 

Conv6 3x3, 256, 1, 1 (76,76,256) 1478656 295168 

Conv7 1x1, 128, 1, 1 (76,76,128) 739328 32896 

Conv8 3x3, 256, 1, 1 (76,76,256) 1478656 295168 

Maxp4 2x2, 256, 0, 2 (38,38,256) 369664 0 

Conv9 3x3, 512, 1, 1 (38,38,512) 739328 1180160 

Conv10 1x1, 256, 1, 1 (38,38,256) 369664 131328 

Conv11 3x3, 512, 1, 1 (38,38,512) 739328 1180160 

Conv12 1x1, 256, 1, 1 (38,38,256) 369664 131328 

Conv13 3x3, 512, 1, 1 (38,38,512) 739328 1180160 

Maxp5 2x2, 512, 0, 2 (19,19,512) 184832 0 

Conv14 3x3, 1024, 1, 1 (19,19,1024) 369664 4719616 

Conv15 1x1, 512, 1, 1 (19,19,512) 184832 524800 

Conv16 3x3, 1024, 1, 1 (19,19,1024) 369664 4719616 

Conv17 1x1, 512, 1, 1 (19,19,512) 184832 524800 

Conv18 3x3, 1024, 1, 1 (19,19,1024) 369664 4719616 

Conv19 3x3, 1024, 1, 1 (19,19,1024) 369664 9438208 

Conv20 3x3, 1024, 1, 1 (19,19,1024) 369664 9438208 

Pass-through  Conv13 (38,38,512) 739328 0 

Conv21 1x1, 64, 1, 1 (38,38,64) 92416 32,832 

Pass-through  Reshape 

Conv21 layer 

(19,19,256) 

92416 0 

Concatenation 

layer* 

Combine pass-

through and 

Conv20 layers 

(19,19,1280) 

462080 0 

Conv22 3x3, 1024, 1, 1 (19,19,1024) 369664 11,797,504 

Conv23 1x1, (5+number 

of classes)* 

(number of 

anchor boxes), 

1, 1 

(19,19, 

(5+number of 

classes)* 

(number of 

anchor 

boxes)) 

19*19* (5+ number 

of classes) *(number 

of anchor boxes) 

1024* (5+ number 

of classes) *(number 

of anchor boxes) 

Total weights 

to Conv22 

  

 42,603,776 
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Table 5.2-2: Layers of tiny YOLOv2 network 

Layer Filter size, number of filters, 

padding, stride 

Activation 

Shape 

Number of 

neurons 

Number of  

weights/ 

parameters 

Input  (416,416,3) 519,168  

Conv1  3x3, 16, 1, 1 (416,416,16) 2,768,896 448 

Maxp1 2x2, 16, 0, 2 (208,208,16) 692,224 0 

Conv2 3x3, 32, 1, 1 (208,208,32) 1,384,448 5220 

Maxp2 2x2, 32, 0, 2 (104,104,32) 346,112 0 

Conv3 3x3, 64, 1, 1 (104,104,64) 692,224 18,496 

Maxp3 2x2, 64, 0, 2 (52,52,64) 173,056 0 

Conv4 3x3, 128, 1, 1 (52,52,128) 346,112 73,856 

Maxp4 2x2, 128, 0, 2 (26,26,128) 86,528 0 

Conv5 3x3, 256, 1, 1 (26,26,256) 173,056 295,168 

Maxp5 2x2, 256, 0, 2 (13,13,256) 43,264 0 

Conv6 3x3, 512, 1, 1 (13,13,512) 86,528 1,180,160 

Maxp6 2x2, 512, 0, 1 (13,13,512) 86,528 0 

Conv7 3x3, 1024, 1, 1 (13,13,1024) 173,056 4,719,616 

Conv8 3x3, 1024, 1, 1 (13,13,1024) 173,056 9,437,184 

Conv9 1x1, (5+number of classes)* 

(number of anchor boxes), 1, 1 

(13,13, (5+ 

num_classes) 

*num_anchor

_boxes 

13*13* (5+ 

num_classes) 

*num_anchor

_boxes 

1024* (5+ 

num_classes) 

*num_anchor

_boxes 

Total 

weights to 

Conv8 

   15,730,148 

 

 Performance of YOLOv2 

 Each trained YOLOv2 algorithm outputs an estimation on the location and class of an 

object given an input image. In order to evaluate the performance of these algorithms, their outputs 

must be compared to images with known object pixel locations and classes, known as ground truth 

frames. These frames contain the same type of data as the frames used to train each network and 

are pulled from the labelled data discussed in Chapter 4. The metrics and results discussed below 

are applied to the “Test data” which consists of 15% of all data that has been labelled. Test data is 
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labelled data which the network is not trained on so that the performance metrics are not biased 

due to overfitting. This data is used to determine which iterations of YOLOv2 training perform 

best.  

5.3.1. Performance Metrics 

 As discussed in Chapter 2.6.1, there are four main detection metrics for comparing the 

output of a detection algorithm to the known ground truth frame: a true detection, a false alarm, a 

missed detection, and a misclassified detection. These will be referred to as true positive (TP), 

false positive (FP), false negative (FN), and a true positive with class error (TPCE), respectively. 

For an explanation of what each of these means further, see Table 5.3-1 and the following 

discussion.  

Table 5.3-1: Summary of detection performance metrics 

Metric Name Metric Meaning 

True Positive 

(TP) 

A detected object bounding box and class match the ground truth bounding 

box and class. A bounding box is said to match if the IoU is above a certain 

threshold. 

False Negative 

(FN) 

No detected object bounding box matches with the ground truth bounding box. 

Since bounding boxes do not match, there will be no classes that match. 

False Positive 

(FP) 

A detected object bounding box does not match with any ground truth objects. 

True Positive 

with Class 

Error (TPCE) 

A detected object bounding box matches with a ground truth bounding box 

but the classes do not.  

 

 Figure 5.3.1 is yielded by comparing the algorithm detections to the ground truth detections 

for the same frame. It shows an example of a true positive detection in the pedestrian (PDC) 

surrounded by the green bounding box. The short-haired dog (DGS) is considered a false positive 
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(blue bounding box) as it does not meet the IoU threshold criteria of 0.5 for this particular detection 

algorithm. Because of this, the short-haired dog is not considered a true positive detection and is 

therefore a false negative target (since no detected bounding box matched the ground truth DGS).  

 

Figure 5.3.1: Example of YOLOv2 detection algorithm performance. True positive (green), false positive (blue), and 

false negative (red). 

 Figure 5.3.2 shows an example of a TPCE object which is labelled as a uniform temperature 

pedestrian (PDU) in the ground truth frame but detected as a non-uniform temperature pedestrian 

(PDC) by the algorithm. These types of misclassifications are not seen as significantly detrimental 

to the detection system as the classification of an object will likely mainly impact the tracking of 

that object. In the case of PDC versus PDU, they are fundamentally the same object but have been 

labelled and classified differently to improve detection rates for all pedestrians. 
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Figure 5.3.2: Example of a TPCE where object is detected as a PDC when ground truth is a PDU 

 YOLOv2 is capable of making multiple detections on the same target. When this happens, 

one of the detections on that target should not be included. Redmon et al. suggest using a strategy 

called non-maximal suppression [62]. Non-maximal suppression is a method of removing 

detections that have overlapping bounding boxes. The removal of detections is dependent on the 

degree to which the bounding boxes overlap – called the intersection over union (IoU) – and the 

confidence score of those boxes [121]. For example, if two detections are made on the same 

pedestrian and they have an IoU of 0.7 with each other, it could be concluded that these detections 

are detecting the same object based on an IoU threshold of 0.5. In the event that the detections are 

deemed to be on the same target, the bounding box with the highest confidence score is kept while 

the one, or ones, with a lower (non-maximal) confidence score are disregarded (suppressed). Non-

maximal suppression has been shown to improve YOLO’s mAP performance 2-3% [62]. 

However, in the case of autonomous driving, having multiple detections for one object should not 

be seen as detrimental to the detection system. If anything, this is a good thing as it provides the 
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detection system with additional information. For this reason, non-maximal suppression will not 

be performed on the detections made by the YOLOv2 algorithm. The additional time to process 

these “double” detections is not perceived to be an issue for the detection system. An example of 

an image that non-maximal suppression could be applied to is shown in Figure 5.3.3. 

 

Figure 5.3.3: Example of multiple detections on a single object 

 Using the metrics above, precision and recall for the algorithm can be determined. Recall 

is the algorithm’s ability to locate all objects within a frame while precision is the algorithm’s 

accuracy in determining the proper class of a detection. Again, from Chapter 2.6.1: 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 ; 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 

 In order to evaluate the performance of different detection algorithms, the mean average 

precision (mAP) has been historically used [56]. The problem with this performance metric is that 

it assumes that each class is equally represented within the dataset. The data that the networks have 
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been trained on do not typically have similar amounts of data and therefore mAP can be skewed 

across different classes due to a lack of available data. Another problem with using mAP is that it 

can be difficult to distinguish the importance of recall over precision in the algorithm. For this 

reason, two F-𝛽 scores will be evaluated for each class and the detections as a whole. An F-𝛽 score 

is a performance metric which is used to combine recall and precision results into a single number. 

The value of 𝛽 determines the weight given to recall over precision. If 𝛽 equals one, then recall 

and precision are weighted equally, if 𝛽 has a higher value, recall is given a higher weighting 

(higher importance to algorithm performance). F1 and F2 scores will be evaluated. In the F1 score, 

both precision and recall hold the same weight. In the F2 score, recall is weighted with higher 

importance than precision [59]. For the purposes of detecting recall, TPCE detections will be 

included in TP detections. This is done because an objected detected with the wrong class should 

not be considered to be a missed target, which would lead to a lower recall score. 

𝐹1 =
2 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 ; 𝐹2 =

5 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

4 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 

 Algorithm performance will be displayed in the form of a results matrix. These matrices 

are a way of displaying the algorithm’s performance across all test frames in a single matrix or 

table. The rows and columns of the matrix correspond to classes being detected and verified against 

the ground truth frames. An example results matrix along with performance metrics is shown 

below in Table 5.3-2. The number of true positive detections are shown along the diagonal in 

green. True positive detections with class errors are shown in the non-diagonal column entries for 

each class in light blue. Here it can be seen that the BIK class was wrongly classified as a PDC 

twice and a PDU once. The number of false negatives and false positives for each class are shown 
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along the fifth and sixth rows, respectively. The previously discussed elements are the only ones 

contained in a traditional confusion matrix, which is why they have been outlined in a bold border. 

The results matrices contain all fields required for a confusion matrix. Row seven highlights the 

total number of objects in the ground truth frames for each class. The reason that the true positive 

plus true negative values do not always equal the expected number of objects is because non-

maximal suppression has not been implemented. In order to remove the impact this has on the 

calculation of the recall and precision, a corrected true positive term has been used to ensure the 

number of true positives plus true negatives equals the number of expected objects. This corrected 

value is shown in the eighth row. Recall, precision, F1, and F2 for each class is shown in the 

subsequent rows. The final column either shows a summation across each row or a proportionally 

weighted performance metric for all classes detected using the algorithm. The orange highlighted 

cells in the bottom right corner represent the total F1 and F2 scores across all classes which will 

be the primary metric for comparing each algorithm.  

Table 5.3-2: Sample results matrix 

 BIK PDC PDU Cumulative 

BIK 289 0 0 289 

PDC 2 647 9 658 

PDU 1 4 633 638 

FN 26 105 183 314 

FP 20 242 309 571 

Expected # of Obj 308 723 788 1819 

Corrected TP 282 618 605 1505 

Recall 0.916 0.855 0.768 0.827 

Precision 0.934 0.719 0.662 0.725 

F1 Score 0.925 0.781 0.711 0.773 

F2 Score 0.919 0.824 0.744 0.805 
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5.3.2. Combined Training Data 

 In order to expedite training and prove the viability of the YOLOv2 algorithm for 

autonomous driving, the labelled collected data needs to be combined for different driving scenes. 

Thermal imaging is ideal during nighttime and cold-weather driving as the images have more 

contrast between objects for these driving scenarios. Since images appear differently across 

different time-of-day and weather conditions, it is possible that different trained networks will be 

necessary for these different cases. There has been no labelled collected data for ideal driving 

conditions (daytime on a sunny day) to verify this hypothesis. As most pedestrian detection issues 

occur for nighttime driving [45], the types of driving scenarios will be investigated further using 

thermal imaging.  

 Labelled data for each driving scenario where the vehicle was not stationary was combined 

so that constant image background would have less impact on biasing the detection algorithms. 

Constant image backgrounds can bias a detection algorithm since the algorithm may learn the 

background, which is not desired as the background of images captured on a moving vehicle will 

constantly change. These scenarios did not contain many images of dogs or pedestrians in unusual 

positions, so these classes will not be included when training on these scenarios. A brief breakdown 

of all combined data that algorithms will be trained on is shown in Table 5.3-3. The numbers seen 

in Table 5.3-3 represent the number of instances of each class in its corresponding dataset. For 

example, in the Moving vehicle dataset, there are 2519 images with 3428 instances of different 

pedestrians with uniform temperatures (PDU), each with a unique bounding box. A complete recap 

of the data can be found in Table 4.3-1 of Chapter 4.3 under the Combined driving scenarios 

column. It is important to recall that the training data uses 70% of the data shown in Table 4.3-1. 
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Table 5.3-3: Combined driving data for training YOLOv2 

Data 

name 

Combined 

driving 

scenarios 

Number of 

Images 

Number of objects in dataset 

PDU PDC CRO BIK PDS DGL DGS 

Moving 

vehicle 

Aug 21 

Nighttime 

Oct 1 

Daytime 

Nov 15 

Nighttime 

2519 3428 2550 1228 493 170 0 49 

Nighttime 

and 

snowy 

Aug 21 

Nighttime 

Nov 15 

Nighttime 

1819 2625 1229 729 435 170 0 49 

All 

combined 

All entries 

of Table 

4.3-1 

7875 5238 4830 1228 2064 620 1581 2128 

 

5.3.3. Trained Networks 

 A variety of network weights were trained with different data and sizes. Table 5.3-4 

summarizes the networks that were trained on a Dell OptiPlex 9010 computer. The computer has 

32GB of RAM and uses an Intel® Core™ i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40 GHz, 4 Cores, and 8 Logical 

Processors. It runs Windows 10 Pro. The table summarizes the algorithm, its training parameters, 

and the total time to train the network. The number of epochs is the number of times the training 

algorithm cycles through all images in the training dataset. The number of steps are the number of 

batches of images the training algorithm has completed. A batch is a subset of images from the 

entire training dataset. To further explain this, assume that a training set has 64 images. These 

images can then be separated into four batches of 16 images each. Each 16 image batch is then 

used one-by-one to train the network. Once training is completed with one batch, a single step has 
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been completed. This process is repeated until all batches of images have been trained on, meaning 

four steps of training leads to the training of one epoch (training completed on all images of 

datasets). Training is done through batches in order to reduce computational loads while training 

[80]. Network weights have been saved based on the number of steps of training rather than epochs 

because these provide more frequent training feedback than waiting for a single epoch to complete. 

The number of epochs is useful when looking at how long it takes to train a network on all data 

contained in the training images. The loss column represents the calculated error between trained 

detection and ground truth data across that step’s batch of images. Ideally, the loss is zero. It should 

be noted that a low loss for a single batch does not necessarily mean the detection algorithm will 

perform well on all data within the training set, as a batch size is much smaller than the size of all 

training data. For example, a batch size could be 16 images while the total dataset is 1600 images. 

The moving average loss is the weighted error across all batch loss calculations. The moving 

average loss is a more representative metric for the algorithm’s performance across all training 

data. 

Table 5.3-4: Summary of trained YOLOv2 algorithms 

Algorithm 

Classes 

trained 

to detect 

Frames 

trained 

on 

Number of 

training 

images 

Epochs/ 

steps Loss 

Moving 

average 

loss 

Approximate 

time to train 

(hours) 

Full 

YOLOv2 

PDU 

PDC 

CRO 

BIK 

Moving 

vehicle 1763 13/4000 1.41 2.36 72.25 

Full 

YOLOv2 

PDU 

PDC 

CRO 

BIK 

Moving 

vehicle 1763 37/7000 1.4 1.87 134 

Tiny 

YOLOv2 

PDU 

PDC 

Moving 

vehicle 1763 48/5250 3.01 3.1 17.75 
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CRO 

BIK 

Tiny 

YOLOv2 

PDU 

PDC 

CRO 

BIK 

Moving 

vehicle 1763 136/15000 2.29 2.54 49.25 

Tiny 

YOLOv2 

PDU 

PDC 

CRO 

BIK 

Moving 

vehicle 1763 300/33875 2.20 2.34 107.75 

Tiny 

YOLOv2 

from 

scratch 

PDU 

PDC 

CRO 

BIK 

Moving 

vehicle 1763 40/5250 6.37 6.44 19 

Tiny 

YOLOv2 

from 

scratch 

PDU 

PDC 

CRO 

BIK 

Moving 

vehicle 1763 128/15000 2.75 3.07 52.75 

Tiny 

YOLOv2 

from 

scratch 

PDU 

PDC 

CRO 

BIK 

Moving 

vehicle 1763 300/33875 1.16 1.15 117.75 

Tiny 

YOLOv2 

PDU 

PDC 

CRO 

BIK 

PDS 

DGL 

DGS All data 5512 15/5250 1.72 2.06 18 

Tiny 

YOLOv2 

PDU 

PDC 

CRO 

BIK 

PDS 

DGL 

DGS All data 5512 44/15000 1.81 1.69 51.5 

Tiny 

YOLOv2 

PDU 

PDC 

CRO 

BIK 

PDS 

DGL 

DGS All data 5512 85/29250 2.01 1.56 100.5 
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 Inspecting Table 5.3-4, it is clear that the deeper full YOLOv2 network takes substantially 

longer to train than the tiny YOLOv2 network. When both of these networks were trained on the 

same data, the full network took approximately 134 hours to complete 7000 steps, or 37 epochs, 

compared to 23.5 hours for 7000 steps, or 64 epochs, for the tiny YOLOv2 network. The 

corresponding moving average losses for the same full and tiny networks are 1.87 and 2.79 (not 

shown), respectively. The larger error for the tiny network is reasonable as it contains less trainable 

parameters (16 million versus 50.5 million), making it less likely to fit to all training data.  

5.3.4. Impact of Training a Network from Scratch Versus Pre-Trained Weights 

 Neural networks can be trained from scratch or using pre-trained weights. Pre-trained 

weights are network weights that have already been learned, typically using a large dataset [86]. 

Training using pre-trained weights is a process called transfer learning or fine tuning, depending 

on how the weights are trained. In transfer learning, the network weights in earlier layers remain 

unchanged during training, and only the latter layers’ weights change. In fine-tuning, all weights 

of the network are susceptible to change during training, with the initial weights acting as an 

initialization for the network weights. For this training, only fine-tuning and training the weights 

from scratch has been investigated. From Table 5.3-4, training from scratch causes the moving 

average loss to take longer to converge than training the data using pre-trained network weights. 

This is expected as the early layers of a NN tend to learn similar image features regardless of the 

dataset the images come from [86]. This means that despite the IR images containing no colour 

information, the earlier layers of the NN should have similar weights to those of NNs trained on 
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coloured images. The notion of fine-tuning reducing training time is upheld by the moving average 

loss results discussed above.  

 Both training from scratch and fine-tuning have been performed on the tiny YOLOv2 

algorithm using the moving vehicle data while training to detect the following four classes: PDC, 

PDU, CRO, and BIK. These networks have been analyzed based on several different step values: 

5250, 15000, and 33875. The trained weights at different steps were assessed to ensure that 

network overfitting is not occurring. To do this, the algorithms were tested on both the test data 

from the moving vehicle data and the test data from the other driving scenarios for which the 

algorithm was not trained (data collected when the ego vehicle was kept stationary). The results 

for the non-trained, stationary, scenarios were not expected to be favourable, but give an indication 

if the network weights have been overfit to the moving vehicle data. The confidence score 

threshold for these detections was 0.4, meaning all bounding boxes with an objectness greater than 

0.4 are confirmed as targets. 0.4 was chosen as it provides detection results with a balance between 

the total number of true and false positive detections. An IoU threshold of 0.5 is used for 

confirming a target as a true positive as is common practice in image recognition competitions 

[56]. The results matrix for the bolded results can be found in Appendix B.1. 

Table 5.3-5: Comparison of network trained from scratch versus fine-tuned 

Algorithm Steps Performance on test data 

corresponding to trained network 

Performance on test data 

corresponding to other labelled 

data 

Recall Precision F1 

Score 

F2 

Score 

Recall Precision F1 

Score 

F2 

Score 

YOLOv2 

fine-tuned 

5250 

0.422 0.415 0.419 0.420 0.265 0.293 0.278 0.270 
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YOLOv2 

from scratch 

5250 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

YOLOv2 

fine-tuned 

15000 

0.578 0.515 0.545 0.564 0.377 0.322 0.347 0.364 

YOLOv2 

from scratch 

15000 

0.218 0.303 0.254 0.231 0.076 0.146 0.100 0.084 

YOLOv2 

fine-tuned 

33875 

0.620 0.581 0.599 0.611 0.350 0.350 0.350 0.350 

YOLOv2 

from scratch 

33875 

0.474 0.556 0.512 0.488 0.294 0.316 0.304 0.298 

 

When inspecting the values above, it becomes clear that the fine-tuned YOLOv2 network performs 

significantly better than that of the one trained from scratch. This is because the fine-tuned network 

uses information from thousands of other images to learn basic image features rather than learn all 

image features from the training dataset alone. There is also evidence to support that the fine-tuned 

network performs better on data it has not been trained on as its performance metrics when 

comparing the detections made on the stationary vehicle data exceed those of the network trained 

from scratch as well. In fact, the fine-tuned network outperforms the network trained from scratch 

on the stationary vehicle data in almost all cases despite significantly less training steps. This 

further supports the notion that fine-tuning the network for thermal image detection is a preferable 

option from a performance standpoint over training from scratch. Also to note is that the moving 

average loss seen in Table 5.3-4 for each of the above networks is lower for the YOLOv2 network 

that was trained from scratch. Logically this would mean the network should perform better on the 

test data, but this actually indicates that the network may be over parametrized and be overfit to 

the training data, therefore performing poorly on the test data. Reduction in overfitting is another 

advantage of fine-tuning. The decrease in performance on the stationary vehicle test data from step 

15000 to 33875 for the fine tuned network is likely due to the network being trained too long on 
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the moving vehicle data, leading to the network becoming overfit on the training data. This means 

the 33875 step network could no longer extrapolate detections to images it had not been trained 

on. 

5.3.5. Impact of Depth of Network 

 In order to evaluate how a deeper network performs against a shallower one, the results of 

training the full and tiny YOLOv2 networks on the moving vehicle data were considered. All of 

the weights were fine-tuned from pre-trained network weights. Again, these weights were trained 

with the moving vehicle data and were assessed based on the test data corresponding directly to 

the training dataset and the test data corresponding to the stationary vehicle data. The confidence 

score threshold for each of these networks was 0.4, meaning all bounding boxes with an objectness 

greater than 0.4 will be confirmed as targets. An IoU threshold of 0.5 was used for confirming a 

target as a true positive. The raw results matrix for the bolded results can be found in Appendix 

B.2.  

Table 5.3-6: Comparison of network trained on nine versus twenty-three convolution layers 

Algorithm Epochs/ 

steps 

Performance on test data 

corresponding to trained network 

Performance on test data 

corresponding to other labelled data 

% F2 

score on 

untrained 

data 
Recall Precision F1 

Score 

F2 

Score 

Recall Precision F1 

Score 

F2 

Score 

Full 

YOLOv2 

13/ 

4000 0.544 0.699 0.612 0.569 0.424 0.490 0.455 0.436 

76.6% 

Full 

YOLOv2 

37/ 

7000 0.683 0.767 0.722 0.698 0.570 0.463 0.511 0.545 

78.1% 

Tiny 

YOLOv2 

48/ 

5250 0.422 0.415 0.419 0.420 0.265 0.293 0.278 0.270 

64.3% 

Tiny 

YOLOv2 

136/ 

15000 0.578 0.515 0.545 0.564 0.377 0.322 0.347 0.364 

64.5% 

Tiny 

YOLOv2 

300/ 

33875 0.620 0.581 0.599 0.611 0.350 0.350 0.350 0.350 

57.3% 
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The results shown in Table 5.3-6 support that deeper networks perform detection better than 

shallower networks. This is as expected. What is important to note is that deeper networks also 

perform with less performance degradation on data for which the network has not been trained on. 

This is shown by the final column where the full YOLOv2 network sees approximately 22% 

performance reduction based on the F2 score compared to approximately 35% for the tiny 

YOLOv2 network on “new” testing data. The major drawback to the full YOLOv2 network against 

the tiny YOLOv2 network is the amount of processing time to complete detection for a single 

image. According to Redmon, tiny YOLOv2 can perform at speeds of up to 200 frames per second 

(fps) while the full network performs up to speeds of 45 fps depending on the input image size 

[118, 121]. Both of these detection rates are significantly faster than the 10 fps specified 

requirement. The additional time to train a full YOLOv2 network is not seen as a large cost since 

the network only needs to be trained once. Another reason the full YOLOv2 network is 

outperforming the tiny YOLOv2 network could be because the full YOLOv2 network separates 

the final image into 19x19 grid cells while the tiny YOLOv2 network separates the final 

predictions into 13x13 grid cells. This means that the full YOLO network makes predictions on 

over twice as many grid cells while utilizing more image detail than the tiny YOLO algorithm.  

5.3.6. Impact of Class and Pixel Detection Range 

 Objects that are far from the ego vehicle appear much smaller in an image frame than those 

that are close. This can impact the detection algorithm’s ability to find these targets as smaller 

targets can lead to larger challenges in localizing and classifying [62, 63]. In order to assess the 

algorithm’s performance in detecting smaller objects in an image frame, the recall and precision 

of seven different classes of objects are shown for the tiny YOLOv2 algorithm trained to 29250 
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steps in Table 5.3-7. The confidence score threshold used is 0.4 again, but an IoU of 0.4 is used 

over 0.5 as it is important to see if small objects have been detected at all rather than detected 

accurately. The object’s location in the frame was determined by the lower edge of its bounding 

box, meaning that the lowest part of the bounding box is that object’s location in the frame. 

Distances in the world coordinate system (WCS) corresponding to the pixel ranges – computed 

using the calibrated matrix in Chapter 3.5.6 –have been included. The three results matrices for 

the results can be found in Appendix B.3.  

Table 5.3-7: Comparison of detection results for objects further and closer than 20m to the ego vehicle 

Class Pixel 

Range 

WCS 

Distance (m) 

Recall Precision F1 score F2 score 

All Classes [1,206) [inf,19.9) 0.682 0.621 0.650 0.669 

CRO 0.670 0.601 0.634 0.655 

DGS 0.312 0.719 0.435 0.351 

DGL 0.121 0.444 0.190 0.142 

BIK 0.849 0.809 0.829 0.841 

PDS 0.802 0.833 0.817 0.808 

PDC 0.797 0.610 0.691 0.751 

PDU 0.663 0.563 0.609 0.640 

All Classes [206,512] [19.9,1.1] 0.874 0.857 0.866 0.873 

CRO 0.875 0.556 0.680 0.785 

DGS 0.821 0.872 0.846 0.831 

DGL 0.913 0.903 0.908 0.911 

BIK 0.862 0.919 0.890 0.873 

PDS 0.958 0.955 0.956 0.958 

PDC 0.852 0.809 0.830 0.843 

PDU 0.908 0.832 0.869 0.892 

All Classes [1,206) 

IoU = 0.3 

[inf,19.9) 0.764 0.727 0.745 0.756 

CRO 0.844 0.801 0.822 0.835 

DGS 0.384 0.780 0.515 0.427 

DGL 0.121 0.444 0.190 0.142 

BIK 0.873 0.860 0.867 0.870 

PDS 0.879 0.934 0.906 0.890 

PDC 0.868 0.699 0.774 0.828 

PDU 0.745 0.671 0.706 0.729 
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 Table 5.3-7 shows that the algorithm has considerably better detection performance metrics 

for objects closer to the vehicle. This makes sense as these objects have more detail, making them 

easier for a convolutional neural network to recognize and detect. The IoU was altered for the 

objects appearing in the top part of the image frame (pixels 1-206) in order to determine if the 

objects were not being detected at all, or with very poor localization. Decreasing the required IoU 

by 0.1 increased the overall recall rate 8.7%, indicating that the algorithm is able to detect objects 

beyond a certain distance, but rather inaccurately. A major takeaway from the numbers above is 

the results of the network on dogs (DGS, DGL). There is limited data available for dogs in the 

pixel range of 1-206 which could lead to the limited performance of the algorithm here but it 

should also be noted that long-haired dogs (DGL) in particular tend to exhibit low contrast with 

the surrounding environment as their hair is a strong insulator. Of the 33 images containing long 

haired dogs, the was dog properly detected in only four of them for both an IoU of 0.3 and 0.4. 

This low number of images also means the network likely did not have enough training data for 

this class at this distance either. In contrast, for 1.1-19.9m in front of the vehicle, 188 of 206 DGLs 

were properly detected at an IoU of 0.4. Another reason for the poor performance on dogs at longer 

distances is also likely be due to the fact that they are smaller targets than pedestrians, making 

them more difficult to detect as images lose information in downstream layers of a convolutional 

neural network. 
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5.3.7. Impact of Altering the Confidence Score 

 When the YOLOv2 algorithm finds bounding boxes, it assigns each of those boxes a 

confidence, or objectness, score. This score represents the likelihood that the bounding box 

contains an object based on all of the data it has trained on. The closer that score is to one, the 

more likely there is an object contained in the box. In order to confirm detections, a manually input 

threshold is set in the detection parameters. For example, if a threshold of 0.4 is used, then all 

bounding boxes with confidence scores higher than 0.4 will become detections. The key to setting 

this threshold is dependent on the desired performance of the algorithm. Setting this threshold high 

should lead to few false positive targets, but comes at a cost of more false negatives. Setting the 

threshold too low could lead to excessive false positive targets, but could capture all true targets. 

In performance metrics, a high confidence score threshold will lead to a high precision and low 

recall and a low confidence score threshold will lead to the opposite. This is demonstrated in the 

below table by running the seven class tiny YOLO algorithm (29250 steps) on several different 

confidence thresholds. The IoU for these results is set to 0.5. The raw results matrix results for the 

0.2 and 0.8 confidence score thresholds can be found in Appendix B.4. 

Table 5.3-8: Comparison of detection results using different confidence score thresholds 

Confidence 

score threshold 

Recall Precision F1 Score F2 Score Total 

number of 

FP 

Total 

Number of 

FN 

0.2 0.696 0.505 0.585 0.647 1813 815 

0.4 0.668 0.614 0.639 0.656 1113 890 

0.5 0.651 0.662 0.656 0.653 876 935 

0.6 0.615 0.701 0.655 0.630 689 1031 

0.8 0.480 0.766 0.590 0.519 386 1391 
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 As the table shows, higher thresholds lead to more missed targets (represented by the 

number of FNs). This means that it is not beneficial for autonomous driving applications to use a 

high confidence score threshold as more objects within the frame will be not be detected. Using a 

confidence threshold that is too low also leads to an excessive amount of false positive detections, 

which can cause a vehicle to react to objects that do not actually exist. Therefore, a balance 

between the two must be met. Based on the results of the F1 and F2 scores, confidence score 

thresholds between 0.4 and 0.5 are likely the best range for selection. It should also be noted that 

the confidence score selection can depend on the network type and the amount of training epochs 

that the network has gone though. This means that the confidence score threshold must be 

evaluated for all networks with different weights to ensure a healthy balance between precision 

and recall will be met. Moving forward, a confidence score of 0.4 will be implemented for the tiny 

YOLOv2 algorithm trained to 29250 steps for seven classes. 

5.3.8. Impact of Altering the Intersection over Union 

 The IoU is only responsible for determining whether a ground truth target has been 

properly detected or not. IoU holds no value during regular detection when no ground truth data is 

present. That being said, it is useful to investigate the IoU to understand how accurate a detection 

algorithm is. A high IoU means that the detected bounding box and its corresponding ground truth 

overlap to a high degree and vice versa. If two bounding boxes do not overlap at all, then the IoU 

is zero. Examples of different IoU scores are shown in Figure 5.3.4. 
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Figure 5.3.4: Sample IoU scores [114] 

 Changing the IoU for ground truth targets may not be useful during detection itself, but it 

can help to understand the degree of error between the algorithm and what it should be detecting, 

which will be used to develop a framework for analyzing the error distribution for object detection 

in the world coordinate system in Chapter 6. A table showing the impact of changing the IoU for 

the seven class tiny YOLOv2 algorithm (29250 steps) with a confidence threshold of 0.4 is shown 

below. The raw results matrix results for an IoU threshold of 0.4 and 0.5 can be found in Appendix 

B.5. 

Table 5.3-9: Comparison of detection results using different IoU values to confirm TP targets 

IoU Recall Precision F1 Score F2 Score Total 

number of 

FP 

Total 

number of 

FN 

0.3 0.852 0.817 0.834 0.844 422 397 

0.4 0.792 0.745 0.768 0.782 703 557 

0.5 0.668 0.614 0.639 0.656 876 935 

0.6 0.480 0.437 0.457 0.471 1646 1392 

0.7 0.272 0.247 0.259 0.267 2205 1949 

 

 As expected, as the required IoU decreases, the number of confirmed targets increases, 

leading to both higher precision and recall, and consequently F1 and F2 scores. The fact that these 

metrics increase as the IoU decreases indicates that the YOLOv2 algorithm has an issue in 
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precisely locating objects within a frame, which is the biggest issue with YOLO [63]. Using a 

lower IoU may be more useful for conservatively estimating WCS location error using a 

monocular camera as the above table indicates that YOLO can find most objects within a frame, 

just not to a high degree of precision as shown by low IoU numbers leading to better performance 

metrics. It is also notable that humans have trouble recognizing the difference of IoU scores 

between 0.3 and 0.5 as discussed in [113], meaning it may be reasonable to use a lower IoU 

threshold. 

 Summary of Network Performance 

 In this section, the YOLOv2 detection algorithm has been assessed for a variety of 

parameters in order to decide which algorithm and algorithm settings will be the most beneficial 

for autonomous driving conditions. The results clearly show that with the limited available labelled 

IR data, using a network with pre-trained weights is favourable to training a network from scratch 

in regards to both computational time and algorithm performance. The biggest issue in doing this 

is that IR images can be represented using greyscale (single channel) images but the majority of 

pre-trained networks have been trained on three channel RGB images, meaning the IR images 

must be saved as RGB images in order to use pre-trained network weights. Deeper networks offer 

better algorithm performance to shallow networks but this comes at a cost of time to complete 

detection on a single frame. With the right computing equipment, there is no reason detection using 

a 23-layer YOLOv2 CNN cannot be used in real-time conditions [63]. The added time of training 

a deeper network like YOLOv2 over tiny YOLOv2 is not seen as an issue as this is a one-time 

training cost. Small objects that appear further from the vehicle are also more difficult for the 

network to detect. This is due to a combination of lost image detail through CNN layers and limited 
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training data. Deeper networks also perform better on small objects as they consider more image 

detail. Dividing the input image into smaller grid cells (19x19 versus 13x13) also allows for more 

true detections to be made on an image. 

 High confidence score thresholds lead to higher precision when detecting objects but also 

decrease recall as some detections are disregarded during detection. A confidence score threshold 

that is set too low leads to too many false positive detections. A balance between recall and 

precision must be met when determining the confidence score threshold. Based on the results in 

Table 5.3-8, the highest F2 score – which weighs recall higher than precision – occurs for a 

confidence score threshold of 0.4. The IoU threshold is a metric used solely for determining 

whether an algorithm detects what it is supposed to based on a comparison between ground truth 

and detected frames. Lowering the IoU improves precision and recall but means that objects which 

are poorly localized are accepted as true targets. In detection competitions, the goal of algorithms 

is to achieve an IoU of 0.5 to confirm a true positive [56]. For the purposes of assessing the success 

of this algorithm for real-time driving situations, it is beneficial to consider a lower IoU threshold 

for confirming detections. This is because any error between the detected and ground truth 

bounding boxes can be quantified and used to develop measurement error distributions for the 

location of a detected object in the WCS. For this reason, an IoU threshold of 0.4 will be used over 

0.5 as it leads to a 12% improvement in recall as seen in Table 5.3-9. Additional localization error 

stemming from the lower IoU will be included in object location error distributions discussed in 

Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 6 

6. Extrapolating Detected Objects to the World Coordinate System 

 Using the detections made by the YOLOv2 algorithm, an approximation of the object’s 

location in the real world can be made. The YOLOv2 algorithm returns a series of bounding boxes, 

each with a corresponding confidence score and class likelihood. The location of these boxes in 

the image then dictate the location of the detected object in the world coordinate system (WCS). 

In order to estimate the detected object’s location in the WCS, that object’s pixel location must be 

represented by a single pixel or a series of pixels. The calibration matrices from Chapter 3.5.6 can 

then be used convert the pixel locations to the WCS in front of the ego vehicle. Once the 

uncertainties of the detected pixel locations of objects has been determined, these values can be 

used with the detections’ probable errors to supply gating requirements for various tracking 

algorithms like the Kalman filter, the Smooth Variable Structure Filter (SVSF) and the interacting 

multiple model (IMM) [61, 123, 124, 125, 126]. 

 The detection results for this entire chapter are from a tiny YOLO network trained for 

29250 steps (approximately 85 epochs) to detect seven unique classes on all of the training data 

described in Chapter 4.3 Table 4.3-1. The classes are: uniform temperature pedestrian (PDU), non-

uniform temperature pedestrian (PDC), cyclist (BIK), long-haired dog (DGL), short-haired dog 

(DGS), group of people or crowd (CRO), and a pedestrian in an unusual position (PDS). This 

network was fine-tuned from the pre-trained weights of the COCO dataset. The required IoU to 

detect a true positive target was set to 0.4. This was done as the detection outcomes have yielded 
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promising results and using a lower IoU threshold yields a more conservative estimate for 

measurement errors. 

 Converting Each Detection to a Single Pixel 

 Monocular camera distance estimation makes an assumption that the road ahead of the 

vehicle is perfectly flat. By doing this, it can convert each pixel to a location on the flat road. If 

the pixel does not represent a location on the flat road, then the distance estimation is inaccurate. 

For this reason, the critical location for each detected object is the location where it makes contact 

with the road. If a detected object is not directly on the road – if a person is jumping for example 

– then distance estimation will inherently be inaccurate as well. For this reason, an assumption is 

made that the lower edge of an object’s bounding box represents the bottom of that object and that 

the detected object is in contact with the ground.  

 All objects detected by the algorithm are not relatively wide, with the exception of the 

crowd (CRO) object. The maximum width of a person can be assumed to be approximately 0.6m. 

Dogs have slightly larger widths than people and bicycles are approximately 1.7m between the 

edges of the wheels. Groups of people can have larger widths but as they get closer to the ego 

vehicle, the algorithm tends to detect the separate people within the group rather than the group as 

a whole. Therefore, it is reasonable to represent each of the detected objects with a singular location 

in the WCS. This means that each object can be represented by a single pixel which is easily 

convertible to the WCS using the calibration matrices. 

 In order to represent each object as a single pixel, the middle-bottom pixel location of the 

bounding box is used. A depiction of this can be seen in Figure 6.1.1. This pixel location is 
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reasonable as the bounding boxes should be centered about the objects they are surrounding. Once 

these pixel locations have been determined, the accuracy of the detected bounding box must be 

used to estimate the accuracy of the detected object location in the WCS. In other words, the 

bounding box will not exactly overlay the true object’s location (which happens if the IoU is 1). 

This means that the object’s detected location will have a degree of error. In order to estimate the 

size of this error, the probable error of the middle-bottom pixel location must be determined. From 

here, the upper and lower limits of the object’s probable location can be used to improve the 

understanding of the object’s true location in the WCS. The middle-bottom pixel location of the 

bounding box will be referred to as the object pixel location unless otherwise specified. 

 

Figure 6.1.1: (A) Middle-bottom pixel for short-haired dog; (B) Middle-bottom pixel for pedestrian 
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 Determining the Error Distribution of the Object Pixel Location 

 In order to determine the probable error in the detected pixel location, the detected 

bounding box can be compared to the ground truth bounding box. Once a detection is determined 

to be a true positive detection from the aforementioned performance metrics, the true positive 

bounding box can be directly compared to the detected bounding box. It is important to note that 

when an object’s ground truth location is being referred to, this is in regards to its pixel location, 

not its location in the WCS which has been approximated from the calibrated camera matrix. A 

pixel error is calculated as follows: 

[𝜖, 𝛾] = 𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛   (1) 

Where 𝜖 is the pixel error in the x direction and 𝛾 is the pixel error in the y direction. A positive 

value for 𝜖 means that the detected object is further right in the WCS than its corresponding ground 

truth object. A negative value for 𝜖 means the detected object is further left in the WCS than the 

ground truth object. For 𝛾, a positive error means that the true object is further away from the 

vehicle than the detected object and vice versa. 

 These errors can then be fit to a curve to see if they follow any trends. Larger bounding 

boxes tend to have larger pixel errors when comparing the pixel locations of detections and ground 

truths. This makes sense as bounding boxes that are large contain more pixels, meaning the IoU 

can pass true positive criteria while having large discrepancies in middle-bottom pixel locations. 

Objects that are close to the vehicle have larger bounding boxes than those that are further so it is 

intuitive to think that large pixel errors on objects close to the vehicle is detrimental to the 

localization of objects. Due to the camera’s perspective and the transformation from the pixel 
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coordinate system (PCS) to the WCS, larger pixel errors close to the vehicle have little impact on 

the perceived location of a detected object. Table 6.2-1 shows the impact of changing the pixel 

location with respect to the perceived distance in front of the vehicle. It can be seen that the pixels 

near the bottom of the frame (pixel 512 is the bottom of the frame) estimate similar distances as 

an error of a single pixel contributes an error of only approximately 0.02m in the WCS. This means 

in the unlikely event there is a pixel error of 100 near the bottom of the frame, the WCS error is 

approximately 2m. In contrast, a pixel error of one for a pixel near the image horizon can lead to 

a distance estimation error over 10m. 

Table 6.2-1: Comparison of y-axis pixel location to distance in front of vehicle 

Y-Pixel Coordinates (1 

is top of frame) 

Perceived Distance in 

Front of Vehicle (m) 

Delta 

pixels 

Delta 

distance (m) 

Average delta 

distance/pixel (m) 

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum - -  

324 512 1.1 5.0 189 3.9 0.021 

253 323 5.0 10.0 71 5.0 0.070 

223 252 10.1 14.9 30 4.8 0.16 

206 222 15.1 19.9 17 4.8 0.28 

188 205 20.3 29.6 18 9.3 0.52 

178 187 30.4 39.9 10 9.5 0.95 

172 177 41.3 49.9 6 8.6 1.43 

167 171 52.1 62.8 5 10.7 2.14 

161 166 66.2 90.2 6 24.0 4.00 

157 160 97.2 126.2 4 29.0 7.25 

147 156 140.0 4326.8 10 4186.8 418.68 

1 146 Above 

horizon 

Above 

horizon 

146 N/A N/A 

 

 In order to yield meaningful distance estimations, the error in the detection’s pixel location 

versus the ground truth pixel location must be understood for all pixels. To evaluate these errors, 

the distribution of pixel errors will be evaluated in the x and y image directions independently. Due 
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to larger objects having larger pixel errors and these objects typically being detected closer to the 

camera, the image will be segmented to evaluate the pixel errors for detections made at different 

distance ranges in front of the vehicle. The error of an object being detected along the camera’s 

peripherals will also be investigated to see if any correlations exist. 

6.2.1. Normal Distribution Approximation 

 For simplicity, only 𝛾 errors will be discussed in detail in this section. An arbitrary image 

segmentation was initially made for collecting pixel errors. Detections with pixel locations 

corresponding to the distance ranges depicted in Table 6.2-2 were initially used to segment pixel 

errors into different groups. For example, if a detection’s pixel location falls within the Y-pixel 

range of pixel 188 to pixel 195 – corresponding to a range of 25.0 m to 29.6m front of the vehicle 

– its pixel error, 𝛾, is calculated based on the detection’s corresponding ground truth location 

(regardless of where the ground truth’s pixel location is). This value is then added to an array of 

pixel errors for the pixel range of 188 to 195.  

 In order to approximate the error distribution, a normal distribution has been shown to 

represent the errors for given pixel ranges. A depiction of one of these normal distributions can be 

seen in Figure 6.2.1. The normal distributions have been computed using MATLAB’s fitdist 

function which uses a maximum likelihood estimation for fitting [127]. 
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Figure 6.2.1: Normal distribution approximation for 𝛾 in the Y-pixel range of 1 to 195 

 To prove that two neighbouring error distributions are distinct, a z-score hypothesis test 

can be used to determine if there is a statistical difference between two population means [128]. 

In this test, the standard deviation, 𝜎, is known for the two populations of sample size, n, while the 

population means, 𝜇 ,are unknown. A z-test is used here rather than a t-test because the number of 

errors for all pixel ranges is greater than 30 [129]. �̅� represents the sample mean. 

From [128], the two-sample z-score is: 

𝑧 =
(�̅�1 − �̅�2) − (𝜇1 − 𝜇2)

√
𝜎1

2

𝑛1
+

𝜎2
2

𝑛2

   (2) 
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The null hypothesis is that both populations means are equal and the alternate hypothesis is that 

they are not equal as seen below. 

𝐻0: 𝜇1 = 𝜇2          𝐻𝑎: 𝜇1 ≠ 𝜇2   (3) 

Therefore, the z score becomes: 

𝑧 =
(�̅�1 − �̅�2)

√
𝜎1

2

𝑛1
+

𝜎2
2

𝑛2

   (4) 

For a two-tailed probability, when the probability is equal to 0.05, z is equal to +/- 1.96 [130]. This 

means that if the absolute value of the z-score calculated above is greater than 1.96, then the two 

distributions have a 5% chance of being the same. As this percentage is low, 1.96 will be the 

critical z-score used to evaluate the likelihood that the distribution of pixel errors of two 

neighbouring pixel ranges are different. 

 The following table shows sample means, standard deviations, and sizes of 𝛾 for fourteen 

Y-pixel ranges. It also includes the z-scores for each neighbouring pixel range. A graphical 

depiction of these distributions can be seen in Figure 6.2.2. 

Table 6.2-2: Initial distribution and z-scores for 𝛾 ranges 

Initial 

Range 

Name 

Y-Pixel 

Range 

Distance 

Range 
�̅� 𝜎 𝑛 z-score 

w.r.t 

following 

range 

range1 [1,161) [inf,90.2) -1.74207 4.06969 86 -0.2671 

range2 [161,165) [90.2,74.1) -1.53947 4.83196 61 -0.7635 

range3 [165,168) [74.1,59.8) -0.941812 3.86584 65 2.8618 

range4 [168,172) [59.8,49.9) -2.60174 4.15403 162 -2.3866 
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range5 [172,175) [49.9,44.4) -1.32025 3.93098 85 0.2944 

range6 [175,178) [44.4,39.9) -1.52446 5.10273 87 0.7181 

range7 [178,182) [39.9,35.1) -2.07828 5.09904 88 0.2013 

range8 [182,188) [35.1,29.6) -2.2088 4.45675 159 -0.5408 

range9 [188,195) [29.6,25.0) -1.90983 5.32611 157 -1.8939 

range10 [195,206) [25.0,19.9) -0.820233 5.67147 214 0.2400 

range11 [206,223) [19.9,14.9) -0.961089 6.82597 240 -3.4063 

range12 [223,253) [14.9,10.0) 1.14261 7.63175 311 0.8565 

range13 [253,324) [10.0,5.0) 0.479624 11.1709 303 -7.3689 

range14 [324,512] [5.0,1.1] 10.5376 17.9891 223 N/A 

 

 

Figure 6.2.2: 𝛾 distributions for Y-pixel ranges seen in Table 6.2-2 
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 Depending on the z-score in Table 6.2-2, the pixel ranges are combined. If the absolute 

value of the z-score falls below the specified critical z-score value of 1.96, then the pixel ranges 

are combined as they are assumed to have equal error distributions. This process is done one pixel 

range at a time until all of the pixel ranges yield distinct normal distribution properties. Also note 

that only pixel ranges that are neighbouring can be combined together. The results of doing this 

are shown in Table 6.2-3. A graphical representation of the error distribution can be seen in Figure 

6.2.3. As expected, the distribution clearly shows that the range of pixel errors has a higher 

variance at higher values of Y-pixels (closer proximity to vehicle in WCS) and lower variances as 

the object is detected in lower values of Y-pixels (further proximity in WCS). The image in Figure 

6.2.4 shows the pixel ranges overlaid on a frame taken from the IR camera. 

Table 6.2-3: Refined distribution and z-scores for 𝛾 ranges with respect to Y-pixels 

Range 

Name 

Y-Pixel 

Range 

Distance 

Range 
�̅� 𝜎 𝑛 z-score 

w.r.t 

following 

range 

range1 [1,195) [inf,29.6) -1.90022 4.60386 950 -2.5994 

range2 [195,206) [29.6,19.9) -0.820233 5.67147 214 -2.3055 

range3 [206,324) [19.9,5.0) 0.316178 8.89495 854 -8.1777 

range4 [324,512) [5.0,1.1) 10.2578 17.5366 222 N/A 
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Figure 6.2.3: 𝛾 distributions for Y-pixel ranges seen in Table 6.2-3 

 

Figure 6.2.4: Figure 6.2.5: Depiction of Y-pixel ranges for distinct 𝛾 distributions 
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 To determine if the X-pixel location of the image impacts 𝛾, the image was separated into 

vertical thirds with two horizontal sections, and the impact of changing the X-pixel value on 𝛾 can 

be seen in Figure 6.2.6. This figure shows that the distributions of 𝛾 are relatively similar across 

all X-pixel values. The distributions are largely only impacted by changing the Y-pixel range. The 

raw results of these distributions with detection pixel ranges can be seen in Table 6.2-4. The z-

scores are not shown in the table but calculations have shown that the z-scores for neighbouring 

X-pixel ranges are below the +/- 1.96 threshold, meaning the distributions are assumed to be the 

same. The z-score across neighbouring Y-pixel ranges are all above the +/- 1.96 threshold, 

meaning the error distributions are assumed to be different. 

Table 6.2-4: Distribution of 𝛾 for image segmented into six areas 

Range Name X-Pixel Range Y-Pixel Range �̅� 𝜎 𝑛  
range1 [1,214) [1,324) -0.727452 7.01449 596 

range2 [1,214) [324,512] 11.5257 17.4922 98 

range3 [214,427) [1,324) -0.647342 6.57947 850 

range4 [214,427) [324,512] 11.0616 16.3033 67 

range5 [427,640] [1,324) -1.27083 7.30748 572 

range6 [427,640] [324,512] 8.26277 20.6069 58 
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Figure 6.2.6: 𝛾 distributions across X-pixel and Y-pixel ranges 

 The same operations can be performed for 𝜖. Starting with the same initial Y-pixel ranges 

seen in Table 6.2-2, the ranges for which distinct distributions of 𝜖 can be fine-tuned to the ranges 

shown in Table 6.2-5 and graphically in Figure 6.2.7. The location of these Y-pixel ranges can be 

seen in Figure 6.2.8. 

Table 6.2-5: Refined distribution and z-scores for 𝜖 ranges with respect to Y-pixels 

Range 

Name 

Y-Pixel 

Range 

Distance 

Range 
�̅� 𝜎 𝑛 z-score 

w.r.t 

following 

range 

range1 [1,206) [inf,19.9) -0.345569 3.6243 1164 3.4428 

range2 [206,223) [19.9,14.9) -1.31711 4.05014 240 -3.0872 

range3 [223,253) [14.9,10.0) -0.187478 4.51462 311 4.3534 

range4 [253,512) [10.0,1.1) -1.769 5.90608 525 N/A 
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Figure 6.2.7: 𝜖 distributions for Y-pixel ranges seen in Table 6.2-5 

 

Figure 6.2.8: Depiction of Y-pixel ranges for distinct 𝜖 distributions 
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 Inspecting 𝜖’s distribution with respect to X-pixels yields similar results to those of 𝛾, in 

that 𝜖 is relatively unaffected by changing X-pixel ranges. The raw distributions can be seen in 

Table 6.2-6 and graphically in Figure 6.2.9. 

Table 6.2-6: Distribution of 𝜖 for image segmented into six areas 

Range Name X-Pixel Range Y-Pixel Range �̅� 𝜎 𝑛  
range1 [1,214) [1,253) -0.67252 4.03689 474 

range2 [1,214) [253,512] -1.84464 5.77662 220 

range3 [214,427) [1,253) -0.487198 3.54487 755 

range4 [214,427) [253,512] -1.64996 5.71694 162 

range5 [427,640] [1,253) -0.185279 4.18352 486 

range6 [427,640] [253,512] -1.88552 6.42462 144 

 

 

Figure 6.2.9: 𝜖 across X-pixel and Y-pixel ranges seen in Table 6.2-6 
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 As seen above, both 𝛾 and 𝜖 are independent for the X-pixel direction. This means only Y-

pixel values impact the distribution of errors for 𝛾 and 𝜖. By combining Table 6.2-3 and Table 

6.2-5, the variance for all measurement errors can be seen in Table 6.2-7. 

Table 6.2-7: Combined distribution of location errors for entire image 

Y-pixel range Distance 

Range (m) 
�̅�𝑥−𝑝𝑖𝑥 �̅�𝑦−𝑝𝑖𝑥 𝜎𝑥−𝑝𝑖𝑥 𝜎𝑦−𝑝𝑖𝑥 

[1,195) (29.6,inf] -0.345569 -1.90022 3.6243 4.60386 

[195,206) (19.9,29.6] -0.820233 5.67147 

[206,223) (14.9,19.9] -1.31711 0.316178 4.05014 8.89495 

 [223,253) (10.0,14.9] -0.187478 4.51462 

[253,324) (5.0,10.0] -1.769 5.90608 

[324,512] [1.1,5.0] 10.2578 17.5366 

 

Therefore, there are six distinct regions of the image that will contain different measurement error 

distributions. These regions can be seen in Figure 6.2.10. For objects close to the vehicle (Y-pixel 

range of 206 to 512), there is a bias in that they are typically detected as closer to the vehicle than 

in reality (positive �̅�𝑦−𝑝𝑖𝑥 bias). The detection is biased to detecting objects further from the 

vehicle than in reality for lower Y-pixel errors (negative �̅�𝑦−𝑝𝑖𝑥 bias). The �̅�𝑥−𝑝𝑖𝑥 bias is relatively 

small for all Y-pixel ranges, meaning that detection is typically centred near the middle of the 

detected object in the X-pixel direction. 
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Figure 6.2.10:Depiction of pixel ranges for distinct measurement variances 

 Converting Pixel Variance to WCS Variance 

 In order to use the pixel distributions derived in Chapter 6.2, the pixel distributions must 

be converted to the WCS. Using these calculated standard deviation and mean error values, along 

with a probable error value for the sensor, the upper and lower limits for the location of a detection 

can be estimated in the WCS by using the calibrated camera matrix from Chapter 3.5.6.  

 Since the mean error is not zero, there is a bias in the detection algorithm. The bias is equal 

to the sample mean and needs to be added to each detected location before determining its upper 

and lower limits. The procedure for calculating the upper and lower range limits is explained 

below.  

To account for the pixel bias: 

[
𝑝𝑥

𝑝𝑦
] = [

𝑝𝑑𝑥

𝑝𝑑𝑦
] − [

�̅�𝑥

�̅�𝑦
]   (1) 
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Where 𝑝𝑑 is the detected pixel location and 𝑝 is the corrected pixel location based on the bias, �̅�. 

The upper and lower limits for detection are based on the desired probable error. For this thesis, a 

probable error of 50% and 95% will be used. A probable error is defined as the deviation in a 

normal distribution curve from the mean value [131]. A probable error of 50% means that of all 

recorded measurements, 50% of them will fall within +/-0.6745 standard deviations of the mean 

[132]. For a probable error of 95%, 95% of measurements will fall within +/-1.96 standard 

deviations of the mean [133]. This means the upper and lower limits of the pixel values become: 

50% 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟: [
𝑝𝑥𝑙𝑖𝑚

𝑝𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑚
] = [

𝑝𝑥

𝑝𝑦
] ± 0.6745 ∗ [

𝜎𝑥

𝜎𝑦
] (2𝑎)  

95% 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟: [
𝑝𝑥𝑙𝑖𝑚

𝑝𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑚
] = [

𝑝𝑥

𝑝𝑦
] ± 1.96 ∗ [

𝜎𝑥

𝜎𝑦
]  (2𝑏) 

These limits can then be converted from the PCS to the WCS using the calibrated camera matrix. 

For example, if a detection is made at pixel [400, 326], it falls into the [324,512] pixel range in 

Table 6.2-7. Taking �̅� and 𝜎 values from the table and a probable error of 50%: 

[
𝑝𝑥

𝑝𝑦
] = [

400
326

] − [
−1.77
10.26

]   (3)  

[
𝑝𝑥

𝑝𝑦
] =  [

401.77
315.74

]   (4) 

[
𝑝𝑥𝑙𝑖𝑚

𝑝𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑚
] =  [

401.77
315.74

] ± 0.6745 ∗ [
5.91

17.54
]   (5)  

[
𝑝𝑥𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟

𝑝𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟
] =   [

405.76
327.58

] ;  [
𝑝𝑥𝑙𝑖𝑚𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟

𝑝𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑚𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
] =  [

397.78
303.91

]   (6)  

From Chapter 3.5.6: 
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[
𝑋
𝑌
1

] = 𝑃−1 [

𝑝𝑥

𝑝𝑦

1
]   (7); 

Where (from Equation (6) in Chapter 3.5.6), 

𝑃−1 = [
0 −0.0019 1.2896

−0.0013 1.16𝑒−4 0.4092
0 7.626𝑒−4 −0.1119

]   (8) 

To calculate the limits, each WCS limit must be computed using the corrected detection location. 

Therefore: 

𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛 = [
𝑋𝑌𝑙𝑖𝑚𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟

𝑌𝑙𝑖𝑚𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟

1
] = 𝑃 [

𝑝𝑥

𝑝𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟

1
]   (9) 

Solving this for the four different limits seen in (6) yields the results shown below. 

[
𝑋
𝑌

] =  [
5.36

−0.57
] ;  

𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 = [
𝑋𝑌𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟

𝑌𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟
] = 𝑃−1 [

𝑝𝑥

𝑝𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑚𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟

1
] =   [

5.95
−0.62

] ;  

𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛 = [
𝑋𝑌𝑙𝑖𝑚𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟

𝑌𝑙𝑖𝑚𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
] = 𝑃−1 [

𝑝𝑥

𝑝𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟

1
] = [

4.84
−0.52

] ; 

𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑛 =  [
𝑋𝑙𝑖𝑚𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟

𝑌𝑋𝑙𝑖𝑚𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
] = 𝑃−1 [

𝑝𝑥𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟

𝑝𝑦

1
] = [

5.36
−0.61

] ;   

𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑃−1 [

𝑝𝑥𝑙𝑖𝑚𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟

𝑝𝑦

1
] = [

𝑋𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟

𝑌𝑋𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟
] = [

5.36
−0.53

]   (10) 
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 Because of the matrix transformation in (9), the two normally distributed 𝑝𝑥 and 𝑝𝑦 values 

– which can be approximated as an oval on the image frame showing the probable error limits –

now form a tilted oval variance in the 2-D plane of the WCS. Figure 6.3.1 shows an example of 

these probable error ovals in both the image plane and WCS. The WCS oval becomes much larger 

for an object with a detection in a low Y-pixel value and a higher probable error. For example, a 

detected object with a pixel location of [100,200] and a probable error of 95%: 

[
𝑋
𝑌

] =  [
22.01
7.34

] ; 

𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 =   [
28.34
9.20

] ;  𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛 = [
17.84
6.11

] ; 

𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑛 = [
22.01
7.12

] ; 𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥 = [
22.01
7.56

]   (11) 

 In order to accommodate this, the distribution in the WCS can be directly converted from 

the pixel distribution using the P matrix to create an error ellipse. This ellipse represents the 

probable errors in detection and is necessary in order to assume an object’s location within some 

degree of certainty. The major axis values of the ellipse can be derived from 𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 

𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛, and minor axis values from 𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥.and 𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑛. The centre-point of this ellipse 

will not be at the predicted location of the object, but the centre of 𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛. 

Similarly, the tilted angle of the error ellipse can be derived from 𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛. A 

depiction of the pixel error transposed onto the WCS can be seen in Figure 6.3.1. 
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Figure 6.3.1: Pixel error ellipse transposed on WCS 

The green ellipse represents the 95% probable error for each detection with a confidence score 

exceeding 0.4. This ellipse is then transposed onto the WCS using the calibrated matrix, P, as seen 

in on the right side of Figure 6.3.1. The triangles on the right represent the predicted WCS ground 

truth location of the detections marked with a circle. The black points approximate the 95% 

probable error oval in the WCS. It can be seen that all triangles fall within the 95% probable error 

ellipse as expected. Another thing to take note of in Figure 6.3.1 is that the measurement error in 

the WCS becomes much larger for detections made far ahead of the ego vehicle despite the pixel 

error distribution being considerably less (a standard deviation for Y-pixel errors of 17 for nearby 

objects versus approximately 5 for distal objects). This is due to the nature of monocular camera 

distance estimation.  

 While the X-WCS measured distance error is large, the Y-WCS distance error is much 

smaller as shown by the narrow WCS ellipse characteristic seen in Figure 6.3.1. This means that 
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monocular cameras are quite accurate in estimating an object’s location in the Y-WCS direction if 

the X-WCS distance to that object is known. This is advantageous for sensor fusion as the accurate 

Y-WCS reading can be used to fuse the camera’s information with the other sensors in an efficient 

way by greatly reducing the possible locations a detected object can exist. In other words, when 

fusing information, the uncertainty of an object’s location can be greatly reduced using the 

monocular Y-WCS location prediction and the other sensors’ X-WCS distance information.  

 Validation of Pixel Variance Results 

 In order to validate the pixel error distributions calculated above, validation data will be 

used to verify that all sample standard deviations and means hold true for data that has not been 

analyzed yet. The validation data is the remaining 15% of labelled data that has not been used 

(70% used for training and 15% used for testing and developing the measurement error). The 

following table shows the results from calculating the 𝛾 error distributions for the validation data 

on the same pixel ranges as the test data (seen in Table 6.2-3). 

Table 6.4-1: Distribution and z-scores for 𝛾 ranges with respect to Y-pixels 

Range 

Name 

Y-Pixel 

Range 

Distance 

Range 
�̅� 𝜎 𝑛 z-score 

w.r.t 

following 

range 

range1 [1,195) [inf,29.6) -1.70791 4.42176 899 -2.5087 

range2 [195,206) [29.6,19.9) -0.584906 6.13932 211 -2.3658 

range3 [206,324) [19.9,5.0) 0.652442 8.84395 824 -8.4666 

range4 [324,512) [5.0,1.1) 11.7565 19.1221 225 N/A 

 

In order to determine if these distributions can be considered equal, the z-score can be calculated 

for each pixel range in Table 6.2-3 and Table 6.4-1. The results of doing this are shown below. 
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Table 6.4-2: Population 𝛾 distribution comparison between test and validation data 

Range Name Y-Pixel 

Range 

Distance 

Range 
�̅� 𝜎 𝑛 z-score 

between 

ranges 

range1Test [1,195) [inf,29.6) -1.90022 4.60386 950 -0.917 

range1Validate -1.70791 4.42176 899 

range2Test [195,206) [29.6,19.9) -0.820233 5.67147 214 -0.410 

range2Validate -0.584906 6.13932 211 

range3Test [206,324) [19.9,5.0) 0.316178 8.89495 854 -0.776 

range3Validate 0.652442 8.84395 824 

range4Test [324,512) [5.0,1.1) 10.2578 17.5366 222 -0.864 

range4Validate 11.7565 19.1221 225 

 

The absolute value of the z-scores calculated above are all below 1.96. This means that the null 

hypothesis is not rejected and the error distributions for the test and validation data are assumed to 

be the same. Completing the same calculations for 𝜖 yields Table 6.4-3. This table also shows that 

the null hypothesis should not be rejected. 

Table 6.4-3: Population 𝜖 distribution comparison between test and validation data 

Range Name Y-Pixel 

Range 

Distance 

Range 
�̅� 𝜎 𝑛 z-score 

between 

ranges 

range1Test [1,206) [inf,19.9) -0.345569 3.6243 1164 1.14 

range1Validate -0.518476 3.62131 1110 

range2Test [206,223) [19.9,14.9) -1.31711 4.05014 240 -0.490 

range2Validate -1.14494 3.7482 254 

range3Test [223,253) [14.9,10.0) -0.187478 4.51462 311 1.33 

range3Validate -0.685628 4.62774 290 

range4Test [253,512) [10.0,1.1) -1.769 5.90608 525 -0.551 

range4Validate -1.56923 5.72656 505 
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 Distribution of Errors for Different Classes 

 It can be observed that different classes have unique error distributions. The distribution of 

errors for all seven unique classes for a Y-pixel range of 206 to 324 is shown in Table 6.5-1 and 

Figure 6.5.1. This error may to be associated with the shape of the object’s bounding box. For 

example, dogs have bounding boxes that tend to be less rectangular than people and the distribution 

of their errors is smaller. This could also be due to the fact that the dog datasets that the detection 

algorithm was trained on – and subsequently tested on – were more consistent from frame-to-frame 

than those with pedestrians, leading to less variation in the detection results. Due to the minimal 

amount of data available across all of these classes, this will not be developed further but could be 

used to further improve error distribution understanding and therefore WCS object location 

certainty. 

Table 6.5-1: Distribution of 𝛾 for seven unique classes of objects for Y-pixel range [206,324) 

Class Name �̅� 𝜎 𝑛  
Uniform temperature pedestrian 1.31779 9.36582 195 

Non-uniform temperature pedestrian -0.418726 10.322 221 

Biker 1.87955 10.2577 152 

Long-haired dog -0.385284 5.28437 133 

Short-haired dog -1.49392 6.25034 120 

Group 5.09945 7.95474 10 

Sitting pedestrian -0.0254843 6.26313 23 
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Figure 6.5.1: Distribution of 𝛾 for seven unique classes of objects for Y-pixel range [206,324) 

 Error Distribution for Full YOLOv2 Network 

 In order to further verify that these types of trends exist for other network architectures, 𝛾 

and 𝜖 distributions have been assessed for the full YOLOv2 network. This network is trained to 

detect four different classes: CRO, BIK, PDC, and PDU. The error distributions have been 

determined using the test data of the Moving vehicle data seen in Table 5.3-3. The resulting unique 

distribution ranges for 𝛾 and 𝜖 with respect to the Y-pixel direction can be seen below in Table 

6.6-1 and Table 6.6-2 respectively. 

Table 6.6-1: Full YOLOv2 error distribution and z-scores for 𝛾 ranges with respect to Y-pixels 

Range 

Name 

Y-Pixel 

Range 

Distance 

Range 
�̅� 𝜎 𝑛 z-score 

w.r.t. 

following 

range 

range1 [1,161) [inf,90.2) -1.14141 2.73064 87 -2.6718 

range2 [161,195) [90.2,25.0) -0.221925 4.04542 500 -4.7411 

range3 [195,324) [25.0,5.0) 1.98155 7.40263 299 -4.0027 

range4 [324,512] [5.0,1.1) 13.5692 16.1963 32 N/A 
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Table 6.6-2: Full YOLOv2 error distribution and z-scores for 𝜖 ranges with respect to Y-pixels 

Range 

Name 

Y-Pixel 

Range 

Distance 

Range 
�̅� 𝜎 𝑛 z-score 

w.r.t. 

following 

range 

range1 [1,175) [inf,44.4) -0.0201962 2.49552 332 3.8551 

range2 [175,512] [44.4,1.1] -0.793978 3.55185 586 N/A 

 

 Performing the 𝛾 and 𝜖 distribution analysis for the X-pixel direction yields Table 6.6-3 

and Table 6.6-4 respectively. These are represented graphically in Figure 6.6.1 and Figure 6.6.2. 

The results for the distribution of 𝛾 show that the X-pixel direction has relatively little impact on 

the distribution of the error as ranges 1, 3, and 5 (representing the top thirds of the image) have 

similar distributions, as do ranges 2, 4, and 6 (representing the bottom thirds of the image). This is 

the same trend seen with the tiny YOLOv2 network. A more notable trend is seen for the 𝜖 

distribution in Figure 6.6.2. This figure shows that while the distributions for 𝜖 tend to have higher 

standard distributions for objects detected in the lower part of the image, the difference in these 

distributions is not enough to imply they come from different population means. Using 

conservative estimates for the distribution of 𝜖 is not a problem though as errors in lateral pixel 

locations do not lead to large errors in the WCS as seen in Figure 6.3.1 and discussed in Section 

6.3. Because of this, it is reasonable to assume that an object’s detection error in the X-pixel 

direction (𝜖) is unaffected by its location in the X-pixel range. 

Table 6.6-3: Full YOLOv2 distribution of 𝛾 for image segmented into six areas 

Range Name X-Pixel Range Y-Pixel Range �̅� 𝜎 𝑛  
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range1 [1,214) [1,223) -0.437104 4.75694 188 

range2 [1,214) [223,512] 4.4844 9.79329 34 

range3 [214,427) [1,223) 0.128673 4.00937 314 

range4 [214,427) [223,512] 6.8294 14.2474 38 

range5 [427,640] [1,223) 0.351458 4.50797 268 

range6 [427,640] [223,512] 4.63193 12.0821 76 

 

 

Figure 6.6.1: Distribution of 𝛾 for image segmented into six areas 

Table 6.6-4: Full YOLOv2 distribution of 𝜖 for image segmented into six areas 

Range Name X-Pixel Range Y-Pixel Range �̅� 𝜎 𝑛  
range1 [1,214) [1,175) -0.0698924 2.29117 42 

range2 [1,214) [175,512] -0.867417 4.17021 180 

range3 [214,427) [1,175) -0.145257 2.30407 195 

range4 [214,427) [175,512] -0.377205 3.33367 157 

range5 [427,640] [1,175) 0.25848 2.92766 95 

range6 [427,640] [175,512] -1.00367 3.17142 249 
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Figure 6.6.2: Distribution of 𝜖 for image segmented into six areas 

 By assuming that the detection error is independent of the X-pixel object location, the 

distribution ranges for 𝛾 and 𝜖 can be combined for the Y-pixel location of a detected object. This 

combined distribution is shown in Table 6.6-5. 

Table 6.6-5: Combined distribution of location errors for entire full YOLOv2 image 

Y-pixel range Distance 

Range (m) 
�̅�𝑥−𝑝𝑖𝑥 �̅�𝑦−𝑝𝑖𝑥 𝜎𝑥−𝑝𝑖𝑥 𝜎𝑦−𝑝𝑖𝑥 

[1,161) (90.2,inf] -0.0201962 -1.14141 2.49552 2.73064 

[161,175) (44.4,90.2] -0.221925 4.04542 

[175,195) (25.0,44.4] -0.793978 3.55185 

[195,324) (5.0,25.0] 1.98155 7.40263 

[324,512] [1.1,5.0] 13.5692 16.1963 

 

6.6.1. Comparing Error Distributions for Full YOLOv2 and Tiny YOLOv2 

 To understand how the depth of the network can affect detection accuracy, the bias and 

standard deviations of the calculated error distributions can be compared. By inspecting Table 

6.2-7 and Table 6.6-5, several clear trends can be seen. The first is that the standard deviation of 
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the error is considerably higher for objects detected near the bottom of the image frame. This is 

due to these objects having larger bounding boxes and therefore larger possible errors.  

 The standard deviation for 𝜖 is always less than that of 𝛾. The reason for this could be 

because the algorithm is better at locating an object in the X-pixel direction than the Y-pixel 

direction, but it is more likely due to most of the objects in the dataset having a tall, slim aspect 

ratio for their bounding boxes. Because of this, 𝜖 cannot be larger than 𝛾 as an object with a large 

𝜖 would likely not pass the required IoU threshold to become a confirmed target (true positive), 

which have been used to determine these error distributions.  

 The only Y-pixel ranges that coincide for Table 6.2-7 and Table 6.6-5 are for the range 

[324,512], so this is the only range for which conclusions can be drawn from. It is important to 

note that even though the full YOLOv2 algorithm detects more objects per image (the image 

becomes a 19x19 grid) than the tiny YOLOv2 (13x13 image grid), there is still significant bias in 

the Y-pixel error (�̅�𝑦−𝑝𝑖𝑥) (13.57 versus 10.26 for full and tiny respectively). Both algorithms have 

a bias of localizing objects close to the ego vehicle as closer to the vehicle than they are in reality. 

Full YOLOv2 has a higher recall rate than tiny YOLOv2 which could allow one to infer its 

detection localizations are more accurate, but the results above suggest that this may not be true.  

 The full YOLOv2 algorithm appears to localize objects in the X-pixel direction better than 

the tiny YOLOv2 algorithm (maximum mean pixel error of -0.79 versus -1.77). This conclusion 

is drawn as the mean of 𝜖 is near zero for objects detected in the top part of the frame for full 

YOLOv2 but not for tiny YOLOv2. This could also be a result of bias within the training data 

though as the two networks were not trained on the same data. 
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 Overall, no decisive conclusion can be made on the distribution of errors seen using a 

deeper network over a shallow one. The results shown above give merit to the idea of varying 

sensor error as objects are detected further in the distance. The certainty of an object’s pixel 

location in a frame increases as that object gets further from the vehicle. This may also be the case 

for small objects that are detected close to the vehicle. Both of these algorithms also exhibit some 

degree of bias in measurement error distributions, especially for proximal objects.  

 Final Thoughts on Measurement Error Distributions 

 In this chapter, the errors in the X- and Y-pixel locations for objects has been discussed. 

These errors have been separated into 𝛾 and 𝜖 representing Y-pixel and X-pixel errors, 

respectively. A normal distribution has been shown to accurately approximate the distribution of 

these errors in pixel ranges for both X- and Y- pixel directions. 𝛾 is greatly impacted by the Y-

pixel detection location while 𝜖 shows similar trends but with less variation. This is likely due to 

the tall, slim bounding box aspect ratios the majority of objects in the dataset have. The 𝛾 and 𝜖 

results have also been shown to be relatively independent to variation of detection location in the 

X-pixel direction. 

 Both the full and tiny YOLOv2 networks have been shown to have biased object 

localization estimations, which could be due to the method of detection YOLO uses or may be 

extrapolated to other CNN architectures as well. If a different algorithm is capable of detecting 

objects with no bias (zero mean error) or with consistent bias values for all pixel ranges, then a 

new method of separating pixel measurement errors could be beneficial. This is because the current 

z-score test subtracts neighbouring biases, and if the biases are equal or near-equal, the calculated 
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z-score will not disprove the null hypothesis that the means of each evaluated pixel range are equal 

(since they will be equal). There is a clear indication that assigning smaller pixel variances to 

objects further from the vehicle is the right method of assigning probable sensor error though. 

 Conversion of the detected pixel location to the corrected probable WCS location can be 

easily completed once the biases and standard deviations of each unique Y-pixel detection range 

are known. This is done using the calibrated transformation matrix from Chapter 3.5.6. Once the 

estimated WCS location of an object is known, it is relatively simple to perform sensor fusion 

using the WCS estimations made by other sensory systems on the vehicle. The WCS location 

estimations performed in this chapter assume that the road in front of the vehicle is perfectly flat 

and no attempt has been made to correct location estimation errors associated with monocular 

camera distance estimation. Examples of these types of location estimations errors include, but are 

not limited to: when the road is not flat; and if the camera mounting angle changes (ex. when a car 

goes over a speed bump). 

 Further work is necessary with more training and testing data to further validate the results 

discussed in this chapter, but the methodology of estimating sensor error can be extrapolated to 

other vision-based systems. This methodology is relatively simple to implement once all detected 

objects are associated with a corresponding ground truth object. By considering different pixel 

ranges for object detections, an estimation can be made for the variance in measurement accuracy 

for these ranges – even for datasets with a low number of training images (around 1000). Further 

improvements can also be made by analysing the impact of bounding box ratios on measurement 

bias and variance. The sensor’s bias and variance information can then be combined with 

information from other vehicle sensors to improve target tracking performance using the Kalman 
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filter or smooth variable structure filter (SVSF) as outlined in [61, 123] by Attari et al. More 

tracking methods for which these sensor uncertainty estimates can be used that have been 

developed in the Centre for Mechatronics and Hybrid Technologies (CMHT) lab at McMaster 

Automotive Resource Centre (MARC) include [124, 125, 126]. In order to be used, these tracking 

algorithms require gating estimations, which are derived directly from the uncertainties in sensor 

measurements.  
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Chapter 7 

7. Future Work and Conclusions 

 This thesis has shown that using convolutional neural network (CNN) algorithms for object 

detection and classification using black and white thermal images shows promising results. In 

order to fully understand if the additional information offered by infrared (IR) cameras can 

improve the performance of existing vehicle perception systems, more validation work is required. 

A brief explanation of some of this work and potential areas for future research will be discussed 

in this chapter. This will be followed by an overall conclusion to wrap up all of the lessons learned 

throughout the writing of this thesis. 

 Future Work 

 Improving detection for vision-based sensory systems is an ongoing topic in research. 

Many of the strategies applied to regular CCD cameras can be applied to IR images as well. The 

following section will suggest several ways of potentially improving the detection and localization 

performance of the YOLOv2 network based on observations made while completing this thesis. 

Any attempts that were made to improve the detection performance of the algorithm and the 

qualitative results seen by implementing these will also be discussed.  

7.1.1. Image Pre-Processing 

 CNN algorithms require labelled images to train the values of weights within the network. 

In an ideal scenario, all of the images will be taken from the same camera in the same conditions 

with no changes to things like brightness and contrast within the image. Due to the nature of 
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thermal imaging and the changing weather and temperatures seen in a driving environment, 

consistent images are impossible to capture using the raw output of a thermal camera. Even for an 

IR camera in a single driving condition, the raw output of that camera changes based on the current 

temperature of the camera. This is because the temperature values the camera associates with 

pixels is based on look-up tables within the camera [134]. These look-up tables are based on the 

temperature of the camera. In order to correct the temperature values associated with each pixel, 

the camera must perform what is called a non-uniformity correction (NUC) action which takes 

approximately one second to act. During this action, the camera is unable to capture any data from 

the environment in front of it. If this action is not completed, the camera is still capable of capturing 

data, but the temperature values provided by the camera become inaccurate. Losing an entire 

second of driving information is infeasible for real-time operation, meaning NUC action cannot 

be run while the vehicle is in motion. This means inconsistent pixel temperature values must not 

impact the performance of the algorithm. The difference between neighbouring pixel values does 

not change significantly as the camera changes temperature, just the raw pixel values. Because of 

the weather/time of day and NUC action factors, a way to normalize every raw frame output from 

the camera is necessary.  

 If the NUC action issue can be streamlined, the additional temperature information 

provided by the camera can be used as another input to the trained algorithm. One such way of 

doing this could be to only perform NUC actions when the ego vehicle is stationary, preventing 

any chance of the ego vehicle from colliding with another object (unless that object hits the 

stationary ego vehicle).  
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 One attempt to normalize the images was made by separately overlaying the output of a 

Sobel and Canny edge detector on the image [135]. Qualitatively, this did not appear to improve 

the algorithm performance. This makes sense as the trained filter weights of a CNN can be 

interpreted as edge detectors, so overlaying the image with detected edges should not impact 

algorithm performance much, if at all.  

 An image-preprocessing technique that could improve the algorithm’s ability to efficiently 

detect objects is to filter out useless information from the camera’s field of view (FOV). These 

areas would include the portions of the image belonging to the hood of the car (this will appear in 

the same location in every frame) and the portions of the horizon that never contain any desired 

objects. No object for which detection is desired will ever appear along the top rows of pixels as 

the objects being detected do not fly. It is possible that an object very close to the camera will exist 

in the top pixel rows of an image, but due to the orientation of the camera and the desired detection 

objects, this does not occur in the existing data. This pre-processing technique is called masking 

[136]. A good example of this is shown in Figure 7.1.1 which shows a cyclist standing on the 

bike’s pedals directly in front of the vehicle. It can be seen in this figure that even the top of the 

cyclist’s head is not present in the top portion of the image. Masking allows one to ignore portions 

of an image that contain no useful information and therefore does not need to be processed, saving 

computational time. Example hood and horizon mask areas can also be seen in Figure 7.1.1. 
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Figure 7.1.1: Potential image masking areas 

 An argument could be made that the most important objects to detect is objects that are 

moving. This argument can be made since objects that are on the road are not typically stationary 

and objects that are not moving on the sides of the road are not important to detect as they are not 

likely to enter the road. In order to detect these objects or improve the neural network’s ability to 

detect these moving objects, further information can be provided to the network by means of 

optical flow. Optical flow is a method whereby two consecutive frames are compared and used to 

determine if any objects in the second frame moved from its initial position in the first frame [71]. 

This is done by computing the pixel gradients between the frames and can add additional 

information to the algorithm by including information from the previous frame in the form of these 

gradient values. The additional information could be used as additional parameters to the CNN or 

as a way of narrowing down the CNNs detection search area in a given frame.  
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 In order to use the same algorithm for all driving scenarios, it could be beneficial to invert 

an image prior to feeding it into the neural network. This would likely only be conditionally 

beneficial but the concept behind this idea is relatively simple. The images for which the detection 

algorithm has been trained tend to have warm-bodied objects on a colder background. In the 

summer, especially in the sun, these warm-bodied objects can appear colder than their sun-heated 

surroundings. Because of this, it may be beneficial to invert the pixel values of these scenes so that 

the warm-bodied objects appear warmer than their surroundings. By doing this, it is possible that 

the current trained algorithm outperforms itself on the inverted images than the original ones. 

7.1.2. CNN Training 

 If consistent images cannot be captured, it may be useful to use multiple networks that can 

be run based on conditional inputs such as weather, outside temperature, and the time of day. This 

would require different networks to be trained on images from specific scenarios and then each 

trained network would perform optimally in a specific driving condition. In order to accomplish 

this, additional data must be captured and labelled. Non-labelled data has already been captured in 

Hamilton for the following driving scenarios (all in 2018): January 29th – light snow, -4°C; March 

2nd – partly cloudy, 4°C; June 14th – sunny, 25°C; June 20th – light rain, 17°C; July 27th – sunny, 

21°C; and August 21st – light rain, 21°C. It should be noted that the camera position for the January 

and March drives above was not in the calibrated position.  

 In addition to more labelled driving data for the existing scenes, it would be beneficial to 

have the algorithm detect additional objects. These types of objects could include deer, raccoons, 

and skunks. To do this, these animals must be captured in a variety of driving conditions to prevent 
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biasing the data. This is also true for the existing labelled data for the dog classes. Most of the 

captured data including dogs was captured during a single driving condition while the vehicle was 

in a stationary location. While the results validate that dogs can be detected through thermal 

imaging, it is unlikely the trained algorithm could be used in real driving conditions because of the 

bias associated with the labelled dogs. In these cases, the images of dogs are considered biased 

because they mainly exist for one driving scenario and often have a consistent background (due to 

stationary vehicle location), which is not representative of real-life driving conditions.  

 It has been hypothesized in this thesis that thermal imaging is not beneficial to existing 

sensory systems for detecting vehicles. This can be proved by training the existing algorithms to 

detect vehicles (labelled data is available in the datasets created). The detection performance can 

then be compared to the detection performances of sensors like radar, LIDAR, and regular cameras 

in order to validate or disprove this hypothesis. Another approach that could yield more favourable 

detection results for vehicles is to focus on detecting the heat-generating portions of the vehicle. 

These portions include the front grill and exhaust system (for gasoline and diesel engines) and the 

wheels (which generate heat from road friction and braking). 

 Other training that can be completed but was not due to computational availability is to 

train the full YOLOv2 network for all seven labelled classes. A comparison between the full and 

tiny YOLOv2 algorithms can then be made to confirm that the full YOLOv2 network will 

outperform the tiny one, even when more classes are required to be detected. Results of this should 

show that the full YOLOv2 network outperforms the tiny one to a higher degree since it has more 

trainable weights. Further to training the full YOLOv2 network, other state-of-the-art networks 

can be trained on the existing data to evaluate how each network performs for thermal image 
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detection. There may be some networks that surprisingly outperform others if they are better at 

classifying objects with low contrast and no colour information, as seen in greyscale thermal 

images. The measurement variance of these alternative networks could also be compared in order 

to establish which networks can perform the most accurate object localization within the image. 

 If fine-tuning is the optimal way of training for thermal imaging – which has been proven 

to be true for the limited amount of labelled data available for this thesis – then pre-trained network 

weights must be used. In order to leverage these weights, the existing NN architectures must be 

maintained, meaning that even though the thermal images can be represented using one colour 

channel, they must be represented using the RGB (red-green-blue) image colour channels. It is 

possible to represent thermal images using coloured images rather than greyscale images, and since 

these colour channels must be included for the detection algorithm, it may be beneficial to use 

thermal images with colour instead of the greyscale images used throughout this thesis. Using 

different colours will present greater contrast in pixel values across the three colour channels which 

could provide more information to the network, leading to better algorithm performance. 

 On the flip side of this, training a new network architecture with only a single colour 

channel may prove to be beneficial as the amount of training time would be reduced significantly 

and the detection performance of the network could theoretically operate three times faster than it 

would when detecting objects in images with three colour channels. There may or may not be 

detection and localization performance improvements or diminishments as well.  
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7.1.3. Distance Estimation Improvements 

 One of the biggest knocks on monocular camera distance estimation is its inaccuracy in 

estimations. This was discussed in Chapter 3.5.3. The most important assumptions of monocular 

camera distance estimation are that the camera remains in a constant orientation and the road ahead 

of the vehicle is perfectly flat. In order to validate or adjust the pixel to world coordinate 

transformation matrix for the camera, more information on these two items can be used. To start, 

the X, Y, and Z location do not have a significant impact on the detected location of an object, so 

these can be set upon camera installation and do not need to be re-evaluated. The camera’s roll, 

pitch, and yaw, however, have significant impacts on distance estimates in the world coordinate 

system. This is because changing the roll, pitch and yaw of the camera impacts its extrinsic matrix. 

If changes in these values can be captured during real-time camera operation, the extrinsic matrix 

can be recalculated accordingly, leading to better accuracy in the calculated distance 

measurements. Changes in roll, pitch, and yaw could be due to things like driving over a speed 

bump, hitting a pothole, or driving on some other uneven surface. In order to remedy this, a sensor, 

like a gyroscope, could be used to provide feedback on the camera’s orientation in order to update 

the camera’s extrinsic matrix in real-time. Another way to address calculation of the camera’s 

orientation without an additional sensor could be to process each image to find its horizon line – 

the location where the road and sky meet – or vanishing point – the point at which two parallel 

lines will intersect each other due to the camera’s projection. The orientation and location of the 

horizon line or vanishing points could be used to estimate the camera’s orientation and recalculate 

the camera’s extrinsic matrix. 
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 Another factor that can indirectly affect the roll, pitch, and yaw of the camera on the vehicle 

is the road profile in front of the vehicle. For example, if a vehicle is on a flat road, but the 

upcoming road has an incline, the resulting impact would be equivalent to changing the pitch of 

the camera (if the roll and yaw of the camera are assumed to be equal to zero). A depiction of this 

can be seen in Figure 7.1.2 where the top figure shows a vehicle about to enter a road with a 

different angle and the bottom figure shows how the camera’s pitch would need to change in order 

to maintain the perfectly flat road assumption.  

 

Figure 7.1.2: Impact of changing road grade on perceived camera pitch to maintain flat road assumption 

The road profile ahead of the vehicle could be measured using a sensor such as LIDAR and then 

this information could be used to update the required transformation matrix for to estimate the 

WCS location for each pixel in the image frame. 

 Another thought is to use prior information to improve the estimated distance to an object. 

The general size of different classes of objects should be consistent for different distance ranges. 

All people close to the vehicle should have similar large bounding box ratios and sizes while all 

people far from the vehicle will have similar small bounding box ratios and sizes. If the bounding 

box sizes for each detected class can be correlated to their world coordinate location, then the 

bounding box sizes can be used to provide additional information to the object’s predicted location. 
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This correlation must be performed for each unique class as they all have different bounding box 

sizes and aspect ratios. One exception to the added benefit of including this type of prior 

information distance estimation would be the group of pedestrian object class (CRO) which 

changes sizes depending on the number of pedestrians contained within a group. By including this 

type of information in distance estimation, the information provided by the bounding box sizes 

can be leveraged. The size of an object’s bounding box is not used in the current distance 

estimation method. 

 Stereo-vision also offers a possible improvement to the distance estimation to objects in 

the FOV as well. Stereo-vision is the process of using images captured simultaneously from two 

cameras that are positioned side-by-side, matching features in each image, and using the pixel 

disparity between the two images to extrapolate the distance to a given object. This is the same 

concept humans use for depth perception with their two eyes. There are several issues with utilizing 

stereo-vision in a thermal imaging application though. The first is that thermal cameras are already 

relatively expensive, so adding an additional camera solely for stereo-vision is not appealing from 

a cost-approach basis. The second is that stereo-vision requires higher levels of image detail in 

order to match features between two images. Thermal imaging does not contain high image 

contrast and resolution making it a sub-optimal sensor for a stereo-vision application. The money 

that would be spent on an additional IR camera is likely better spent on a different sensor with 

wider detection and distance estimation applications. 

 If a completely labelled dataset can be captured using all of the sensors the vehicle is 

equipped with, this would also lead to labelled data that is much more accurate. Combining all of 

this labelled data together to train a new network would theoretically lead to significantly higher 
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rates of recall and precision as the amount of information available to perform training on is much 

higher. This data could also be used to show the accuracy of other trained algorithms or distance 

estimations made from other sensors. For example, the distance information of objects in the world 

coordinate system supplied by LIDAR could be directly used to gauge the performance of the 

monocular camera distance estimation implemented within this thesis. 

 Conclusions 

 Autonomous driving is a fast-growing field in today’s driving sector. The existing sensory 

systems used for semi-autonomous driving are capable of providing information that can facilitate 

autonomous driving in a variety of driving conditions but they each have their own shortfalls. 

Typical sensors included for autonomous systems are vision CCD cameras, radars, and LIDARs. 

CCD cameras fail to detect objects well in adverse lighting conditions like nighttime and fog. radar 

offers valuable information on an object’s location and relative velocity in the world coordinate 

system (WCS), but it often fails to detect small objects and its measures are often noisy. LIDAR 

also provides measurements on WCS locations but operates sub-optimally in rain and fog and fails 

to detect small objects that exist far away. High resolution radars and LIDARs are entering the 

market which can provide more information about a particular driving scene but additional 

information will always make these systems better. Infrared (IR), or thermal, imaging offers 

additional information to help improve the detection performances of these existing systems. 

 This thesis has explored the design constraints, viability, and detection considerations that 

must be made for locating and classifying an object in a thermal image and then predicting that 

object’s location in the WCS. By applying certain design constraints required for real-time driving 
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scenarios, a FLIR A65 camera was selected as a viable option for real-time driving detection 

applications. The camera has a 13mm lens which offers a field of view (FOV) of 45°, a resolution 

of 640x512 pixels, and a frame rate of 30 frames per second (fps). In order to use the camera to 

estimate the location of objects in the WCS in front of the ego vehicle, the FLIR A65 had to be 

calibrated based on its intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. Its intrinsic parameters were calculated 

based on Zhang’s checkerboard method [101], using sunlight to increase the contrast between the 

white and black squares of the checkerboard. The extrinsic parameters were then determined using 

manual camera measurements. Using these parameters, a calibrated camera matrix was created 

which can convert every pixel location in the camera’s FOV to the WCS. This transformation 

matrix is critical to using an object’s detected location in a vehicle’s decision-making processes as 

it gives a relation of the pixel coordinate system (PCS) to the WCS. 

 The discussion of potential targets IR imaging can detect lead to a framework for labelling 

data captured through seven different driving scenarios. The following objects were labelled in 

these driving scenarios: non-uniform temperature pedestrians, uniform temperature pedestrians, 

pedestrians in unusual positions, cyclists, groups of people, long-haired dogs, short-haired dogs, 

small passenger vehicles, and busses. The driving scenarios that were chosen to be labelled were 

based on conditions for which other sensors, mainly CCD cameras, struggle to perform, or for 

capturing specific objects of interest such as cyclists, long-haired dogs, and short-haired dogs. Data 

from the following driving scenarios was labelled: Summer nighttime, clear skies; Autumn 

daytime, misty/overcast; Autumn daytime, overcast (long-haired dog); Autumn daytime, partly 

cloudy (cyclist); Autumn daytime, overcast (cyclist); Autumn daytime, partly cloudy (short-haired 

dog); Winter nighttime, snowy conditions. Labelling was completed using MATLAB’s Ground 
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Truth Labeller [117]. Upon closer inspection of the driving data, it was determined that thermal 

imaging is not an ideal sensor for detecting passenger vehicles and busses as these objects have 

widely varying thermal properties depending on their current driving state. These large objects are 

also more easily detected by other sensory systems like LIDAR and radar. For this reason, they 

were not included in the labelled data used for training a detection algorithm. 

 The labelled data could then be used to train an existing CNN with the capability of 

performing real-time detection, called YOLOv2 [63]. Using this network, it was possible to 

consider how the network size and weight initializations affected the detection performance 

metrics of recall and precision using true positive (TP), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN) 

values. The recall and precision scores could then be combined to a single score and considered 

together using F1 and F2 scores. An F1 score gives both precision and recall metrics equal 

weighting while an F2 score gives a higher weight to recall. The F2 score is seen to be a more 

useful metric as detection of an object is of higher importance than proper classification of that 

object for autonomous driving. An object’s class and location within the image frame was also 

investigated to assess its impact on the algorithm’s detection performance. Finally, the impact of 

altering the required confidence, or objectness, score and required intersection over union (IoU) 

thresholds were investigated to see how accurate YOLOv2’s network is at classifying and locating 

objects within a frame. Evaluating the alteration of the different parameter showed some expected 

and promising results. As expected, the deeper CNN outperformed the shallower one with an F2 

score approximately 14% higher on data the networks had been trained on. The F2 score registered 

over 55% better on data the networks had not been trained on. Fine-tuning pre-trained weights lead 

to faster training as well as improved performance when performing detection on data for which 
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the network was not trained (F2 score 25% higher on trained data; 15% higher on untrained data). 

With limited data, clear indications of overfitting were apparent when too many training epochs 

were performed with the tiny YOLOv2 network (F2 score of 0.364 for 15000 training steps versus 

0.350 for 33875 training steps). The trained network has poorer performance when detecting 

smaller objects. This is linked to the lack of detail these small objects have. It also struggles to 

detect both long- and short-haired dogs in the distance, although it does perform better on short-

haired dogs which appear warmer. This is likely due to a lack of available training data and the 

impact the long hair of a dog has on its appearance in thermal imaging. Lower confidence score 

thresholds introduce higher recall rates (0.696 for tiny YOLO with confidence threshold of 0.2 

versus 0.480 for the same network with a threshold of 0.8) but decrease precision significantly 

(0.505 versus 0.766 for thresholds of 0.2 and 0.8 respectively), while also leading to an increase 

in FP targets, meaning a trade-off between recall, precision, and false positives must be considered 

when setting detection parameters for an algorithm. Finally, altering the required IoU for 

confirming a TP target illustrated that the YOLOv2 network is able to locate most targets, but the 

accuracy to which those targets are located may require an improvement in the algorithm. This is 

seen in the high recall rate of 0.852 for an IoU of 0.3 versus a recall rate of 0.272 for an IoU of 0.7 

for the same detections made with a tiny YOLOv2 network.  

 A novel methodology has been proposed for determining the variance in the location of a 

detected object using a detection algorithm which returns an object’s bounding box in an image. 

This methodology involves using detected-ground truth pairs of bounding boxes, converting these 

bounding boxes to a single-pixel representation, and analyzing the spread of pixel errors between 

the detection and ground truth bounding boxes. The bounding boxes were converted to a single-
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pixel representation by simply using the midpoint of the bottom edge of the bounding box. This 

coordinate was selected because of the way monocular cameras predict WCS locations on a flat 

plane in front of the ego vehicle. Pixel error distributions have been shown to be approximately 

normally distributed over different pixel ranges. The error distributions have been shown to be 

independent for the different pixel ranges based on a z-score hypothesis test with a 5% similarity 

threshold (z set equal to +/- 1.96). The uncertainties for the detections made by the sensor can now 

be directly used in tracking algorithms that require gating values. The results from this 

methodology have also shown that there is a clear bias in detection errors for objects near the 

bottom of the image frame (close to the vehicle), as these objects are perceived to be closer to the 

ego vehicle than they are in reality. As objects get further from the vehicle, the pixel variance 

decreases. This is a direct result of objects far from the vehicle have smaller bounding box sizes, 

and therefore the measurement errors between the detection and ground truth bounding boxes must 

have smaller errors. This methodology has been applied to detections made by both the full and 

tiny YOLOv2 network architectures and similar trends have been shown to exist for both networks. 

While this methodology has only been applied for detections on thermal images with the YOLOv2 

network, there is no reason it cannot be applied to alternative detected images with different 

detection algorithms. The relative errors between bounding box sizes have not been investigated, 

but there is some indication that the error distribution for detected objects is more-so associated 

with the bounding box size than the detected object’s distance from the vehicle. It is possible that 

the object’s distance from the vehicle is only impacting the pixel error distribution as objects closer 

to the vehicle tend to have larger bounding box sizes. 
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 Using the unique pixel error distributions for a given pixel range, the 50% and 95% 

probable error distributions have been determined for the trained YOLOv2 CNN. After accounting 

for error bias, the pixel probable errors can be converted to WCS probable errors which are 

approximated by an ellipse using the calibrated camera matrix. These ellipses show that the lateral 

Y-WCS distance errors are small if the X-WCS location for the object is known. Using the 

probable error and sensor fusion, the X-WCS location of an object can be better-estimated, leading 

to higher accuracy when predicting the location of detected objects in front of the vehicle.  

7.2.1. Closing Remarks 

 Thermal imaging has shown promising results for detecting warm-bodied objects in driving 

scenarios based on limited available data. While its relative sensor cost is high, it can provide 

invaluable information to improve existing sensory systems used in autonomous driving. The other 

major hurdle to implementing thermal imaging would be the limited amount of training data 

available for training state-of-the-art CNN detection algorithms. The detection performance for 

the YOLOv2 network architecture has shown there is merit to continuing development of this 

sensor on other detection algorithm architectures with additional relevant labelled training data. 

Additional data will also lead to an improved understanding of pixel error variations between 

detected and ground truth pixel locations of targets, which will further increase the viability of 

fusing IR detections with detections made by radar, LIDAR, and CCD camera subsystems. The 

derived IR detection uncertainties can also be used in the future for producing gating requirements 

for various tracking algorithms. Thermal imaging can never be used a stand-alone sensor for 

detecting all of the objects of interest for autonomous driving purposes, but its ability to improve 

existing sensory systems is undeniable. 
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Appendix A Camera Design Criteria 

 Basic camera specifications for investigated IR cameras 

Name of 

Camera 

Brand Detector Type Pixel 

Pitch 

(um) 

Resolution Field of 

View 

(deg) 

Detection 

Range 

(degC) 

Sensitivity/ 

Accuracy 

Frame 

Rate/ 

Response 

Time 

Spectral 

Range 

Weight 

(g) 

Size Operating 

Temp Range 

Storage 

Range 

Cost 

(CAD) 

A-Series FLIR Uncooled 

Microbolometer 

25 320 x 240 25 x 

18.8 

-20 to 120 +/- 2 degC or 

2% 

30 Hz 7.5-13 5000   -25 to 50 -40 to 70 11596 

FC-Series R 

small 

FLIR Uncooled VOx 

Microbolometer 

25 320 x 240 34 x 28 -10 to 110 +/- 5 degC or 

5% 

N/A 7.5-13 2181 or 

1818 

9.2" x 4.6" x 4.1" 

10.8" x 5.4" x 4.4" 

-40 to 70 -55 to 85 4000 

FC-Series R 

large 

FLIR Uncooled VOx 

Microbolometer 

17 640 x 480 45 x 37 -10 to 110 +/- 5 degC or 

5% 

N/A 7.5-13 2181 or 

1818 

9.2" x 4.6" x 4.1" 

10.8" x 5.4" x 4.4" 

-40 to 70 -55 to 85 6500 

T1030sc FLIR Uncooled 

Microbolometer 

17 1024 x 768 N/A -40 to 150 20 mK or +/- 1 

degC 

30 Hz or 120 

w/HSI to 

comp 

7.5-14 2100 167x205x188 mm 

6.6" x 8.0" x 7.4" 

-40 to 150 -40 to 70 N/A 

FLIR A65-

Series 

FLIR Uncooled VOx 

Microbolometer 

17 640 x 512 90 x 69 

45 x 37 

25 x 20 

12.4 x 

9.92 

6.2 x 

4.96 

-25 to 135 .05 degC / +/-

5 degC 

30 Hz 7.5-13 N/A 104.1x50x46.6mm -15 to 60 -40 to 70  

9000 

FLIR A35-

Series 

FLIR Uncooled VOx 

Microbolometer 

25 320 x 256 90 x 69 

45 x 37 

25 x 20 

12.4 x 

9.92 

6.2 x 

4.96 

-25 to 135 .05 degC / +/-

5 degC 

60 Hz 7.5-13 N/A 104.1x50x46.6mm -15 to 60 -40 to 70 5500 

PathFind IR II FLIR Uncooled 

Microbolometer 

N/A 320 x 240 24 (h) x 

18 (v) 

N/A 50 mK 30 Hz 8-14 300 60 x 86 x 82 mm -40 to 80 N/A 3120 

Quark FLIR Uncooled LWIR 

Thermal Imager 

17 640 x 512 N/A N/A 50 mK 30 Hz 7.5-13.5 18.3 22x22x12mm -40 to 80 -55 to 105 N/A 

Tau2 640 FLIR Uncooled VOx 

Microbolometer 

17 640 x 512 N/A N/A 50 mK 30 Hz 7.5-13.5 N/A N/A -40 to 80 -55 to 95 N/A 

Boson FLIR Uncooled VOx 

Microbolometer 

12 640 x 512 N/A N/A 50 mK (higher 

avail) 

30 Hz 7.5-13.5 7.5 21x21x11 -40 to 80 -50 to 105 N/A 

Lepton 3 FLIR Uncooled VOx 

Microbolometer 

12 160 x 120 56 x 71 N/A 50 mK 8.8 Hz 8-14 0.9 N/A -10 to 65 -40 to 80 N/A 

Watcher P-

Series 

Infrared 

Cameras Inc 

Microbolometer 25 384 x 288 25mm 

w/22 

deg 

FOV 

N/A +/- 1 degC 50 Hz 8-14 600 130x65x65 mm -40 to 60 -45 to 65 N/A 

Mirage 

Research 

Infrared 

Cameras Inc 

Cooled MWIR InSb 15 640 x 512   -55 to 120 +/- 1 degC 30 Hz 1.5-5.1 765 127x51x74 mm -40 to 80 N/A N/A 

Seek 

RevealPRO 

Seek Thermal Uncooled 

Microbolometer 

N/A 320 x 240 32 deg -40 to 330 70mK 15 Hz 7.5-14 177 5" x 2.4" x 1.2" N/A N/A 699 

TiX 1000 Fluke Uncooled 

Microbolometer 

N/A 1024 x 768 32.4 x 

24.7 

-40 to 1200 50 mK or 0.05 

degC 

30 Hz 7.5-14 1950 210x125x155 mm -25 to 55 -40 to 70 54995 

TiX 640 Fluke Uncooled 

Microbolometer 

N/A 640 x 480 30.9 x 

23.1 

-40 to 1200 30 mK or 0.03 

degC 

60 Hz 7.5-14 N/A 206x125x139 -25 to 55 -40 to 70 29995 

3550FC Fluke Uncooled 

Microbolometer 

N/A 80x60 36 x 27 -10 to 200 200mK N/A 7.5-14 360 47x89x124 -10 to 50 -20 to 60 1199 
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  Comparison of FLIR A65 and A35 with different lenses 

FOV and 

lens 

length 

Camera 

Model and 

Resolution 

Hyperfocal 

Distance 

(m) 

Approximate 

Maximum Detection 

Range  

Based on a 2x8px 

person (40 cm wide x 

150 cm tall) 

Detection 

Range 

Full single 

lane 

detection 

range (lane 

assumed 

3m wide) 

Full 

three 

lane 

detection 

range 

Distance to 

full height 

of vehicle 

detection 

(1.75m tall) 

Pixel size 

at 25m 

(IFOV) in 

mm 

Pixel 

size at 

50m 

(IFOV) 

in mm 

Pixel size 

at 75m 

(IFOV) 

in mm 

Pixel size 

at 100m 

(IFOV) in 

mm 

Pixel size 

at 200m 

(IFOV) 

in mm 

6.2 x 4.96 

with 

100mm 

A65 

640 x 512 

193.52 over 500 193-500 27.7 83.1 20.16 4.25 8.5 12.75 17 34 

7.6 x 6.08 
with 

60mm 

A35 
320 x 256 

62.85 500 63-500 22.6 67.8 16.43 10.42 20.83 31.25 41.67 83.33 

12.4 x 
9.92 with 

50mm 

A65 
640 x 512 

67.4 over 500 68-500 13.8 41.4 10.01 8.5 17 25.5 34 68 

13 x 10.8 

with 
35mm 

A35 

320 x 256 

22.46 275 22.5-275 13.2 39.5 9.17 17.86 35.71 53.57 71.43 142.86 

25 x 20 

with 
25mm 

A65 

640 x 512 

16.05 300 16-300 6.8 20.3 4.81 17 34 51 68 136 

24 x 19.2 

with 
19mm 

A35 

320 x 256 

6.3 150 6.3-150 7.1 21.2 5.03 32.89 65.79 98.68 131.58 263.16 

45 x 37 

with 

13mm 

A65 

640 x 512 

4.34 150 4.5-150 3.6 10.9 2.32 32.69 65.38 98.08 130.77 261.54 

48 x 39 

with 9mm 

A35 

320 x 256 

1.41 75 1.5-75 3.4 10.1 2.16 69.44 138.89 208.33 277.78 555.56 

90 x 69 

with 
7.5mm 

A65 

640 x 512 

1.27 90 1.25-90 1.5 4.5 0.67 56.67 113.33 170 226.67 453.33 

63 x 50 

with 
7.5mm 

A35 

320 x 256 

0.86 55 1-55 2.4 7.3 1.47 83.33 166.67 250 333.33 666.67 
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Appendix B Results Matrices 

The following appendix includes all results matrices used to derive the values in performance 

tables shown throughout this thesis. 

 5.3.4 Impact of Training a Network from Scratch Versus Pre-

Trained Weights 

Tiny YOLOv2 fine-tuned – 33875 steps – Trained data 

 CRO BIK PDC PDU Cumulative 

CRO 134 0 0 0 134 

BIK 0 68 0 0 68 

PDC 2 1 204 1 208 

PDU 0 0 3 329 332 

FN 54 10 180 208 452 

FP 73 5 174 272 524 

Expected # of Obj 190 78 387 533 1188 

Corrected TP 136 68 207 325 736 

Recall 0.716 0.872 0.535 0.610 0.620 

Precision 0.647 0.932 0.534 0.545 0.581 

F1 Score 0.680 0.901 0.534 0.575 0.599 

F2 Score 0.701 0.883 0.535 0.596 0.611 

 

Tiny YOLOv2 trained from scratch – 33875 steps – Trained data 

 CRO BIK PDC PDU Cumulative 

CRO 106 0 0 1 107 

BIK 0 42 0 0 42 

PDC 7 0 154 14 175 

PDU 0 0 2 240 242 

FN 77 36 232 280 625 

FP 49 14 155 190 408 

Expected # of Obj 190 78 387 533 1188 

Corrected TP 113 42 155 253 563 

Recall 0.595 0.538 0.401 0.475 0.474 
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Precision 0.679 0.750 0.467 0.556 0.556 

F1 Score 0.634 0.627 0.431 0.512 0.512 

F2 Score 0.610 0.571 0.412 0.489 0.488 

 

 5.3.5 Impact of Depth of Network 

Full YOLOv2 – 7000 steps – Trained data 

 CRO BIK PDC PDU Cumulative 

CRO 127 0 1 3 131 

BIK 0 59 0 0 59 

PDC 4 1 244 6 255 

PDU 0 2 2 363 367 

FN 59 16 140 162 377 

FP 18 1 90 113 222 

Expected # of Obj 190 78 387 533 1188 

Corrected TP 131 62 247 371 811 

Recall 0.689 0.795 0.638 0.696 0.683 

Precision 0.852 0.983 0.707 0.756 0.767 

F1 Score 0.762 0.879 0.671 0.725 0.722 

F2 Score 0.717 0.827 0.651 0.707 0.698 

 

Tiny YOLOv2 fine-tuned – 33875 steps – Trained data 

 CRO BIK PDC PDU Cumulative 

CRO 134 0 0 0 134 

BIK 0 68 0 0 68 

PDC 2 1 204 1 208 

PDU 0 0 3 329 332 

FN 54 10 180 208 452 

FP 73 5 174 272 524 

Expected # of Obj 190 78 387 533 1188 

Corrected TP 136 68 207 325 736 

Recall 0.716 0.872 0.535 0.610 0.620 

Precision 0.647 0.932 0.534 0.545 0.581 

F1 Score 0.680 0.901 0.534 0.575 0.599 

F2 Score 0.701 0.883 0.535 0.596 0.611 
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 5.3.6 Impact of Class and Pixel Detection Range 

Tiny YOLOv2 fine-tuned – Pixel range 206-512 – IoU 0.4 

 CRO DGS DGL BIK PDS PDC PDU Cumulative 

CRO 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 

DGS 0 150 0 0 1 3 1 155 

DGL 0 0 195 0 0 2 0 197 

BIK 0 0 0 159 0 0 0 159 

PDS 0 0 0 0 21 0 0 21 

PDC 2 5 0 1 2 262 3 275 

PDU 0 0 0 0 0 1 238 239 

FN 1 32 18 25 1 43 23 143 

FP 4 17 19 14 1 49 47 151 

Expected # of Obj 8 179 206 181 24 290 251 1139 

Corrected TP 7 147 188 156 23 247 228 996 

Recall 0.875 0.821 0.913 0.862 0.958 0.852 0.908 0.874 

Precision 0.556 0.872 0.903 0.919 0.955 0.809 0.832 0.857 

F1 Score 0.680 0.846 0.908 0.890 0.956 0.830 0.869 0.866 

F2 Score 0.785 0.831 0.911 0.873 0.958 0.843 0.892 0.871 

 

Tiny YOLOv2 fine-tuned – Pixel range 1-206 – IoU 0.4 

 CRO DGS DGL BIK PDS PDC PDU Cumulative 

CRO 125 0 0 0 0 1 1 127 

DGS 0 41 0 0 0 2 2 45 

DGL 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 

BIK 0 0 0 110 0 0 0 110 

PDS 0 0 0 0 75 0 0 75 

PDC 1 6 0 0 0 355 5 367 

PDU 3 0 0 1 0 3 372 379 

FN 59 95 29 19 18 88 181 489 

FP 81 12 5 26 15 215 282 636 

Expected # of Obj 179 138 33 126 91 433 537 1537 

Corrected TP 120 43 4 107 73 345 356 1048 

Recall 0.670 0.312 0.121 0.849 0.802 0.797 0.663 0.682 

Precision 0.601 0.719 0.444 0.809 0.833 0.610 0.563 0.621 

F1 Score 0.634 0.435 0.190 0.829 0.817 0.691 0.609 0.650 

F2 Score 0.655 0.351 0.142 0.841 0.808 0.751 0.640 0.669 
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Tiny YOLOv2 fine-tuned – Pixel range 1-206 – IoU 0.3 

 CRO DGS DGL BIK PDS PDC PDU Cumulative 

CRO 169 0 0 0 0 1 5 175 

DGS 0 46 0 0 0 7 3 56 

DGL 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 

BIK 0 0 0 117 0 0 0 117 

PDS 0 0 0 0 85 0 1 86 

PDC 4 16 0 0 0 413 7 440 

PDU 4 1 0 1 1 3 445 455 

FN 28 85 29 16 11 57 137 363 

FP 36 3 5 19 5 151 208 427 

Expected # of Obj 179 138 33 126 91 433 537 1537 

Corrected TP 151 53 4 110 80 376 400 1174 

Recall 0.844 0.384 0.121 0.873 0.879 0.868 0.745 0.764 

Precision 0.801 0.780 0.444 0.860 0.934 0.699 0.671 0.727 

F1 Score 0.822 0.515 0.190 0.867 0.906 0.774 0.706 0.745 

F2 Score 0.835 0.427 0.142 0.870 0.890 0.828 0.729 0.756 

 

 5.3.7 Impact of Altering the Confidence Score 

Tiny YOLOv2 fine-tuned – confidence score – 0.2  

 CRO DGS DGL BIK PDS PDC PDU Cumulative 

CRO 111 0 0 0 0 0 1 112 

DGS 0 170 0 0 2 8 1 181 

DGL 0 0 185 0 0 0 0 185 

BIK 0 0 0 272 0 0 0 272 

PDS 0 0 0 0 87 0 1 88 

PDC 3 1 0 1 2 540 11 558 

PDU 2 0 0 2 1 4 527 536 

FN 74 150 55 41 27 201 267 815 

FP 185 108 79 91 43 585 722 1813 

Expected # of Obj 187 317 239 308 115 723 788 2677 

Corrected TP 113 167 184 267 88 522 521 1862 

Recall 0.604 0.527 0.770 0.867 0.765 0.722 0.661 0.696 

Precision 0.374 0.588 0.701 0.749 0.664 0.472 0.419 0.505 

F1 Score 0.462 0.556 0.734 0.804 0.711 0.571 0.513 0.585 

F2 Score 0.538 0.538 0.755 0.841 0.743 0.653 0.593 0.647 
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Tiny YOLOv2 fine-tuned – confidence score – 0.8  

 CRO DGS DGL BIK PDS PDC PDU Cumulative 

CRO 69 0 0 0 0 0 1 70 

DGS 0 125 0 0 0 2 0 127 

DGL 0 0 115 0 0 0 0 115 

BIK 0 0 0 183 0 0 0 183 

PDS 0 0 0 0 73 0 0 73 

PDC 0 0 0 0 2 362 1 365 

PDU 0 0 0 0 0 0 356 356 

FN 119 192 124 125 40 360 431 1391 

FP 28 20 15 25 8 124 166 386 

Expected # of Obj 187 317 239 308 115 723 788 2677 

Corrected TP 68 125 115 183 75 363 357 1286 

Recall 0.364 0.394 0.481 0.594 0.652 0.502 0.453 0.480 

Precision 0.704 0.850 0.885 0.880 0.901 0.740 0.682 0.766 

F1 Score 0.480 0.539 0.623 0.709 0.757 0.598 0.544 0.590 

F2 Score 0.403 0.442 0.529 0.635 0.690 0.537 0.486 0.519 

 

 5.3.8 Impact of Altering the Intersection over Union 

Tiny YOLOv2 fine-tuned – IoU – 0.4  

 CRO DGS DGL BIK PDS PDC PDU Cumulative 

CRO 134 0 0 0 0 1 2 137 

DGS 0 193 0 0 1 5 3 202 

DGL 0 0 200 0 0 2 0 202 

BIK 0 0 0 289 0 0 0 289 

PDS 0 0 0 0 96 0 0 96 

PDC 3 11 0 2 2 647 9 674 

PDU 3 0 0 1 0 4 633 641 

FN 56 125 46 26 19 104 181 557 

FP 80 27 23 20 16 231 306 703 

Expected # of Obj 187 317 239 308 115 723 788 2677 

Corrected TP 131 192 193 282 96 619 607 2120 

Recall 0.701 0.606 0.808 0.916 0.835 0.856 0.770 0.792 

Precision 0.618 0.843 0.889 0.935 0.857 0.715 0.668 0.745 

F1 Score 0.656 0.705 0.846 0.925 0.846 0.779 0.716 0.768 

F2 Score 0.682 0.642 0.823 0.919 0.839 0.824 0.748 0.782 
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Tiny YOLOv2 fine-tuned – IoU – 0.5  

 CRO DGS DGL BIK PDS PDC PDU Cumulative 

CRO 102 0 0 0 0 0 1 103 

DGS 0 162 0 0 1 2 1 166 

DGL 0 0 180 0 0 0 0 180 

BIK 0 0 0 261 0 0 0 261 

PDS 0 0 0 0 85 0 0 85 

PDC 2 1 0 0 2 515 7 527 

PDU 1 0 0 1 0 2 496 500 

FN 83 156 60 49 29 219 294 890 

FP 114 61 45 48 27 373 445 1113 

Expected # of Obj 187 317 239 308 115 723 788 2677 

Corrected TP 104 161 179 259 86 504 494 1787 

Recall 0.556 0.508 0.749 0.841 0.748 0.697 0.627 0.668 

Precision 0.470 0.714 0.800 0.845 0.759 0.572 0.525 0.614 

F1 Score 0.509 0.593 0.774 0.843 0.753 0.629 0.571 0.639 

F2 Score 0.536 0.539 0.759 0.842 0.750 0.668 0.603 0.656 

 


